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Dear colleagues, partners and friends,
It is our pleasure to bring to your attention the current publication consisting
of the written and revised versions of the presentations and speeches delivered
during the 2017 Summer Seminar for Young Public Policy Professionals from
South Eastern Europe and the Black Sea region. The traditional five-day-long
international forum was organized by the Economic Policy Institute, Sofia (EPI)
for an eighteenth consecutive time in the period May 29 – June 2, 2017 in Albena
resort at the Bulgarian Black Sea coast and was made possible thanks to the
kind financial support of the Hanns Seidel Foundation, the Representation of
the European Commission in Bulgaria, the Central European Initiative and the
Austrian Embassy in Sofia.
Launched in 2000 by the late Dr. Ivanka Petkova, Founder and First
Chairperson of EPI (1947 - 2011), the long-term regional project was firstly
supported by the Bertelsmann Foundation and the World Bank and sought to
meet the most visible and pressing challenges for South-Eastern Europe (SEE)
at that time – building administrative capacity for facing EU requirements as
well as for preparing for EU negotiations and fostering regional cooperation.
Initially, the Summer Seminar targeted young officials from public institutions
only from Bulgaria and Romania, while currently it is open to a wider range of
young experts from altogether fourteen SEE and Black Sea countries – Albania,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia,
Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine.
The 18th Summer Seminar edition entitled "Public Policy Challenges –
European and Regional Dimensions" gathered a diverse group of 35 promising
young public policy professionals from the public administration structures
and policy-oriented research centers from ten of the targeted SEE and Black
Sea countries. Traditionally, the prestigious international forum was attended
also by over 15 prominent speakers – high-level officials from EU institutions,
ambassadors, international experts and practitioners, university professors
and experts from the academia, representatives of reputable research centres
and think-tanks from the SEE and Black Sea region.
The 2017 Summer Seminar’s diverse programme touched upon not only
key topics on the EU agenda such as Brexit implications, rise of new forms for
political communication, debate for the future of the EU and its impact on EU’s
enlargement and neighbourhood policies, but also essential public policy issues
like e-government practices in Central and Southeast Europe, open government
data, data-driven decision-making in the public sector, policies and instruments
11

for innovation promotion, as well as topics of regional significance such as
fostering investments and competitiveness in Southeast Europe, convergence
and divergence processes in the region, its place in the light of the century of
Asia, etc. Besides obtaining new insights and food for thought during the panel
sessions, the participating young professionals from the region had the opportunity to continue the effective cooperation and networking also during the
interactive sessions embedded in the seminar’s agenda. The participants in this
edition of the seminar had the chance to enrol in one of two parallel sessions,
one dedicated to data-driven policies and another focused on the implications
for the SEE countries from the rising importance of Asia. In addition, there was
also another group task – developing scenarios for the future of the SEE and
Black Sea region by 2030. Here the participants split in six groups and each
of them presented their scenarios for the development of the region from a
different policy area perspective including migration, digital transformation,
post-truth facts, climate change, demographic challenges.
During the XVIII Summer Seminar EPI presented the findings of an inaugural survey among the Summer Seminar alumni network on the state of
good governance in the broader SEE and Black Sea region and the challenges
decision-makers face. The survey, entitled "Mapping of Public Policy Challenges
in SEE and Black Sea Countries", aims at mapping the sentiment among the
group of Summer Seminar experts on the current state of governance in their
countries and is considered by EPI a bottom-up approach for examining current public policy challenges in SEE based on insiders’ point of view as well as a
unique excerpt of opinions from neighbouring EU Member States and non-EU
Member States. Detailed information on the survey findings can be found in
this publication.
Thus, following its well-established framework providing a platform for
training, exchange of knowledge, ideas and experience, the EPI regional
initiative and its follow-up activities including this publication of the seminar
proceedings proved to be mutually beneficial for promising young experts
and renowned panellists, but also for a variety of stakeholders in the targeted
regions. What is more, the Summer Seminar justified its high recognition in
South Eastern Europe, the Black Sea region and beyond as an appropriate
format for fostering cooperation on the basis of personal contacts between
professionals from neighbouring countries. Last but not least, these project
efforts seek also to bridge the gap between ready-to-use solutions from different political, economic and administrative systems and regional particularities
12

through stimulating an active brainstorming for the application of tailor-made
ideas and eventually achieving spill-over effects in South Eastern Europe and
the Black Sea region.
By publishing this issue on a hard copy and freely disseminating it to all
participants, lecturers and stakeholders in the above-mentioned targeted SEE
and Black Sea countries, we at EPI believe not only to actively contribute to the
widening of beneficiaries’ circle but also to contribute to improving the perceptions and the image of South East Europe and the Black Sea region as a whole.
Yasen Georgiev
Executive Director
Economic Policy Institute
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IN THE SERVICE OF DEMOCRACY:
Project Activities of the Hanns Seidel Foundation
in Europe and Central Asia
Henning Senger
Head of Division Central, East and Southeast Europe,
Caucasus and Central Asia, Hanns Seidel Foundation,
Munich
Henning Senger has been the Head of Division Central,
East and Southeast Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia
at the Hanns Seidel Foundation since 2016. Prior to that
he was the Resident Representative of the Hanns Seidel
Foundation in Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia. He worked also
at the Department of Development Policy Issues, Department for EU-Project
Coordination and at the Asia-department of the Institute for International
Cooperation of the Foundation. Henning Senger graduated in Political Science,
Sociology and History from the Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich and
the Julius-Maximilians-University in Würzburg.

Hanns Seidel Foundation – Identity and mission
Democracy can only survive with a democratic minded population. This
lesson learned from the failure of the first German Republic, the Weimar
Republic, led the Federal Republic of Germany to establish political foundations. As an important part of political culture, these foundations would
henceforth serve as a lasting and profound anchor for democratic awareness in our country.
Former German President Roman Herzog accurately characterised them
as “schools of democratic thought and action, testbeds for civil courage and
common sense that bestow upon us the ethical principles without which
our political system cannot function.” Today, six political foundations operate in Germany spanning the political spectrum, each closely aligned with
one party, having gained their legitimacy through nearly complete state
funding from the German parliament. Its conscious and intentional coexistence is practised pluralism founded upon a basic consensus on liberal
14

The Eponymous Hanns Seidel
Hanns Seidel (1901–1961) was born in the Bavarian
town of Aschaffenburg and earned his law degree in 1929.
He became a member of the Bayerische Volkspartei (BVP)
in 1932 and the next year ran in the city council elections in
his home town. After the Nazis took power, Seidel was taken
into “protective custody” because he had been protecting a
large number of Jews.
Hanns Seidel served in the military from 1940–1945. Once the war was
over, the American military government appointed politically respectable
Seidel as District Administrator of Aschaffenburg. In 1946, he successfully ran
for election as a candidate of the recently created Cristian Social Union (CSU)
for the Constituent Assembly and the Bavarian Landtag (state parliament).
In September 1947, Prime Minister Hans Ehard appointed the expert Hanns
Seidel as Bavarian State Minister of Economics. The CSU parliamentary group
elected him their spokesperson in 1954, making him the opposition leader to
the Coalition of Four (SPD, Bayernpartei, FDP, GB/BHE).
In 1955, as the new party chairman, along with his Secretary General,
Friedrich Zimmerman, he began a fundamental modernisation and reorganisation of the CSU. When the Coalition of Four collapsed in 1957, the CSU once
again formed a government and the Landtag appointed Hanns Seidel as Minister
President of the State of Bavaria by a majority. The population rewarded Seidel’s
expertise and gave the CSU its best outcome since 1946 in the 1958 regional
elections with nearly 50 % of the vote.
It was with great regret that Seidel was forced to resign as Minister President
in 1960 and CSU party chair the following year due to a back injury he suffered
in an accident. Hanns Seidel died as a result of his injuries on 5 August 1961. A
few months later, planning began for a foundation affiliated with the party and
was named after Hanns Seidel.

democratic principles. “Democracy,” Herzog also said, “means that action
is as important as instruction.” Political foundations are financially, legally
and organisationally independent of each party, although they do operate
within the bounds of their respective party’s ideology.
The Hanns Seidel Foundation has belonged to this family of foundations
since 1967. It was named after the former Bavarian prime minister and CSU
chairman. It is politically aligned with the Christian Social Union (CSU) and
15

engages in political education with the aim of promoting the democratic
and civic education of the German people on Christian foundations. Its
educational programmes extend beyond party boundaries and are open
to all interested citizens. Its commitment to democracy, peace and development abroad also rests on these foundations. In addition, the practical
actions the foundation engages in focus on standards of human dignity and
tolerance, freedom and responsibility, solidarity and sustainability, equality of opportunity and intergenerational justice as well as subsidiarity as a
principle of responsibility and structure.
A broad range of tasks has developed over the past five decades from its
original mission and purpose. This includes dialogue between the spheres
of politics, science, business and society as well as engaging in futureoriented issues, developing strategies to face national and international
challenges, teaching and practicing political skills, knowledge and abilities,
supporting gifted and socio-politically committed students at home and
abroad, and promoting international understanding and global development cooperation.
The conceptual and operational work of the Hanns Seidel Foundation is
concentrated primarily in four departments. Whilst the Academy for Politics
and Current Affairs focuses on current trends and scholarly research, the
Institute for Political Education offers seminars on a number of different
topics. The Institute for Scholarship Programmes fosters up-and-coming
researchers with programmes that benefit talented academics who are
socially committed. The Institute for International Cooperation operates
and evaluates development and international cooperation projects. The
main topics according to Hanns Seidel Foundation´s international commitment are:
zz Strengthening of civil society and its organisations
zz Decentralisation and civic participation
zz Promotion of rule of law
zz Advisory service to decision-makers in politics, economy and
administration
zz Strengthening of state institutions
zz Women empowerment
16

zz Civic education and management training
zz Bridging of social and ethnic gaps
zz Strengthening of environmental awareness among the population
zz Promoting the exchange on development policy in Germany
The Hanns Seidel Foundation’s political education work is based on an
idea of man that incorporates the free development of personality and
personal responsibility just as much as social responsibility and solidarity.
Particularly in our own era, a time in which we need greater individual responsibility, our mission is to do even more to bring about a new “culture
of independence” and an “active civil society”, now more than ever.
Focus on Central, East and Southeast Europe
In accordance with the guidelines of the Integration and Neighbourhood
Policy of the European Union, Central, East and Southeast Europe as well as
partially the regions of Caucasus and Central Asia form an important focus
of Hanns Seidel Foundation´s international project activities.
With the accession rounds in 2004, 2007 and 2013 the institutional transformation of the new EU Member States of the Eastern Enlargement has
come to a successful end. The acceptance of democratic values, however, is
not yet fully rooted within these societies. In this context, the consolidation
of norms founded on the rule of law and civil society structures requires
a continued, reliable cooperation of the Hanns Seidel Foundation with its
project partners. In their endeavour for integration into the EU and for the
adaptation of respective standards, the candidate countries and potential
candidates need sustainable, concrete assistance.
Main topics in the region
zz Discussing the future of Europe
zz Analyzing and debating the consequences of migration and refugee
movements
zz Consolidation of the EU integration process on institutional and civil
society level
17

zz Structural improvement of the administration on local, regional and
national level for the establishment of a transparent, decentralised
and citizen-friendly administration
zz Combating the upcoming of populism and extremism in Europe

Czech Republic

zz Reinforcement of the judiciary and internal security through transfer
of expert education and advanced training as well as international
police conferences

The core of the project is to broaden institutions which promote democracy in governmental and non-governmental organisations and to
strengthen active civic society.

zz Promotion of transnational, interregional cooperation within the
framework of Euroregions with the aim of joint use of infrastructure
and economic resources across boarders and the overcoming of ethnic
conflicts

Topics include, for example, the role of civic society, cross-border international cooperation, the significance of Christian values, security issues,
social Europe, and European integration.

Democracy, the rule of law, development and internal security are
mutually dependent and demand a comprehensive strategic approach.
The project work focuses therefore primarily on the sectors of administration, police and judiciary, and in particular on the reforms of communal
administration as a pillar of democratic reorganization. Education and
advanced training activities are thus designed to contribute to a transparent and citizen-oriented administration. In addition, police seminars and
boarder police seminars are carried out by the Foundation. These project
activities are supplemented by the support of interregional cooperation
as a starting point for conflict prevention and democratic stabilization.
The specific expertise and experience of the Hanns Seidel Foundation in
Central, East and Southeast Europe are meanwhile being transferred to
the countries of the EU Eastern Partnership as well as chosen countries
in Central Asia.
Examples of our work within Central, East, Southeast Europe and
Central Asia
Albania
Cooperation with the City and Community Council, the Judicial Academy,
the Constitutional Court and the boarder police; neighbourhood dialogue
with Kosovo.
Croatia
Advanced training of young diplomats in the framework of the confer18

ence cycle “European Integration Processes” in cooperation with the Zagreb
Diplomat Academy and international conferences with the University of
Rijeka and the Jean Monnet Center of Excellence in Opatija.

Slovakia
The project is intended to contribute to the completion of the transformation process at the state and civilian level in Slovakia. The focus is
on strengthening the participation of state and/or social institutions and
stakeholders in public life as well as the responsible taking over of their
tasks in a European context.
Black See Regional Project
Contribution to the structural police reforms, e. g. consultation within
the framework of the implementation of the Schengen Information System
at the internal boarders and EU external boarders of Bulgaria as well as
regarding the EU Strategy for the Danube Region.
Serbia
Cooperation with the Office for European Integration of the prime minister’s office; cross-boarder interregional cooperation, e. g. in the framework
of Euroregions in the triangle of Serbia, Bulgaria, Macedonia.
Ukraine
Promoting new leaders within the municipality of Sevastopol; measures
concerning sustainable development of small towns in the regions of Lviv,
Ivano-Frankivsk and Dnipropetrovsk.
Regional Project Central Asia
Support of the state administration academies in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan
and Kazakhstan in the development of Master programmes and advanced
training for lecturers.
19

Sum-up
For more than 40 years, the Hanns Seidel Foundation has been committed to international cooperation in currently more than 100 projects in
around 65 countries worldwide. The foundation´s international activities
are based on Christian-social ideals and seek to promote humane living
conditions and to contribute to sustainable development by strengthening
peace, democracy, pluralism, international policy dialogue, rule of law and
social market economy. In cooperation with local, regional and international
partners Hanns Seidel Foundation realises projects mainly in the fields of
policy consultancy and political education. The partners’ independence and
ownership are of particular importance to the Foundation.

KEY NOTE SPEECH
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EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AT A HISTORICAL
CROSSROADS:
Key Challenges and Policy Options
Prof. András Inotai
Honorary President, Economic Policy Institute
Prof. Andras Inotai is Honorary President at the Economic
Policy Institute and also Professor at the College of Europe
(Bruges and Natolin (Warsaw)) since 1993.
Currently Research Professor and former Director General
of the Institute for World Economics, Budapest. Doctor of
Economic Science (German Habilitation) on Host Country
Behaviour towards Foreign Direct Investment (1991). Ph.D.
on Andean Integration in 1977. Research Fellow (1967-1979), Senior Research
Fellow (1977-1980), Head of Department (1981-1989), First Deputy Director
(1987-1989) at the Institute for World Economics, Budapest.
Head of the Strategic Task Force on Integration into the European Union (19861988). Visiting Professor, San Marcos University, Lima, Peru (1972-1973). Trade
Policy Division, the World Bank, Washington D.C. (1989-1991). President of the
Foundation on European Studies (Hungary, since 1999). Member of numerous
Hungarian and international organisations and editorial boards of professional journals.
Author of books and articles on regional integration, EC/EU relations, international direct capital flows, international competitiveness of the CMEA countries, the EC ‘92 Program and Eastern Europe, the European Union’s Eastern
Enlargement.
Main research areas: European Union and Central and Eastern Europe, candidate
countries’ preparation for membership, negotiations on accession, transformation economics, globalization and regional integration/cooperation, international direct capital flows, competitiveness of Central and Eastern Europe.
Well before the First World War, a highly influential but historically disputed German philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, wrote: „The time was ripe
for Europe but Europe was not ripe for the time”. Few politicians and think22
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ers would have believed that this statement may come back to Europe’s
development at full strength any time later. Fortunately or unfortunately,
the issue is not only again on the agenda but it represents a key and historically unique challenge for the European Union. Due to a number of internal
and external challenges, the European Union has reached a critical period.
The traditional pattern of three alternatives, namely, deepening, loosening
of the integration network or just muddling through (business as usual)
does not exist any more. There are only two remaining options: either rapid
deepening involving several key areas of integration policy or the end of the
„European dream” with all the disastrous consequences and unprecedented
costs no European citizen is yet aware of. Looking at the current challenges,
the traditional „muddling through” that, to a large extent, characterized the
last decade, does not work. Or, such an approach would be identical with
the breaking-up of the European Union and the rapid decline of Europe
(including the disappearance of the smaller countries quicker than that
of the bigger ones) in a dramatically changing world, accompanied with
polarization, fragmentation, the emergence of new powers and increasing
uncertainties, threats and catastrophic events. Therefore, the question of
Nietzsche seems to be more on the priority agenda of Europe than ever
before: Will Europe (first of all the European Union) be able to grow up to
the current global and internal challenges? The time is more than ripe. And
Europe?
Of course, one can argue that the European Union, from its birth, had
been experiencing different challenges and had been developing (and
deepening) through various crises or critical situations. Crises belong to
the inevitable (or even necessary) factors of the historical development of
the European integration. While agreeing with this view, we have to stress
that the current situation fundamentally differs from previous periods.
First, never before the EU had to face so many different, both external and
internal challenges that should be answered simultaneously and in their
interdisciplinarity and complexity. Second, the global environment which
partly produced the challenges, partly is expecting for the right answers,
has undergone qualitative shifts/changes in the last decade, not least following the global financial and economic crisis of 2008. Third, economic,
social, institutional as well as political processes shaping the global environment have been accelerating. As a result, there is less and less time left for
correctly identifying the playing-field and for formulating and implementing the right policies. Any delay or, even more, erroneous policy (whether
24

rooted in the inadequate interpretation of the situation or the wrong mix of
policy instruments applied) would produce setbacks and negative impacts
by further narrowing the manoeuvring room and increasing the costs of
correcting previous actions.
This paper tries to provide a background analysis of some of the key
challenges and identify necessary policy steps for a renewed EU as an
important global player in the next decades of the 21st century. The first
section addresses some of the most important external challenges, while
the second one deals with similarly relevant and future-shaping internal
issues. I opted for this partly artificial separation in order to better structure
and highlight some key developments. At the same time, I am fully aware
of the fact that some of the challenges cannot be clearly separated into just
„external” or just „internal”, because they are intertwined, at least indirectly,
concerning their roots and consequences. The concluding third section
outlines urgent policy tasks and their potential impact on the future of the
internal structure of the European integration.
1. Critical external challenges
1.1. Relations with the Trump administration of the USA
A year ago practically no leading European politician (excepting Orbán in
Hungary, the reasons of his attitude cannot be discussed in this paper) but
the majority of the US citizens would have expected the electoral victory
of Trump. Once Trump won the elections and was inaugurated as President
of the United States, suddenly a number of new and critical challenges
manifested themselves.
First, Trump questioned the traditional commitment of the US to NATO
as a defense organization for all member countries. Later, and fortunately,
this view was changed but the demand for member state contribution to
the NATO budget in the range of 2 per cent of the GDP was maintained or
even reinforced. The American attitude had two important implications
for the EU and its member states. On the one hand, several countries have
to increase their military contribution which may affect not only the structure of the respective budgets but also the financial capabilities of some
countries. Second, and more importantly, it had a qualitative change in
thinking about the European defense strategy. Although all EU members
of the NATO remained essentially interested in American support, the idea
25

of an „independent” EU-level defense and security policy emerged not only
in strategic discussions but also in some concrete proposals as well.
Second, and with more imminent potential impact, Trump’s priority of defending „national interests” (see „America first”) created a direct threat to the
current multilateral economic and trade relations. The consequences of the
trade protectionism following the 1929-33 global crisis are well known. The
world has learned this lesson when the answer to the financial and economic
crisis of 2008 was not protectionism but consolidation and further broadening
of international trade as a key pillar of stability and development in a highly
interdependent global economy. This pattern was seriously questioned by
Trump’s protectionist perception and the US exit from already signed regional
trade agreements or the announcement of cancelling or re-negotiating other
relevant pillars of the multilateral trade architecture (NAFTA). Even more
threatening was (or still is) the intention to introduce high import tariffs to
goods coming from all countries made responsible for the high US trade deficit, particularly China, but also Germany (car industry) within the EU. Although
such protectionist policy instruments have not yet been implemented, they
have already created high-level uncertainty in global trade.
In addition, the most perspective bilateral trade deal between the US and
the EU (the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership – TTIP) was put on
ice. Evidently, the right balance to be established among 29 different chapters covered by the negotiations and in several cases with interdependent
areas is extremely difficult and can always be used or misused by populist
politicians in many respects. However, the main mission of the TTIP would be
(or would have been) to raise the transatlantic economic relations to a new
quality in a rapidly changing world with shifting global balances, and, at the
same time, preserve the transatlantic rules of the game for global trade and
the behaviour of emerging non-transatlantic economic powers as well. This
is now in danger. In addition, Trump’s protectionist efforts have created fear
in all EU member countries with important trade and investment links to the
US in general, and in Germany, the largest trading partner, in particular. The
EU’s answer, supported by other major trading powers, was not only a clear
rejection of protectionism but the reinforcement of liberal trade regimes,
including the acceleration of ongoing bilateral free trade negotiations and
the initiation of new trade treaties with third countries. It is another issue
that the implementation of Trump’s trade protectionism would be a suicide
for the USA, since it would create both a commodity shortage (lacking US
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production substituting missing imports) and a huge increase in consumer
prices, since domestically produced substitutes could not compete with
Chinese, Mexican and other imports. As a result, the main sufferers of such
a step would be just those US citizens who were the most determined (and
blinded) voters for Trump’s Presidency.
1.2. Rising assertiveness of Russia
Russia used to be an important and reliable economic (and partly political)
partner of the EU until the mid of the last decade. This situation started to
change with Putin who wanted to increase Russia’s presence in global politics.
Russia’s participation in Middle Eastern conflicts (particularly in Syria) could
not be adequately responded to by an EU without common military and
security mandate. However, the watershed was the occupation of Crimea
which was followed by widespread economic sanctions against Russia. They
started to develop their impacts just at a period when oil prices plummeted
and Russia’s foreign exchange reserves were going to diminish rapidly. In
shortage of economic power, Russia’s answer was political and military, both
in Eastern Ukraine as well as vis-a-vis neighbouring EU members (Baltics).
Another geographic field of growing Russian interest is the Western Balkans
(after Montenegro’s NATO membership mainly Serbia and, most recently,
Bosnia-Herzegovina). At the same time, it is by several documents proven that
Russia significantly intervened into the US election campaign (by supporting
Trump). Some observers qualified these cyber-attacks as the beginning of the
Third World War – with different instruments. Concerning the European Union,
similar signs could be identified in some European electoral campaigns as
well but without a positive outcome for Russia (Netherlands, France, let alone
the coming German elections). Russia has become interested in diluting (or
even dissolving) the European Union. In this context, official Russian politics
is not far from Trump’s who is, similarly, not interested in a strong and united
European integration. Russia would prefer bilateral deals (particularly with
Germany) and uses some member countries to attack the EU, both its institutions and rule of law (particularly Hungary, with strong personal relations
between Putin and Orbán). Finally, we have to note that the extension of
trade sanctions against Russia as well as the involvement of new commodities
into the sanction list, as a pressure from the USA, are increasingly critically
considered by the EU which wants to normalize relations with Russia and not
become hostage of incalculable and highly costly US politics against Russia.
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1.3. China
EU-China relations have been developing significantly in the last years.
Although high Chinese surplus is a constant feature of bilateral trade, but,
particularly after the global crisis, the EU could substantially increase its exports to China, not least as a result of more liberal Chinese trade policy and
special contracts signed in and after 2010 in order to support EU recovery
from the crisis by growing exports to China. Recently, China shows increasing interest in investing in Europe, particularly in small- and medium-sized
technology firms (mainly in Germany but also in Italy and other countries).
As a consequence of the Trump administration, EU-China relations
became manifestly stronger at least in two key areas. First, both parties
have several times declared that they are protecting trade liberalism and
withstand any protectionist tendencies. The Chinese President was the
first in condemning protectionism and supporting free trade at the Davos
World Economic Forum a few days after Trump entered the White House.
Still, the EU did not lift the legal restriction imposed on China when the
latter entered the WTO in 2001 without „market economy label”. It is more
than convenient to end up with this discrimination, both because China
is definitely more a market economy than for instance Russia and Ukraine
(with market economy status in the WTO) and because this discrimination
should have already been lifted by the end of 2016 (it was accepted with a
15 years period at the maximum). Second, the EU and China are key partners
in keeping alive the Paris Agreement on climate change and environmental protection after the official withdrawal of the USA from the treaty. This
relationship is vital not only for political reasons but it obviously serves
economic interests, not least Chinese ones, since, in the last years, and for
some observers surprisingly quickly, China became one of the key developers and exporters of climate- and environment-friendly technologies.
A new challenge for the European Union is represented by China’s unprecedented and long-term infrastructure strategy connecting Asia and
Europe both with continental and maritime transportation network. The
New Silk Road (or, more recently, the One Belt One Road – OBOR) project
is expected not only to create new facilities for Chinese exports to Europe
but a qualitative upgrading of bilateral relations by combining Chinese and
European financial and technological resources for sustainable and deepening strategic contacts. Just for their geopolitical situation, the new member
countries can become important players and are already joined together
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with the non-member Western Balkan countries in the 16+1 institutional
framework. (More about it in my other paper on Central and Southeastern
Europe and China.) However, it has to be stressed, that China, in contrast
to Russia, is not interested in undermining the European Union. Just the
opposite, it is definitely in favour of a stronger and, consequently, deepening European integration as an indispensable pillar in the multipolar world
system, the basic strategic goal of China, also in order to lessen its (mutual)
dependence on the USA and diversify its economic and political relations,
mainly towards the EU as a key global economic (and, in the future, maybe
political) player.
1.4. The challenge of global competition
For the European Union, as the most important global trading bloc and,
similarly, the most important trading partner of several dozens of countries
outside the EU, keeping international trade open and strengthening bi- and
multilateral trade links is crucial for sustainable economic and social development as well as for overall growth. With almost one-third of global trade
(including intra-EU commodity flows), the EU is fundamentally interested
in global trade based on clear rules (both WTO-related and several bilateral or regional trade agreements) and clearly opposes any protectionist
movement.
At the same time, by far not all EU member countries are similarly competitive. In addition, they are differently relying on intra-EU free trade and
revealing competitiveness in extra-EU trade. The global crisis of 2008 has
highlighted the internal differences. On the one hand, it became obvious
that the creation of the Monetary Union with one common currency, the
Euro, had missed one relevant factor of qualification for (sustainable) membership. While the Maastricht criteria can be agreed on, the structural factor
reflecting the level and future potential of competitiveness remained largely
disregarded. Of course, a suboptimal currency area may be feasible (as the
Eurozone is), provided the adequate mechanisms/policies are introduced in
order to cope with structural and competitiveness gaps and to strengthen
the competitiveness of the lagging behind members with the necessary
structural changes. On the other hand, all member countries were forced
to give – among others – a trade-policy answer to negative growth. Highly
trade-dependent members with dominant intra-EU trade relations were
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particularly challenged. Overall, and based on the deep intra-EU growth
crisis, all members started to look at and discover third country markets for
their export products, with special attention to the (at that time still rapidly
developing) emerging markets. As a result, the share of intra EU-trade fell
from two-third of total trade to about 62 % (a 5 percentage point decrease),
while extra-EU trade increased by the same share. However, individual
countries proved to be differently successful, while the term „success” would
also need further interpretation. Highly competitive economies, such as
Germany, the Netherlands, Scandinavian members, but partly also France
did find the right response to the crisis and could mitigate or even compensate the negative impacts of the decline of intra-EU trade by dynamic export
growth on third markets. Some other EU members (particularly Spain) were
forced to do so in order to keep several intra-EU-oriented companies alive.
Short term statistical figures are encouraging in diverting part of the trade
to extra-EU markets. However, the sustainability of export reorientation (as
well as the additional costs of the reorientation) still needs further evidence
in the next years. Greece was a special case, by concluding bilateral (and not
necessarily competitiveness-based) deals with China, with the consequence
of becoming the only EU member country for which extra-EU exports became more important than intra-EU exports. Finally, also the new member
countries above average depending on intra-EU trade (not least fostered
by the intra-EU export orientation of transnational companies producing
in the new member countries), tried to discover new markets outside the
EU, without substantially changing their dominant „dependence” on EU
markets (from 70 to 85 per cent at the moment of the crisis). While the
extremely high intra-EU dependence of the Czech Republic and Slovakia
could be decreased by some percentage points (from 85 to about 80 per
cent), Poland and Hungary could not substitute the dominant position of
the EU (about 75 to 77 per cent). Despite the fact that in 2011 Hungary
started a new and rather costly trade reorientation project towards Asia,
and more recently towards Africa and Latin America (both with 1 per cent
of total exports), the „turn to Asia” proved to be a complete failure, since the
share of Asia sank in total Hungarian exports from 7 to 5 per cent in a few
years, irrespective of growing exports to China (90 per cent of which is due
to exports by multinational companies working in Hungary). Orientation
towards Africa and Latin America lacks commodities to be exported and
only favours the government clientele that has already got nice positions
in several countries paid by Hungarian taxpayers.
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Responding to the crisis, the EU intensified its bilateral trade initiatives.
It concluded and ratified trade (and investment) agreements with the
Republic of Korea, Perú and Colombia, as well as with Canada (despite some
opposition from the region of Wallonia in Belgium). Moreover, Brussels accelerated negotiations with several other countries (including Japan and
the Mercosur) and is currently in preparation of several other bilateral or
regional free trade deals. Although they are unlikely to compensate for the
potential loss of the freezing of the TTIP negotiations with the United States,
these steps are a clear sign of the EU to successfully oppose the tendency
of growing trade protectionism.
While the spread of free trade agreements is essential for the EU in order
to keep its position in global trade (and preserve exports as an important
or most relevant contributing factor to GDP growth) sustainable competitiveness requires a number of policy steps within the EU. It has to be
recognized that, in the 21st century, sustainable competitiveness of highly
developed countries is not based on price- or exchange rate-based competitiveness and not even on the higher quality at a higher but affordable
price. Conditions of competitiveness include four other factors:
zz transparent, efficient, business-oriented and corruption-free public
administration on all levels, from the municipal through the regional
to the state level,
zz social cohesion and solidarity becomes an indispensable factor of
sustainable competitiveness (at least in developed countries), with
different critical masses of social cohesion in the individual EU member
countries, depending on their socio-political environment and historical experience/heritage,
zz investment strategies into the human factor in three areas, such as
education at all levels, research and development and healthcare are
crucial for sustainable competitiveness in all EU member countries
lacking natural resources but disposing of a lot of human capital,
zz and most importantly, „investment into the innovative society” will
(or has already) become the key pillar of sustainable competitiveness.
Only societies open to the world, with future-oriented approach,
equipped to face crises and risks and prepared to make use of new
chances, with high level of solidarity and social cohesion will be able
to become or remain successful competitors in the rapidly changing
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global economic setting. Unfortunately, this requirement has not yet
been (fully) understood by most member countries, and the preparation of the societies for the challenges of the 21st century (both in
economic, social and technological terms) is, at best, lagging behind.
Let alone by some countries, in which the ruling political class had
been oriented toward closing down, generating fear and hatred, past
instead of future – in sum: „mental contamination” instead of preparing
the society for the future.
Finally, the EU, as all democratic systems, is increasingly facing the contradiction between political and socio-economic rationality. In a democracy,
political rationality used to be limited to the generally four-year election
cycle. Those who are in power would like to keep it, those who have been
in opposition would like to come to power. This is easily understandable.
However, most of the socio-economic challenges all EU member countries
are facing, such as demographic change, education, healthcare, employment, sustainability of the social welfare system, longer term competitiveness, environmental issues but partly also the management of the (ongoing)
migration require comprehensive strategies for the next 8 to 15 years (or
even ahead of this date). How can political democracy be reconciled with
socio-economic strategies spreading over two, three or even more fouryear political cycles? We are challenged by creating a balanced adjustment
involving the society (an important issue of „investment into the innovative society”), assuring that longer-term socio-economic strategies will be
continued even if there is a change in the political leadership of a member
country. Needless to say,„illiberal democracies” are unable to cope with such
a task, since any „expropriation” of socio-economic strategies by a political
group (for obvious reasons, I deliberately avoid the word „elite”) would kill
the viability and positive impacts of such a strategy. Functioning strategies
have to be based on (renewed) democratic institutions and a political environment open to broader and broader parts of the given society.
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2. Not less relevant internal challenges
2.1. Brexit
The United Kingdom is the second largest economy in the EU after
Germany. At the same time, it is by far the most important financial center
and a key player in European defense and external security issues. Its potential departure from the EU would have a number of controversial consequences – not only for the EU but – even more – for the exiting UK as well.
The outcome of the Brexit referendum is one of the most manifest signs
of growing populism in Europe. First, key British media, financial and business circles as well as globally-oriented think-tanks did not care about the
referendum at all, since all of them were convinced that the referendum
would be a „circus”, and a large majority of British citizens, with global orientation, deeply-rooted democratic tradition and „normal sense” would
vote against leaving the EU. In fact, practically no professional analysis was
conducted on the potential costs of Brexit. On the opposite side, populist
arguments focused on the negative impact of immigration (mainly from
the new member countries, while the largest part of immigrants to Britain
used to come from previous non-European colonies of the Commonwealth),
independence from the European Court of Justice and the advantages of
staying alone (proud and high) on the international scene. The outcome of
the referendum was a real shock. It proved that populism is working. The
share of 52 % for Brexit consisted of people in (partly lagging behind) British
regions, elder persons and less skilled or unskilled workers (both feeling
victims of globalization). Large part of the globally-oriented, City-based
and highly skilled citizens did not go to vote at all, because they could not
have imagined that the referendum might come out with a pro-Brexit result.
The late reaction, as confirmed by developments of one year (June 2016
– June 2017), has already had dramatic consequences. First, negotiations
on leaving the EU started with clear EU requirements and irreal to nebulous
British position. Brussels made it clear that as an „entry fee” for starting official negotiations; the UK has to pay back between 40 to 60 bn Euros EU
money currently supporting co-financed projects on the Island and keep
on contributing to the common budget until the very end of negotiations.
Not less importantly, the UK has to keep on accepting EU rules as long as the
negotiations last. There is no possibility for alternative trade negotiations
or neglecting the decisions of the European Court of Justice until the very
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end of the exit negotiations. Thus, the original plan of the British government to develop a simultaneous and interconnected path of negotiations
on exit and on signing new treaties did not work. Second, financial circles
and big business started to pack and look for other EU countries. An increasing number of banks, financial consulting firms as well as manufacturing
and other service companies have already announced their relocation to
Frankfurt, Paris, Dublin or outside the EU. The adverse short- and longer
term consequences of such a move just started to become a concern for
pro-Brexit politicians.
Third, globally oriented think-tanks, unfortunately too late, started to
publish a series of surveys focusing on the detrimental consequences of
Brexit and to enumerate positive arguments why to stay in the EU. Fourth,
first rounds of official negotiations did not support the original position of
the United Kingdom. The European Commission (represented by Michel
Barnier, the chief Brexit negotiator) made several times clear, that „soft
Brexit” as preferred by London is only possible if „hard EU links” will remain
valid (four freedoms including free flow of EU citizens, British contribution
to EU budget, recognition of the decisions by the European Court of Justice,
continued and strong cooperation in foreign policy and European security
and defense). It has been becoming more and more obvious for British
politicians that the probability of a „hard Brexit” is not out of sight and could
produce serious and long-lasting damage to the British economy (from the
„Ukrainian solution” to simple WTO membership). Finally, British citizens
started to question Brexit, even if they voted for it a year ago or abstained
from voting. This changing domestic situation has already provoked political uncertainties and weakened the position of the pro-Brexit government.
A certain awakening is on the way in two aspects. First, that the United
Kingdom is not any more a global political and economic power, proud of
its imperial past, but part of a changed global environment, with just a bit
more than 2 per cent of global GDP. Although the globally spoken English
language and the (still) strong financial position of the City are important
cards on the global map, the United Kingdom does not necessarily belong
to the big winners of (financial) globalization started by itself (and the USA)
and of which both countries had been the unquestionable beneficiaries over
two decades. New competitors, enjoying the positive impacts of globalization have been growing up, partly contesting British positions just at the
moment of announcing Brexit. Second, already perceived negative impacts
of a potential Brexit (more than 20 per cent of devaluation of the pound,
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moving-out of large and traditionally British or Britain-based business,
exodus of young skilled people, but also the rapidly declining purchasing
power of several hundred thousands of British pensioners regularly living
in other EU countries, mainly Spain, Italy and Portugal, all members of the
Eurozone) contributed to growing doubts or outspoken opposition to
Brexit within the British population. Last but not least, a number of new
questions have arisen: from Scotland’s referendum on remaining in the EU,
the situation with Northern Ireland and the future of relations between the
Republic of Ireland and Ulster, as well as the future of Gibraltar. All of them
would be affected by Brexit.
It is difficult to foresee the outcome of Brexit negotiations. One scenario,
the most likely according to the author of this paper, is that Brexit will not
happen. Another alternative is prolonged negotiations without any clear
outcome over several years (during which the UK will remain financially,
economically and legally linked to the EU without any „independent treatymaking power”). Finally, a rather low chance is given to Brexit under the
current time schedule (autumn of 2019), but with almost immediate negative impacts both for the EU and the UK.
The fact of potential Brexit, including all three scenarios outlined above,
has already had also a positive impact on the future development of the EU.
First, the EU, particularly its newly revitalising core, could get rid of British
opposition to any deepening of the integration. Second, the potential leave
of the United Kingdom reinforces European unity in order to keep the EU’s
(shrinking) place in the global landscape. Third, international business to
be relocated to other EU member countries is expected to increase the
economic and financial role of the (reviving) EU. Fourth, external security
and defense cooperation within the EU-27 has already become a first-rank
priority (driven by other factors, such as migration, responding to the
plans of the Trump administration and counteracting Russian influence).
Realistically, it needs strong cooperation with the United Kingdom, whether
the country remains in the EU or departs from it.
What might be even more interesting for the next years is what happens
if the EU starts a genuine process of deepening (most probably if it wants to
survive and consolidate its domestic and international position) and, during
this deepening process, Britain would opt for still staying in the EU. In this
case, British continued membership would only be feasible if the country
were ready to accept the results of the ongoing deepening process and
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accept more community-level cooperation instead of continuing with its
old-fashioned and outdated „splendid isolation”. British citizens can easier
be convinced of not leaving the EU than of accepting the conditions of a
deepening/deepened integration. Or maybe the already manifest negative
impacts of a potential Brexit and arguments in favour of non-Brexit would
generate a dramatic change of mind, so that the United Kingdom would
become one of the most dynamic supporters of the deepening of the
European integration? The outcome is fully open and depends on global
developments, the success of EU integration and not least on psychological
factors (largely influenced by mass media).
2.2. Strengthening the Eurozone
The acute situation of the Eurozone produced by the global financial crisis
and the Greek bail-out could be successfully but only temporarily managed.
Uncertainty remained for various factors. First, ad-hoc crisis management
could save the common currency (at high costs) but could not establish
a new, reliable and shock-resisting framework. Although following the
crisis, a number of new rules and institutions, strongly resisted or not even
imagined before 2008, were created in order to stabilize the Euro, the system still needs qualitative improvement. Rapid progress towards a federal
structure, including debt mutualization and a common fiscal policy backed
by a Eurozone budget seems to be unavoidable (one pillar of a potential
new Franco-German leadership towards deepening integration).
Second, new and recent rifts in the construction of the Euro cannot be
ignored. For instance, the financial state of some Italian banks may represent
a bigger challenge for the successful management of the Eurozone than
the Greek crisis several years ago.
Third, the consequences of the one-sided austerity programs mainly
introduced in the Southern member states did produce longer-term
economic and social costs which still have to be remedied. Let alone the
mental impacts that used to come to the surface later and nourish already
existing populist waves.
Fourth, the current international financial situation has various and
partly contradicting impacts. In the last decade, the euro has become the
second largest international currency after the US dollar (with a little fewer
than 30 per cent of the global foreign exchange reserves and about half
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of the international trade already conducted in Euro). Still, this trend of
the euro’s share expansion is now history and the predominance of the US
dollar remains unquestionable, while China has become a more important
player in global financial markets. The impact of the Trump administration
is twofold. On the one hand, it strengthens the Euro as a result of Trump’s
protectionist endeavours. On the other hand, a (rapidly) appreciating Euro
(in contrast to forecasts a year ago that indicated even a parity between
both currencies) may substantially diminish the (price) competitiveness of
European exports to the USA and to all other countries accounting their
foreign trade in US dollar. In addition, continued and predictable cooperation with China is relevant, since China is definitely interested in a strong
common European currency not only for partly diversifying its huge foreign
exchange reserves in US dollars (not an easy and risk-free task) but also
for having a strong economic and financial partner in its multipolar world
setting. Finally, Brexit has already contributed to the appreciation of the
Euro with short term positive (British exports of manufactured goods if still
available, tourism to Britain) and short and longer term negative impacts
(higher price of imports, increasing price of imported goods and service in
Britain, less money for British tourists going to Europe, decreasing purchasing power of British citizens living in Eurozone countries).
In sum, intra-EU and international developments speak in favour of further strengthening the Euro architecture and make it resistant to future crisis
and financial speculation (already underway). The convincing policy step is
a qualitative jump towards fiscal federalism, obviously not only supported
by economic and financial developments but as a result of a clear political
decision towards qualitative deepening of the integration.
3. The unfinished/unfinishable business: managing migration
Migration to and from Europe had been a historical process over centuries. However, for several reasons, the current situation is very different from
previous ones. Interestingly, practically nobody is dealing with outward
migration (from Europe to other parts of the world), though it is a relevant
process affecting the future of the continent, because most outward migrants are young, mobile, flexible and highly skilled people who would be
very much needed for the sustainable development and competitiveness
of the EU. Attention is concentrated on the recent migration pressure
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originating in the Middle East and in Africa. Unfortunately, until now the
EU did not find the right answer to this situation and even less was able to
implement common rules to adequately address the migration challenge.
First, a clear distinction between asylum seekers fleeing political turmoil,
war and open repression and third country citizens looking for job and
higher living standards (including social benefits) should be made. The first
group has to be received by all member countries, as a basic humanitarian
rule of law and democracy. On the contrary, economic migrants should apply for entering the EU in the respective EU embassies in their host countries.
Unfortunately, due to the massive inflow of migrants in 2015, also encouraged by the „welcome culture” of the German chancellor, administrative
services in the EU member countries were unable to make this separation
at the border crossing points.
Second, current migration is very different from previous ones. On the
one hand, the sheer size is difficult to be managed. On the other hand, the
composition of the asylum seekers and migrants differs from previous patterns. Most of them are young and unskilled without any experience with
European conditions. Modern communication technology makes it every
day easier to get acquainted with „Western welfare”, stability, social services
as an irresistible attraction to undertake adventurous journeys with high
costs to reach the European continent – without the real picture in the EU
and the many times unique adjustment pressure (language, skills, attitude,
mentality) to be faced upon arrival in the „old continent”. Moreover, the
burden on accepting, taking care of and integrating (not assimilating!)
newcomers is highly disproportionally distributed with the lion’s share
borne by Greece, Italy and Germany.
At first sight, it should not be impossible that the EU with 510 mn
citizens absorbs 1 mn extra-EU migrants, or 0.2 per cent of its population.
Economically and financially it would not heavily burden the European
Union. Just the opposite, partly already in the short, but definitely in the
medium-term, it would generate additional demographic and economic
benefits. The problem, however, is threefold. First, concentration of asylum
seekers and migrants on the territory of some member countries and the
lack of a just (re)distribution mechanism makes integration of large ethnic
groups rather difficult. Second, some member countries (mainly the new
ones) are not ready to participate in a common asylum and migration
policy of integration, claiming that their „national identity” and „ethnic ho38

mogeneity” were threatened. If the „national identity” of a 10 mn country,
as Hungary, can be in danger because of the acceptance of 1.294 asylum
seekers/legal migrants, such a „national identity” could really be questioned.
In addition, Hungary – and several other countries of the region – could
survive and become part of the modern world because, in historical perspective, they were open to other „ethnic groups” and could successfully
integrate them into their national society. Regrettably, such a historical
vision is largely missing. Just the opposite is true: as a third factor hindering any common migration policy on EU level is rapidly rising populism, in
many cases deliberately and irresponsibly nourished by the government
ideology emphasizing the protecting role of „father State” to the population
directly threatened by „terrorists”. In some countries there is no distinction
made between migrants/asylum seekers and terrorists, while atrocities,
killings happen every day due to „domestic terrorists”. However, this kind
of argument is missing in the media and in statements of the opposition
parties, while hatred against foreigners (increasingly not only against nonEuropeans), fear and dread are on the rise in an unconscient and mentally
contaminated social environment.
The lack of a common migration strategy is seriously threatening both
the internal security of the EU and the cohesion of the integration. The EU
has to make a clear difference between handling asylum seekers and socioeconomic migrants. Therefore, Europe’s external borders, with particular
reference to the Mediterranean, have to be protected and the acceptance
of illegal migrants strictly refused. At the same time, all member countries
have to take their adequate share in reallocating asylum seekers within the
European Union. Such a double approach („migration package”) should be
adopted as soon as possible, because the migration pressure is unlikely
to stop or even to decline in the next years. Simultaneously, a common
migration policy would not only strengthen solidarity among the member
countries but become an important pillar of deepening the integration.
4. Unstoppable (?) rise of populism
Looking at the future of the EU, one of the most dangerous developments
can be considered the rise of populism embracing both eurosceptic and
openly anti-EU movements. The roots are manifold, starting from rising
wealth and partly income inequality, accompanied by rising unemploy39

ment and stagnating or falling real wages, through the double challenge
of structural changes (from manufacturing to services and the changing
demand of the labour markets from low-skilled to highly-skilled people to
the „mobilizing” and „stupidity-enhancing” role of the media in an increasingly complex and interdependent global and European environment. In
this situation it is easy to find scapegoats and not to look at the personal
responsibility or that of the government carrying out wrong economic
and social policies and adjustment fearing the economic and social costs
of substantial restructuring and growing social opposition threatening the
power of the governing party/parties.
Despite adverse trends in the socio-political landscape of various EU
member countries in the last years, anti-EU movements could be stopped
even in Greece. Elections in the Netherlands, France and Germany resulted
in clear victory of the mainstream parties. Still, populist moves are far
from being banned. But the current situation seems to offer favourable
perspectives for the consolidation not only of pro-European parties and
party structures but also for broader general support to more (and deeper)
integration. At the same time, it should not remain unnoticed that some
member countries, such as Poland and Hungary have raised anti-EU attitude
to the level of official government policies.
Concluding remarks and scenarios for the future
Several external and internal challenges affecting the EU at the same time
and in a rapidly changing global framework urgently require new strategies
with long-term (sustainable) political support by the member countries and
active and future-oriented behaviour of the societies. The main areas of
identifying the position of the European integration and of developing new
common policies cover both traditional areas of the integration as well as
new fields in which, until now, common policies have not been developed.
The first category includes the qualitative deepening of the Eurozone by
complementing the monetary integration by fiscal federalism headed by
an EU finance minister and, potentially, a special budget for the Eurozone.
Next is the maintenance of free trade and strengthening the fight against
any kind of protectionism, one of the already community-level policies of
the EU. Extending free-trade agreements belong to this policy basket. In
addition, the just starting discussion on the post-2020 budget, both regard40

ing its size (particularly if Brexit happened and the UK contribution would
be missing or to be replaced by enhanced contributions by other member
countries) and its structure (less for traditional areas such as CAP and cohesion funds and more for future-oriented and community-level projects) is
expected to strengthen Europe’s economic position in global competition.
The second category includes new areas of community-level policies.
There is an urgent need to strengthen, if necessary even change, and
manage EU-wide implementation of the rules of a common asylum and
migration strategy facing not only the current migration crisis but also
pre-emptively future migration challenges as well.
Another new area for community level approach and a qualitative step
towards meaningful deepening of the EU is represented by the already started negotiations on a common foreign, security and defense policy. This is
driven both by external (US, Russia, terrorism, external security threats) and
internal factors (potential Brexit, internal security). It has to be noted that,
according to the traditional integration theory, common defense should
belong to the final stage of a federal structure, somewhat the crowning of
already working and successful trade, economic and monetary integration. However, the current situation may enforce a different sequencing as
it happened in the history of the integration process both in the late 18th
century in the USA and in 1870 in Germany, where political integration preceded monetary integration. In fact, the necessity of a „premature” defense
integration forced by the domestic and external environment and largely
shared by the member countries can be considered as a basic additional
driving force of deepening the EU.
How will the current structure of the EU, still mainly based on nationstate sovereignty, anchored not only in the mentality of societies but also
in the decision-making structure of European institutions, be able to find
the right answers and consensus (small influence of community-level
decisions with the overwhelming field left for national votes, including
veto rights)? The newly emerging Franco-German leadership following
Macron’s victory and clear plans of restructuring the French economy and
building a deeper European Union are a positive development, provided
domestic tensions and conflicts mainly in France but also in some other
countries (plus potential external interference) can be successfully managed and overcome.
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There is no unsolvable contradiction between European unity and multispeed (two- or several-tier) integration. In fact, today’s EU is a multi-tier
integration, with some member countries belonging to the Eurozone and
others not (yet), most of them members of Schengen but some not (yet),
and some could opt-out of the social charter. It was the 2004 enlargement
which introduced the „no opt-out” criterion, making clear to all members
that common rules and policies have to be accepted and followed, even if
a certain period is necessary for the full-fledged adjustment to the requirements. However, there is no possibility for opting-out any more. It means
that all member countries, once prepared, have to join the common currency (with a two-year transitional period in the ERM-2) and will become
Schengen members once all preconditions have been met. A next step of
deepening the EU can be the joining of some not-yet Eurozone countries to
the ERM-2 (Bulgaria and Romania but maybe other new members as well)
within a very short time and the political decision to integrate Bulgaria and
Romania into the Schengen zone.

zz second: „national sovereignty” in a highly interdependent and rapidly
changing world needs fundamental reinterpretation and should increasingly be replaced by „shared sovereignty” in the common interest
of a viable and competitive EU,
zz third: not only in the political language but in everyday practice,
European solidarity has to get a new quality, including the notion
that solidarity is a two-way (although in most cases not a precisely
balanced 50-50) deal, but an indispensable ingredient of a win-win
scenario benefitting the entire European Union.
Returning to Nietzsche’s statement, whether Europe became ripe to the
challenges or not, the future of Europe will largely depend on the right or
wrong (timely or delayed, full-fledged or fragmented, courageous or halfhearted) answers to the above issues.

More time will be needed to narrow the meaningful differences in economic structure, employment, competitiveness and, last but not least, per
capita income and regional development. However, already available and
future financial and other instruments of the EU, if correctly used, can act as
efficient instruments, accompanied by political cooperation and observing
the basic rules and priorities of the EU. As long as the doors to enter higher
levels of the deepening integration remain open, multi-speed Europe can
and should be considered as an incentive and not as an obstacle. If, however,
a member country does not share the basic values of the integration and
repeatedly challenges various common policies, it will not be able to find the
way to„core Europe”. In this case, it is better to talk about„self-peripherization”
than complaining about the „peripheral position” of a member country.
As stated in the introduction, the European Union reached a historical
junction. Nobody can foretell the future. However, it is clear that unprecedented external and internal developments (pressures) require new
answers with strategic importance and future-oriented vision. In this context, member countries and the EU, including politicians, decision-makers,
business and societies need to understand that
zz first: national and European identities are not mutually excluding
but mutually supporting. A lot of investment is needed into fostering
„European identity”,
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BULGARIA IN THE EU:
LESSONS LEARNT TEN YEARS LATER IN LIGHT
OF THE DEBATE ON THE FUTURE OF EUROPE
Ognian Zlatev
Head of EC Representation in Bulgaria, Sofia
Ognian Zlatev has been the Head of the European
Commission’s Representation in Sofia since 2013. Prior
to that he worked as Head of Communication at the
Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and
Inclusion where he helped communicating effectively the
Commission’s actions to tackle youth unemployment and
social inclusion.
Mr. Zlatev has extensive professional experience in communication, media development and NGO management. Before joining the European Commission,
he served on the Managing Board of Bulgarian National Television (the public
service broadcaster). Prior to that Mr. Zlatev founded and managed the Media
Development Centre in Bulgaria and were a founding member and President
of the South-East European Network for Professionalisation of the Media
(SEENPM). Other previous posts include Director of the Information Centre for
the Open Society Institute in Sofia, Manager of the BBC Centre in Bulgaria and
Exchange Officer at the British Council office in Bulgaria.

Dear young public policy professionals,
Dear colleagues,
It is an honour to be here today and to be able to address you within
the framework of the XVIII Summer Seminar for Young Public Policy
Professionals from Southeastern Europe and the Black Sea Region. This is
not the first time that I am taking part in this forum and I have collected
many fond memories of my collaborations with all the participants. I would
like to once again thank the Economic Policy Institute for inviting me.
It is important to meet and discuss the public policy challenges and
our role as public servants as, evidently there is a wave of political change
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which is rapidly passing through Europe, making our work even more visible and responsible.
The various changes that have taken place in the world, together with
the sense of insecurity which people experience, have caused growing dissatisfaction with traditional politics and institutions at all levels. This is often
expressed in indifference and lack of confidence in the actions of public
authorities. It also creates a vacuum that fills all too easily with populist and
nationalist rhetoric.
We witnessed how the citizens of Britain decided the future of their country outside the European Union. Anti-European sentiments were observed
also in other EU member states such as the Netherlands and in France, where
thankfully the citizens voted in favour of the European project.
The new realities and challenges concerning security, migration, the
establishment of new business models and the need to constantly adapt
social protection systems, raised many questions about the path needed
to be paved, in order to move forward and to close the gap between the
expectations of citizens towards Europe and what Europe can give them
in practice.
The European Union as a project of “continuous creation” must give an
answer to the new realities.
That is why, on March the 1st this year, European Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker presented the WHITE PAPER ON THE FUTURE OF
EUROPE, which contained the description of 5 hypothetical scenarios,
through which the debate on the future of Europe was launched.
The 5 scenarios are illustrative in order to trigger reflection, and it will
be particularly interesting and beneficial for me to hear your thoughts and
opinions on the route that you think should be taken on.
The European Commission anticipates the debate on the future of a
Twenty-seven State Union, covering all levels of public and political life,
with the active involvement of national parliaments and citizens. In order to
promote this debate, the EC, together with the EP and the Member States
concerned, will host a series of discussions on the future of Europe.
Moreover, alongside the publication of a series of documents, the
European Commission encourages us to rethink the different dimensions
of Europe.
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zz Building on the White Paper on the future of Europe, the Commission
launched a reflection process on the social dimension of Europe by
2025. The aim is to involve citizens, social partners, European institutions and governments to address the challenges our societies and
citizens are facing.
zz On the 10th of May, the Commission published also its reflection paper
on harnessing globalization. In its core lies the need to ensure a better
distribution of the benefits of globalisation by the EU working together
with Member States and regions as well as with international partners
and other stakeholders. We should seize together the opportunity to
shape globalisation in line with our own values and interests.
A series of reflection papers are due to be published in the months to
come:
zz On deepening the Economic and Monetary Union, on the basis of the
Five Presidents’ Report of June 2015;
zz On the future of Europe’s defence;
zz On the future of EU finances.
President Juncker’s 2017 State of the Union speech will take these ideas
forward before first conclusions could be drawn at the December 2017
European Council. This should help decide on a course of action to be rolled
out in time for the European Parliament elections in June 2019.
2017 is a key year, not only due to these forthcoming decisions, and not
only for the EU, but also for Bulgaria, as we celebrate the 10th anniversary
since Bulgaria joined the EU. I will say a few words about the lessons learned
during these 10 years, as such an overview is important both as part of the
debate on the future of Europe, and in view of future enlargements.
The challenges before the EU candidate and potential candidate countries today are multi-layered and to some extent different compared to
past years. The European Union itself is different. In 2014 Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker stated that further enlargements of the EU
are not foreseen within his mandate; however all Western Balkan countries
will have their European perspective. This is why I think that discussing the
lessons learned from Bulgaria’s membership in the EU would be beneficial
and helpful for those of you who represent countries that are preparing to
enter the Union within next enlargements.
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In March 2017, at the request of the European Commission in Bulgaria
and the Information Office of the European Parliament, the Centre for
Liberal Strategies prepared an analysis on the benefits and challenges of
the 10 years of Bulgarian membership in the EU. The analysis unequivocally
indicated that the period since joining the Union till now has been the
most successful in Bulgarian history. This is a second consequent decade
(after 1997), in which the country has evolved without significant crises in
the sphere of domestic politics and in a relatively favourable international
environment. Our country receives an equal standing with 27 of the most
developed and well-established democracies in the world. This is a period
of economic growth and improvement of multiple macro- and microeconomic indicators, in which Bulgarian citizens additionally benefit from the
introduction and implementation of EU policies directly affecting their
quality of life.
At present, tens of thousands of Bulgarians study and work in other EU
countries, while the ratio vis-a-vis its population is the highest in comparison
to other member states.
Simultaneously, trade shows a steady increase as a result of Bulgarian
companies benefiting from the single European market. On average for the
period of the membership, Bulgarian exports towards the EU have reached
30% of the GDP, with an increasing trend and recently reaching more than
1/3 of the domestic product.
Private direct investments from EU countries in Bulgaria significantly
decreased due to the economic crisis, but a vast share of this drop was
neutralized by the considerable increase of state transfers from European
funds. Through operational programs, the EU financially assists key sectors
in the country, such as regional development, agriculture, environmental
protection, infrastructural development and the modernization of small
and medium-sized enterprises.
Indeed, against the context of undeniable achievements, there are also
some challenges to be overcome necessitating more efforts. Bulgaria
remains the poorest member of the Community, even though income
increases and the opportunities to work and travel within the EU decrease
unemployment.
The regular reports of the European Commission show that corruption
and organized crime remain an issue for the country. Nevertheless, the EU
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has an undisputable merit in placing the struggle against corruption and the
judicial reform as priorities for the Bulgarian society. The monitoring of these
two areas was kept after 2007 within the framework of the Cooperation and
Verification Mechanism (CVM). The mechanism yielded many successes
mostly in the field of transforming the legislation and strengthening of the
institutional framework.
Overall, the review of the political, economic, societal, educational,
cultural and foreign policy effects of the membership of Bulgaria in the
EU, shows that there is progress in each of these areas and that there is a
possibility for even better results in the future. What is needed is to further
reform the institutions and to make use of all wide-ranging possibilities
offered by the membership, in order to achieve long-lasting, entrenched
and tangible benefits for Bulgarian citizens.
How Europe will evolve and what will be Bulgaria’s place in the Union,
are questions, which are yet to be extensively debated and analysed.
I am convinced that the assessment of the successes and challenges
which EU membership brings is inevitable and necessary, in order to fully
participate in the debate about the future of the EU.
It is important to deliberate on Europe mostly by looking ahead, but also
through evaluating the past decades.

CHAPTER I

PUBLIC POLICY CHALLENGES
IN THE SEE AND BLACK SEA
COUNTRIES

In times when we are confronted by a myriad of challenges it is of key
importance to remind ourselves of the underlying principles of European
integration. It is vital to remember the principles that unite us as Europeans,
as well as the role each one of us plays in putting forward the reforms and
the changes we want to achieve together.
This is of primary importance for people engaged in public service. Bear
in mind, that our work and dedication are observed and valued and should
serve as an example for others.
It is important to do our work with devotion; and it is important, as professionals and as citizens, to continue to write and tell the story of united
Europe.
Good luck to all of you and thank you for your attention.
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MAPPING THE PUBLIC POLICY CHALLENGES IN SEE
AND THE BLACK SEA REGION:
Inaugural Survey among Summer Seminar Alumni
Team of the Economic Policy Institute:
Yasen Georgiev, Executive Director
Mariana Trifonova, Senior Project Expert
Dragomir Belchev, Finance Director
Introduction
Over 500 representatives from both state institutions and non-governmental organizations comprise the alumni network of the Summer Seminars
for Young Public Policy Professionals from SEE and the Black Sea region.
Driven by the conviction that this expert community possesses invaluable knowledge and experience, in 2016 the Economic Policy Institute
launched a pilot tailor-made survey among the alumni network aimed
at mapping the current state of good governance in the broader SEE and
the challenges decision-makers face. This highly specialized target group
involves both state institutions and NGO representatives, thus encompassing two important stakeholders in the process of policy formulation and
implementation. The inaugural survey was disseminated among the alumni
network in March 2017 and in May 2017 the input of the newly selected
Summer Seminar participants-to-be was added. Annual renewal of the survey, before the Summer Seminar, is planned in order to track the dynamism
(or the lack there of ) in the community sentiment on the current state of
governance in the SEE. The survey represents a bottom-up approach for
examining current public policy challenges in SEE based on insiders’ point
of view. It captures a unique excerpt of opinions from neighbouring EU
member states and non-EU members.
Survey results

The survey outcome demonstrates that there are indeed commonalities and co-variances between the perceptions of the alumni network
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participants, regardless of their country of origin. However, a narrow yet
tangible divide between the responses of EU member and non-member
state representatives emerges upon deeper analysis. The detailed survey
results are summarized below.
When polled on their evaluation of the current stage of implementing
good governance principles1 in the professional field they know best in
their country compared to a year ago, the majority of respondents define
it as ‘improved’ (52.9%), while 37.9% see no change and only 9.2% believe
it has deteriorated. Here the overall positive outcome is due to 60.4% share
of non-EU countries’ representatives who felt the stage of good governance
principles implementation in their respective states has progressed. On the
other hand, the largest share of EU-member experts (47.5%) did not see any
significant changes. These results, however, are somewhat natural and to
be expected considering the presumably slightly more advanced stage of
implementation of good governance principles within the European Union.

Figure 1: How do you evaluate the current stage of implementing good
governance principles* in the professional field you know best in your country
compared to a year ago?

Figure 2: In your opinion what are the biggest challenges in implementing
the good governance principles in your country?

This notion is confirmed by the diverging first choice answers of respondents to the follow-up question asking them to point out the biggest
challenges ahead of the implementation of the good governance principles in their respective country. While overall sentiment of the community
(see Figure 2) points towards deficiencies in the judicial system (59.80%)
and unsatisfactory results in tackling corruption (57.50%), a breakdown
by country of origin shows that most representatives of non-EU countries
are concerned about the ongoing or uncompleted public administration
reform (60.4%).

Going deeper into evaluating the progress for the past year in several
public policy fields, the overall tendency is for improvement or retention
of the current status (see Figure 3).

1 accountability, transparency, effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, control of corruption, etc.
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Figure 3: How would you rank the progress in the following fields in your
country in the past year?

Figure 3.1: Decision-making

Non-EU States

EU Member States

8%

12%

Worse
50%

Worse

38%

No change

42%

No change

Improved

Improved

50%

Economic governance and business environment saw improvement in
the past year according to 58.3% of the polled alumni and current participants from non-EU states, while 70% of the target group representatives
in the EU block again failed to observe significant advancement, probably
due to the already maturing stage of reform initiatives in the sector.
Figure 3.2: Economic governance & Business environment

When it comes to the ranking of improvement in the field of decisionmaking, i.e. decisions taken based on impact assessment, public consultations and so on, half of the experts from the non-EU countries report
improvement, compared to only 38% of their counterparts in Bulgaria,
Romania and Croatia. On EU members’ side, 50% of the respondents do
not see major changes.

EU Member States

Non-EU States
11%

20%

31%
58%

10%

Worse

Worse

No change

No change

Improved

Improved
70%

Public procurement, however, seems to be a challenging field to tackle for
both EU and non-EU countries as the two sub-groups concur that the field
remained largely unchanged for the past year (58.3% from non-EU and 60%
from EU member states). Still, the experts from outside the Union indicate
a slightly stronger catch-up drive for improvement, since 35.4% of them
report positive feedback versus less than a quarter of the EU professionals.
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Figure 3.3: Public Procurement

Figure 3.5: Transparency & Accountability

EU Member States

Non-EU States

EU Member States

Non-EU States

11%

6%
36%

Worse

58%

23%

33%

17%

No change

No change

No change

Improved

Improved

Improved

Non-EU States

EU Member States
3%

Worse

25%

No change
65%

Worse

56%

No change
Improved
65%

60%

Figure 3.4: Rule of Law

12%

12%

Worse

Worse

Another particularly sensitive field for the whole region is the Rule of Law
advancement. Progress is stalling altogether but a stronger sentiment for
a negative reversal is expressed by public professionals from the three EU
members where a quarter of respondents report deterioration of the rule
of law and only 3% described it as improved. On the other side, a quarter of
their non-EU counterparts still felt there was a positive change in the rule
of law implementation in the past year.

23%

23%

Improved

Worse
No change

72%

Improved

Having outlined the major developments (or lack thereof ) in the public
policy area for the past year, the focus hereafter is on the main obstacles in
implementing reforms in those fields and on instruments to facilitate them.
Three impediments immediately stand out – lack of political will; insufficient administrative capacity and internal institutional resistance. What is
note-worthy is that all three are related to the attitudes and capabilities of
those that are responsible for initiating and realizing the reforms (i.e. the
insiders), thus making it harder to reach a real break-through.
The common denominator of the three main obstacles is not unique to
the SEE and Black Sea region, in fact it is inherent in virtually all developing
countries or transition societies where external support for the reform process is necessary in order to provide initial impetus or reach a sustainable
and irreversible stage of transformation. In this regard, the alumni network
survey also aims to gain insights into the added value of various support
mechanisms provided by external factors: for instance, EU operational programs and other administrative or technical assistance programmes by the
likes of the World Bank, GIZ or other foreign partners. The survey outcome
demonstrates overwhelmingly positive response regarding the added value
of such external support mechanisms in reforming public policies but the
EU member states representatives are a little less enthusiastic than their
colleagues from countries that are outside the Union.

In the field of transparency and accountability both sub-groups share
similar views but again the alumni network from countries that are not
members of the Union is a bit more positive in its assessment of the developments in the 1-year period.
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Figure 4: What are the main obstacles in implementing reforms in your
professional field/in the professional field you know best? (max. 3 answers)

outside of this median position. A little less than a quarter of all answers
stipulate high degree of importance with approximately the same portion
describing the civil sector as having a low degree of significance. The remaining votes are again evenly distributed between the two polar alternatives – very high and very low. Considering these results, the latent state
of civil society inclusion in policy-making could be viewed as unexploited
potential for further involvement and strengthening of NGOs’ impact on
public policy formulation and implementation.
Figure 6: How do you evaluate the involvement of civil society and NGOs in
the policy-making process in your country?

Figure 5: How do you assess the added value of EU operational
programs/ other administrative/technical assistance programs in reforming
public policies in your country?

Yet another important stakeholder in the transition and reform process is the civil society that performs diverse roles in the different stages of
policy design and implementation in a democracy. Civil society and NGOs
could act as grass-root initiators of reforms; as policy-shapers that bridge
the gap between the country’s public institutions and its citizens in the
decision-making process and as watchdogs monitoring the implementation of policies that have already been adopted. In the inaugural survey,
SEE alumni experts and 2017 Summer Seminar participants describe as
moderate (44.8%) the involvement of the civil society and the NGO sector
in the policy-making process with a mirror image-like spread of responses
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When put in a dynamic perspective, i.e. the role of civil society and
NGOs as partners of public governance compared to a year ago, no major
up- or down-grade of their role’s significance could be observed. 73.6% of
responses go towards status quo maintenance, while 17.2% point towards
an increasingly important place of civil society in decision-making and
only 9.2% of respondents lean towards a diminished impact potential of
civil society in the past year. This again demonstrates how challenging it
is to achieve tangible gains and measurable improvements when they are
conditional on attitudes, perceptions, interests and behavioral patterns.
Thus, regular and structured monitoring over a prolonged time horizon is
needed in order to truly capture slow-pace transformations and sustainable
trend formations. Thus, the Economic Policy Institute seeks to turn this pilot
survey into a long-term annual endeavor.
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Figure 7: How do you evaluate the role of civil society and NGOs in your
country as partners of public governance compared to a year ago?

Overview of key findings
To sum up the main takeaways from this pilot edition of the survey,
there is both good and bad news. In a pessimistic perspective, the challenges ahead of reform are all formidable, resilient and difficult to tackle in
a short- to medium timeframe. Reforming the judicial system, fighting effectively corruption and ensuring rule of law continue to be the main issues
plaguing countries in the region. What is more, the obstacles preventing
further progress in good governance principles’ implementation stem from
the attitudes, capabilities and interests of insiders to the decision-making
process. Namely, those are lack of political will, insufficient administrative
capacity and internal institutional resistance.
In more optimistic terms, the current state of good governance principles
in the wider SEE region either improved or remained at the same level for
majority of the countries, i.e. overall there is a slow yet steady progress.
More visible are the improvements in two particular fields: decision-making
process and economic governance. Lastly, there is unexploited potential
for increasing the involvement of CSOs and NGOs in the policy-making
process since their role remains as important as before or with no change.
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Limitations of the survey
These results largely match the initial expectations when designing the
survey and showcase its relative accuracy. Its added value lies in the structure of the target group, encompassing both public officials that are directly
involved in the transformation processes and think-tank professionals that
fulfill important supporting roles in various stages of policy-making and
implementation. Since the survey outcome is conditional upon the unique
profile of respondents, information about participants should be carefully
examined and taken into account when discussing the results.
For starters, participants from all eighteen editions of the Summer
Seminar series are not evenly represented amongst respondents with a skew
towards attendees from the past five to seven years. Also, due to geographical proximity, institutional legacy and various other determinants, some
countries are better represented than others with Bulgarian, Macedonian,
Serbian and Moldovan experts comprising almost 68% of respondents.
Additionally, since the Summer Seminar series is an ever evolving regional
initiative, think-tank experts were included at a later stage, back in 2013,
thus their number is still relatively small. Lastly, whenever an alumni community is concerned, the changing career path of some members is an
inevitable element of the network’s growth and maturation. Throughout
the years some seminar participants advanced in their professional field
and are currently taking even more important government positions while
others have altogether moved away from civil service and have become
employed in the private sector.
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THE CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE PROCESSES
Marin Lessenski
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This article is based on the findings of the latest, sixth edition of the
Catch-Up Index, focusing on the process of these CEE countries catching up with the older EU member states. It measures the performance
of 35 European countries in four categories – Economy, Quality of Life,
Democracy and Governance – across 47 basic indicators. In a sense, this
is the citizen bottom-up perspective of looking at the process to include
a broader definition of catching-up to include not only economic convergence, but also quality of public services, level of democracy, and good
governance. There have been five editions of the index since 2011. The
Catch-Up Index is created and supported by the Open Society InstituteSofia. The special online platform with all the data for the new index is
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available at www.TheCatchUpIndex.eu where you can find also the full
index reports for the years 2011 to 2016.
The countries are then ranked according to their scores in four categories and there is an overall score. Performance in the broad categories
is assessed on the basis of indicators and sub-indicators, each having a
different weight assigned to it, depending on its importance in the CatchUp Index model. The raw data from different sources is standardized on a
scale of 0 to 100 points, so that comparisons or other processing of scores
can be made between countries, categories and indicators. The countries’
performance is measured relative to each other and not to external targets,
because the standardization method assigns the highest score to the best
performing country and vice versa. As mentioned above, the scores run on
a scale from 0 (lowest score) to 100 (highest score), while the ranks range
from 1 (highest position) to 35 (lowest position) – the number of countries
included in the index.
The EU member states are divided into four main groups – the EU10+1
and the EU15+2, the CC – candidate countries and PCC – the potential
candidate countries. The EU10+1 group includes the ten post-communist
countries from Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), which joined in 2004, 2007
and Croatia in 2013. The other, the control group is the EU15+2 – the older
member states plus Cyprus and Malta, which also joined in 2004 but come
from a different context and path of development, and thus are closer in
characteristics to the older EU members.
The countries included in the index are the EU members, official candidate
and potential candidate countries. This creates a certain drawback as the
comparison of the EU10+1 is made against some of the most developed,
wealthy, best governed and democratic countries in the world, which happen to be the older EU member states. This unavoidably feeds frustration at
some of the results in failure to compete successfully and timely. But with all
the failings and reservations the results show two things: there is a process
of catching-up and the countries inside the EU are performing better than
those outside of it – i.e. the candidate countries excluding Iceland.
The table below shows the scores and ranking in the latest index as well
as differences in scores and ranking with the previous five editions, providing basis for comparison and trends.
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The Catch-Up Index 2016: Trends by Overall Scores

Group

Country

Overall
Score 2016

EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2

Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Albania
Macedonia
Montenegro
Serbia
Turkey
BiH
Iceland

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
PCC
PCC

Rank
2016
8
11
21
1
5
12
7
27
9
23
3
14
4
18
17
2
10

29

26
15
13
25
24
20
19
28
22
16
33
32
30
31
34
35
6

Score
Score
Score
Score
Score
change vs change vs change vs change vs change vs
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Rank
Change vs
2015

Rank
Rank change Rank change Rank change
Change vs
vs 2013
vs 2012
vs 2011
2014

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

65
61
49
71
69
58
66
36
65
47
71
55
71
51
52
71
64

-8
-11
-21
-1
-5
-12
-7
-27
-9
-23
-3
-14
-4
-18
-17
-2
-10

-8
-11
-21
-1
-5
-12
-7
-27
-9
-23
-3
-14
-4
-18
-17
-2
-10

-8
-11
-21
-1
-5
-12
-7
-27
-9
-23
-3
-14
-4
-18
-17
-2
-10

-8
-11
-21
-1
-5
-12
-7
-27
-9
-23
-3
-14
-4
-18
-17
-2
-10

-8
-11
-21
-1
-5
-12
-7
-27
-9
-23
-3
-14
-4
-18
-17
-2
-10

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

34
41
55
56
42
47
50
50
36
49
54
23
26
30
30
23
17
66

-29
-26
-15
-13
-25
-24
-20
-19
-28
-22
-16
-33
-32
-30
-31
-34
-35
-6

-29
-26
-15
-13
-25
-24
-20
-19
-28
-22
-16
-33
-32
-30
-31
-34
-35
-6

-29
-26
-15
-13
-25
-24
-20
-19
-28
-22
-16
-33
-32
-30
-31
-34
-35
-6

-29
-26
-15
-13
-25
-24
-20
-19
-28
-22
-16
-33
-32
-30
-31
-34
-35
-6

-29
-26
-15
-13
-25
-24
-20
-19
-28
-22
-16
-33
-32
-30
-31
-34
-35
-6

Ranking and Clusters in Index 2016
The cluster analysis is based on the scores of the countries, which divides
them into six hierarchical groups. The table on the right shows the scores,
ranks and the results of the cluster analysis by overall score and in the four
different categories.
The table of clusters by Overall Scores shows that two thirds of the countries in the index are in the better performing clusters. The core consists of
the somewhat inevitable group of Northwestern and Northern countries as
well as Germany. But it is telling that three newer member states – Estonia,
the Czech Republic and Slovenia – are in the second cluster, very close to
the core. The third cluster consists of decently performing countries of
newer and older member states.

Overall Score: Ranking and Clusters 2016
Group

EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
PCC
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
PCC

Country

Score

Denmark
Sweden
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Finland
Iceland
Germany
Austria
Ireland
UK
Belgium
France
Estonia
Malta
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Portugal
Poland
Lithuania
Cyprus
Slovakia
Italy
Latvia
Hungary
Croatia
Greece
Romania
Bulgaria
Montenegro
Serbia
Macedonia
Albania
Turkey
BiH

Rank

71
71
71
71
69
66
66
65
65
64
61
58
56
55
55
54
52
51
50
50
49
49
47
47
42
41
36
36
34
30
30
26
23
23
17

Cluster

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1

2

3

4

5

6

The last two clusters – fifth and sixth - consist of the countries at the
bottom of the ranking. Except Greece, they are all newer members or candidate countries.

The fourth cluster is “transitional”, in which the countries are either moving up or going down the ranking. In the current index, the CEE neighbors
of Hungary and Croatia make up this cluster in the lower end of the ranking.
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The Changing Map of Europe in the Index 2016 Clusters

country in the EU15+2 group.
The current index shows also variations within the EU10+1 group in the
catching up process. Three countries are close to the average score of the
EU15+2 group and several others faring rather better than worse. But two
of the countries are lagging behind and two others are in not substantially
better shape.
Catching-Up by Overall Score of the EU10+1

100
90

Overall Score 2016

80

Maximum EU12+1

Average EU12+1

Minimum EU12+1

Lithuania

Romania

70
60

When the results of the cluster analysis are displayed on a map, there are visible geographic patterns. The top performing clusters occupy most of the map
with the notable exception of an extended Southeastern Europe that includes
Hungary as well as Greece and Turkey. In fact, the fourth cluster with Hungary
and Croatia includes countries that are “transitional” either advancing up or
regressing down the ladder. The good news is that a number of EU10+1 countries are in the company of the older EU member states – clearly catching up.
The geographic pattern of the catching up seems to have changed as
indicated by the map of the cluster analysis of index scores. Previously,
there was a trend of North-South divide replacing the old East-West divide.
In the current index, there is an “extended” Southeastern Europe and the
rest with a transitional cluster between them. There is a hard core of countries from the Northwest and West of Europe in the first two clusters and
adjacent countries that follow closely in the third cluster of countries. All
Balkan countries fall into the last two clusters of catching-up. Their closest
neighbours of Hungary and Croatia are part of the middle “transitional”
cluster. The inclusion of a country in a transition group in this case is not
necessarily a good thing– it shows a meeting place of countries that either
climb or go down in the ranking. The trends from 2011 to 2016 show that
Hungary is worsening its performance, while Croatia registers no change.

50
40
30
20
10
0

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech
Republic

Estonia

Hungary

Latvia

Poland

Slovakia

Slovenia

In the index 2016, the best performers are Estonia, the Czech Republic
and Slovenia as the three of them dominate the rankings by overall score
and the four different categories. Only Poland manages to join the trio of
best performers with its previous achievements in the Democracy category.
Bulgaria and Romania remain at the bottom of the ranking.
Estonia managed to jump five places from 2011 to 2016 – from 18th to
13th position out of 35. The Czech Republic reached 15th position in 2016
from 17th in 2011. Slovenia is 16th in this index edition, dropping from 13th
position in 2011, but it is still a very good performance.

The Catching-up of the EU10+1 by Overall Score
The comparison by overall scores shows several things. There is no country that is near the top performing one of the EU15+2 group, but there are
several countries that are very near the desired “average European” levels
and nearly all of the newer member states are above the worst performing
66
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Group
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1

Overall
Score
2016
Maximum
71
Average
60
Estonia
56
Czech Republic
55
Slovenia
54
Poland
50
Lithuania
50
Slovakia
49
Latvia
47
Hungary
42
Croatia
41
Minimum
36
Romania
36
Bulgaria
34
Country

EU10+1 Catching-Up by Overall Score: Change of Scores and Ranks
Rank
2016
1
13
15
16
19
20
22
24
25
26
27
28
29

Score
change
vs 2015

Score
change
vs 2014

Score
change
vs 2013

Score
change
vs 2012

Score
change
vs 2011

Rank
Change
vs 2015

Rank
change vs
2013

Rank
Change
vs 2014

Rank
change vs
2012

Rank
change vs
2011

1
1
1
-1
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
0
2
0
3
-1
1

3
0
-1
1
3
-1
4
-2
0

4
0
-2
1
5
0
6
-3
0

4
2
-2
3
5
2
6
-4
0

0
-1
0
-1
-1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
-1
2
-1
0
0
0

3
-2
-2
1
2
-3
1
-1
0

5
0
-3
1
4
-1
3
-2
0

5
2
-3
3
4
-1
3
-2
0

0
0

2
-1

2
-1

1
-1

4
-1

0
0

2
0

1
-1

0
0

1
-1

Catching-up by category: comparison of the two EU15+2 and EU10+1
groups
Average Score of the EU15+2 and
EU10+1 Groups
EU15+2

EU10+1

Economy
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
Governance

Poland (19nd), Slovakia (22nd), Lithuania (20th) and Latvia (24th) are the
countries that are well positioned to make the move to a higher position
if they continue catching-up successfully as they moved up by 3-4 places
from 2011. Hungary and Croatia have suboptimal performance as Hungary
is regressing and Croatia shows no change in the five previous editions of
the index. Romania, occupying 28th position out of 35 in total, is the second
to last among the EU10+1 countries but at least has been making small
advances reflected in its scores and ranking.
There is a process of convergence of the newer member states with the
older EU members. The EU10+1 is the group with the largest concentration of countries improving their scores and ranking compared to the older
member states and candidate countries. Most of these countries in most
cases are performing reasonably well in the process, if the benchmark for
success is the average result of the reference EU15+2 group. Some EU10+1
come very close, even though their scores do not exceed the average scores
of the older member states groups – with the only exception of Estonia in
the Economy category.
But at the same time there is still a considerable difference between the
best performers in the EU15+2 and EU10+1 if the benchmark is the maximum
score. Even the best newer member states cannot compete with the best
performers of the older members groups. This is frustrating, but it should be
kept in mind that the benchmark countries are among the best performers
in the world, so there is a disappointment from too high expectations.

Quality of Life

0

Democracy

The comparison by average scores
of the EU15+2 and EU10+1 groups
indicates in which categories there
are relative successes and which are
the problematic ones. In the current
Economy Scores of the EU 15+2
and EU10+1 Groups
Maximum
80
70
60

index, the newer EU member states
are performing better in the Economy
category and worst in the Quality of
Life category. In the other two categories, the differences are smaller in
Democracy and bigger in Governance.
The performance by ranked categories
is Economy, Democracy, Governance
and Quality of Life.
In Economy, the comparison between the maximum, average and
minimal scores of the two groups
– EU15+2 and EU10+1 shows that
there is still considerable difference
between the best performers in
each group, while the average and
poorest performers are closer to
each other.
Quality of Life Scores of the
EU15+2 and EU10+1 Groups
Maximum
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

EU15+2
EU10+1

50
40
30
20
10
0

Minimum
Minimum

EU15+2
EU10+1

Average

Average

There is not only progress. Along with convergence, there is also divergence as countries fail to perform and instead regress and this is applicable
to newer and older member states alike.
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The catching-up in the Quality of Life category differs from the overall
pattern. There is a significant distance between the minimum and average
scores of the older and newer EU members and smaller distance between
the best performers in the group. This indicates the difficulty of catching-up
by a number of CEE countries in this area and that the older member states
still have a sizable advantage.
Democracy Scores of the EU15+2
and EU10+1 Groups
Maximum
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Minimum

Governa nce S cores of the
EU15+2 and EU10+1 Groups
Maximum
80

EU15+2
EU10+1

60

EU15+2
EU10+1

40
20
0

Average

Minimum

Latvia all improve by 3 to 6 positions in the ranking and by 5 to 8 points in
the scores when the latest 2016 and the first 2011 results are compared.
Only Slovenia and Croatia lose positions and points with respectively 5 and
3 places in the ranking and 7 and 3 score points.
EU10+1 Catching-Up in Economy: Change of Scores and Ranks
Group

Country

Economy
Score 2016

Rank 2016
1

Score
change vs
2015

Score
change vs
2014

Score
change vs
2013

Score
change vs
2012

Score
change vs
2011

Rank Change
vs 2015

Rank Change Rank change Rank change Rank change
vs 2014
vs 2013
vs 2012
vs 2011

EU15+2

Maximum

EU10+1
EU15+2

Estonia
Average

74
57
55

12

0

2

3

5

5

1

1

1

4

4

EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2

Czech Republic
Lithuania
Latvia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Poland
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Croatia
Minimum

54
52
51
49
48
47
44
43
40
39
31

15
16
17
18
19
21
22
25
27
28
32

2
-1
-1
0
-2
0
1
1
1
-1

2
1
2
2
-1
1
1
3
2
0

3
1
4
2
-3
2
0
3
1
-4

4
5
7
2
-6
2
1
3
2
-4

5
6
8
2
-7
5
3
5
2
-3

2
-2
-1
2
-1
0
1
1
1
-1

-1
0
0
2
-2
0
0
2
2
0

1
-1
2
2
-5
1
2
2
1
-3

3
3
5
2
-6
3
4
2
1
-3

3
5
6
2
-5
3
4
4
1
-3

Catching-up in the Quality of Life category
Average

In Democracy, the difference in maximum and average scores of the two
groups is very similar, while the lowest scores are the same for both groups.
In Governance, the CEE countries have surpassed the worst performing
country of the EU15+2 group, but cannot measure up to the best performing and the average results of the group.
Catching-up in the Economy category
The EU10+1 countries are on average most successful in the Economy
category, but this deserves a closer look at the individual results. Estonia
performs strongly as it is above the average result of the control group
of EU15+2. The two other Baltic countries and the Czech Republic follow
closely. There is no country even close to the best performing older member
state. All CEE countries are above the minimal score, but this is no special
achievement as the result is quite low.

The gap in Quality of Life continues to be the widest one between older
and newer member states, compared in average scores between the groups.
But data shows the diversity within the group as Slovenia and the Czech
Republic are very close to the average benchmarks and Estonia and Poland
are above the minimal score of the EU15+2.
The trends in the 2011-2016 period show that most of the EU10+1
countries improve their standing in comparison to the EU15+2 group. The
big exception is Hungary, which dropped 3 positions in the ranking from
2011 to 2016.
Group
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1

Country
Maximum
Average
Slovenia
Czech
Republic
Estonia
Poland
Minimum
Slovakia
Lithuania
Hungary
Croatia
Latvia
Bulgaria
Romania

Quality of
Life Score
2016

71
62

EU10+1 Catching-Up in Quality of Life: Change of Scores and Ranks
Rank 2016

1

Score
change vs
2015

Score
change vs
2014

Score
change vs
2013

Score
change vs
2012

Score
change vs
2011

Rank Change
vs 2015

Rank Change Rank change Rank change Rank change
vs 2014
vs 2013
vs 2012
vs 2011

59

13

3

1

2

1

2

1

0

1

1

2

56
53
49

14
17
21

0
1
1

0
3
0

-2
5
1

1
5
2

3
4
4

-1
1
-1

0
2
-1

-1
4
1

2
3
3

4
3
2

23
24
25
26
27
29
30

2
0
0
0
-1
0
-2

0
0
0
1
1
0
-1

-3
0
0
2
3
0
0

-1
7
-4
3
5
-1
-3

1
5
-4
-1
5
-1
1

1
-1
0
0
0
1
-1

0
0
0
0
0
1
-1

-4
0
0
0
0
1
1

-1
2
-4
-1
0
2
0

1
2
-3
-1
0
1
1

47

46
46
44
43
41
29
28

22

The comparison of scores and ranks from 2011 to 2016 in the Economy
category shows that the highest ranked countries also show the best
improvement on annual basis. Estonia, the Czech Republic, Lithuania and
70

71

Catching-up in the Democracy category

EU10+1 Catching-Up in Governance: Change of Scores and Ranks

The differences within the group are visible in the Democracy Category
too. Estonia and the Czech Republic are the best performers, close to the
average benchmarks.
The 2016 ranking and the trends from the 2011 to the 2016 index show
that Estonia and the Czech Republic are the closest to the desired level.
Poland and Slovakia have made the biggest advances in regard to the
starting year in the index, climbing 6 and 5 positions respectively. Croatia,
Latvia and Romania have advanced too by 2, 2 and 3 positions respectively
in Index 2016 ranking compared to the Index 2011.
Hungary witnesses the biggest decline in the Democracy category – 5
places down in the ranking compared to 2011 and a substantial 13 point
drop in the scores for the same period. Slovenia and Bulgaria also experience 2 places drops in the ranking.
EU10+1 Catching-Up in Democracy: Change of Scores and Ranks
Group

Country

Democracy
Rank 2016
Scores 2016

EU15+2
EU15+2

Maximum
Average

75
60

1

EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1

Estonia
Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Lithuania
Latvia
Croatia
Romania
Hungary

59
57
55
54
54
52
49
42
38
38

13
14
15
18
19
21
23
25
26
27

EU15+2

Minimum

34

28

EU10+1

Bulgaria

32

30

Score
change vs
2015

Score
change vs
2014

Score
change vs
2013

Score
change vs
2012

Score
change vs
2011

Rank Change
vs 2015

Rank Change Rank change Rank change Rank change
vs 2014
vs 2013
vs 2012
vs 2011

0
1
-1
1
2
0
2
1
2
1

-1
1
2
1
0
1
6
1
4
-4

0
0
2
3
-1
3
9
0
5
-5

0
0
1
1
0
2
8
0
2
-7

2
0
3
5
-1
1
5
2
7
-13

0
1
1
1
1
-3
0
0
2
0

-1
1
3
1
-3
0
1
1
3
-2

-1
0
3
2
-2
0
3
0
3
-3

-2
-1
3
1
-3
0
3
0
2
-3

-1
0
6
5
-2
-1
2
2
3
-5

-1

-4

-2

-4

-2

-1

-2

-2

-1

-2

Group
EU15+2
EU15+2
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU10+1
EU15+2
EU10+1

Country

Governance
Rank 2016
Score 2016

Maximum
Average
Estonia
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Latvia
Hungary
Croatia
Romania
Minimum
Bulgaria

74
61

1

55
55
53
50
49
46
45
44
40
35
34
33

15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29

Score
change vs
2015

Score
change vs
2014

Score
change vs
2013

Score
change vs
2012

Score
change vs
2011

Rank Change
vs 2015

Rank Change Rank change Rank change Rank change
vs 2014
vs 2013
vs 2012
vs 2011

1
1
1
3
-2
-2
-1
1
0
0

2
2
0
5
-2
-2
1
-2
1
2

3
-1
-1
7
-2
-4
1
-5
1
2

5
-2
-2
8
0
-1
5
-3
1
2

5
-1
-4
8
1
-1
5
-3
1
2

-1
0
1
2
-1
-1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
-1
-1
1
-2
0
1

4
-2
-1
4
-1
-1
0
-2
0
2

4
-1
-1
4
-1
-1
2
-2
0
2

4
1
-3
4
-1
-1
2
-2
1
2

1

0

-2

-2

-2

0

0

-1

-1

-1

Best, worst and mixed performance indicators for the catching-up
countries
The Government Debt indicator is the best one for the EU10+1 and
shows that over half of the eleven CEE countries perform very well with
very low debt levels. Estonia is the best performer among all 35 countries
in the index. Bulgaria is the second best in the group and 3rd place out
of 35, followed by Latvia, Romania and the Czech Republic. The countries
that have relatively poor performance are Hungary, Slovenia and Croatia.
But except Croatia, all other countries are above the average benchmark
of the EU15+2 countries.
Energy Efficiency is the worst indicator for the CEE countries as they do
not perform very well. Only Slovenia is above the minimum score, unlike
the majority of other indicators. But comparison of data over the years
shows that at least performance is improving over the years (not shown
on this table).

Catching-up in the Governance category
Estonia, the Czech Republic and Slovenia top the Governance catch-up
process and are near the average benchmark, defined by the EU15+2 scores.
Estonia and Lithuania made the biggest advances in Governance, climbing 4 positions each compared to 2011. The Czech Republic and Hungary
are the countries that lose positions, but at least the Czech Republic stays
high in the ranking.
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Government Debt
Country
Estonia
Maximum EU15+2
Bulgaria
Latvia
Romania
Czech Republic
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Hungary
Slovenia
Average EU15+2
Croatia
Minimum EU15+2

Score
Rank 2016
2016
84
1
77
2
74
3
69
5
68
6
66
9
65
10
60
13
59
14
47
22
42
24
40
40
26
0
35

Energy Efficiency
Country
Maximum EU15+2
Average EU15+2
Slovenia
Minimum EU15+2
Croatia
Lithuania
Latvia
Hungary
Slovakia
Poland
Romania
Czech Republic
Estonia
Bulgaria

Score
Rank 2016
2016
72
1
65
54
17
54
18
53
19
51
20
49
22
49
23
49
24
46
25
46
26
43
28
22
31
12
33

PISA

(education
Country

Score 2016 Rank 2016

Estonia
Maximum EU15+2
Slovenia
Poland
Average EU15+2
Czech Republic
Latvia
Lithuania
Croatia
Hungary
Slovakia
Bulgaria
Romania
Minimum EU15+2

77
76
69
66
59
59
57
50
50
50
44
31
30
30

1
2
3
8
16
17
21
22
23
25
27
29
30

The sub-indicator on PISA scores shows differentiation between the
EU10+1 countries. It reflects the overall quality of the education system. Here,
Estonia excels among all 35 countries in the index, occupying the 1st place in
the index, followed by Slovenia (3rd) and Poland (8th) and all three above the
average. The Czech Republic has the same score as the average benchmark.
The correlation between categories: a model of convergence?

Another interesting observation is about the link between education
performance and the overall performance in the index. The comparison
between education (the international PISA test results) scores and the
overall performance shows that EU10+1 countries with better PISA scores
are more successful in catching-up than the other CEE countries.

Despite the setbacks in Europe in democracy and economy lately, the
index shows there is correlation between the main categories of the index – Economy, Quality of Life, Democracy and Governance. These factors
cannot be disentangled from the overall performance and achievements
in one area are closely related to performance in another one as the graph
comparing the scores across the four categories show. Only Turkey and to a
lesser extent Macedonia are outliers as the Economy performance is better
that Democracy one.
74

Moreover, the comparison between education (PISA) and consumption as
a measure of wealth show that they do not necessarily coincide. Although
cause and effect cannot be identified, a not very wealthy country can still
perform very well in education and thus have better overall performance.
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increased public support to the EU in other member states. There are different scenarios how the multi-speed EU could play out after Brexit. The
most common hypothesis is a core-periphery scenario with the Eurozone
or the Treaty of Rome signers serving as the core for reinvigorating the EU.

Conclusion: a note on multi-speed Europe and the catch-up process
The Catch-Up Index registers the diversity in development of EU members. The differences will stay as the countries will never reach the same
level, but this will be never a problem either. The problem will be if the
differences persist and are too great to manage and divergences create
too wide gaps between countries. This will add to political divergences
at a time when Europe is contemplating the multi-speed model, despite
disagreements on what this exactly is.

The Catch-Up Index offers another perspective on the core-periphery
picture and the convergence-divergence dynamic. And no matter what
model the EU opts for, the goals of catching-up as defined in the index will
remain valid. Countries that have converged closer can more effectively
cooperate in case of policy cohesion. The credibility and legitimacy of the
EU depend on it at least in several practical aspects. Firstly, when the countries of the CEE joined the EU they had normative expectations for “return
to Europe”. But the citizens also expected improvement of quality of life,
democracies, governance and economies of their countries along the lines
of the other EU member states. Frustration from slow convergence would
affect the attitudes to EU membership, despite that the resentment at EU is
often deeply misplaced when used as a scapegoat for internal deficiencies.
An example of failure to catch-up quickly has been the high rate of migration from many CEE countries to their Western counterparts. This is causing
long-term demographic crisis in these countries and political backlash in
some of the recipient countries. Bridging the convergence gap between
the countries seems to be the only workable solution to this trend as studies showed that other methods for bringing migrants back or raise fertility
did not produce satisfactory results.
The countries that managed to improve conditions at home stopped
or even reversed the trend of immigration. EU’s funds aimed at tackling
regional economic and social disparities are necessary, but not enough.
People expect good governance and good public services and many still
care for the quality of democracy. Therefore, catching-up should stay high
on the agenda for the EU project to succeed.

So far, the underlying assumption was positive: it was accepted that there
may have been different speeds, but at least going in one direction. The
2016 Brexit referendum and the rise of anti-EU populist parties showed that
the countries might start pulling into different directions. There is a suggestion that ensuing crisis should be used as an opportunity to jumpstart
the renewal of the EU. Indeed, the backlash from Brexit brought about
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Introduction and Rationale
The modern state has expanded widely since its humble beginnings and
now encompasses a large part of the economy. Furthermore, its decisions in
the fields of fiscal and monetary policy dominate the economic landscape
and can sometimes spell the difference between growth and recession. A
wide range of policies are implemented, legislation is promulgated and
enforced, and concrete actions of the public sector have critical repercussions for individuals and firms. It is therefore of the utmost importance
that public sector decision-making is put on a sound basis and decisions
are well-informed and evidence-driven. We seem to be far from this ideal.
The current research note aims to present two possible approaches to reinvigorating the public policy discourse using data and to elucidate their
respective rationales.
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Data and Models as Decision Aids

Formal Modelling of Fiscal Policy

The key insight behind a data-driven policy program is that policy can be
enhanced to fully maximize social welfare if it were better informed through
a sophisticated model of the economy (and even society) and a well-thought
impact analysis. The history of formally modelling the economy has been a
long and controversial one and has produced macroeconomic models with
varying degrees of sophistication to aid policy (Mankiw 1990, 2006). It is only
through models that the precise transmission mechanisms and ultimate
quantitative effects of actions can be studied. The last two decades have
seen the ascendance of Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE)
models, largely based on the rational optimizing behavior of representative
agents exposed to random exogenous shocks (Gali 2008, Walsh 2003). This
approach has become very influential and governments and central banks
alike have resorted to DSGE models to inform economic policy. The viability
of this class of models was debated but their continued use for practical
purposes continued nevertheless (Colander 2009).

Understanding the transmission of economic policy is a question of
key importance to both policy-makers and economic agents. It is often
the case that governments want to influence the path of the economy via
means of monetary policy, fiscal policy, or both. The instruments that the
authorities have at their disposal generally allow them to control primary
aggregates such as government spending, taxation, money supply, and
the interest rates. The changes in those aggregates need to sift through
the economic system, influence agent behavior and ultimately affect the
path of target variables such as growth, inflation, and unemployment. The
precise transmission mechanisms need to be known so as to forecast the
effects of policy on the wide range of intermediate aggregates and enable its
precise targeting and ultimate success with little unintended consequences.

The global economic crisis which started in 2007-2008 was a sobering
experience, revealing both gaps in economic theory and fatal flaws of the
mainstream DSGE models. Apart from the unrealistic assumptions they
embody, their empirical fit and forecasting capabilities have been shown
to be extremely weak, thus making them a poor guide to policy (Kirman,
2010). Those models have turned out to be extremely restrictive by leaving
no ground for irrationality, market sentiment, heterogeneity across agents
or proper modeling of the sophisticated feedback loops that characterize
modern economies (Colander 2009). Furthermore, their limitations have
not been properly communicated and trust in their quantitative answers
was ill-placed. Results were unsurprisingly disastrous, leaving significant
doubt that current models did more harm than good (Kirman 2010). The
crisis made it imperative that the economics profession go through a major
rethinking of both modeling and policy conduct (Blanchard et al. 2010).
The current emergent thinking seems to focus much less on creating a
mathematically rigorous model but rather on utilizing large data-sets and
innovative statistical and machine-learning algorithms to reach sensible
conclusions. In this vein we present here two innovative approaches to
conduct data-driven policy.
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Here we propose to model fiscal policy transmission utilizing the Bayesian
networks model class. Such an approach will allow the analyst to study a
wide range of key economic variables and construct the optimum network
between them, showing which variable affects which other ones, and what
the size of this effect is. For more details on this the reader is referred to
Gerunov (2016).
Using quarterly data from the Bulgarian economy, we can calculate a
Bayesian network to investigate policy transmission. The time series, obtained from the Eurostat Statistical Service, start in the first quarter of 1999
and end in the first quarter of 2015. We use data on government consumption (Gov.Cons), government revenue (Rev), government investment (Gov.
Inv), private consumption (Cons), private investment (Inv), business climate
(Bus.Clim), current account balance (CAB), average wage (AvW), unemployment (U), and inflation (Infl), and next period growth (ΔY/Y). All nominal
values are taken in Bulgarian leva and then deflated through the consumer
price index (HICP), and percentage values (unemployment, business climate,
inflation, and growth) are used directly.
The Bayesian network presents a complete map of the Bulgarian economy
in the period and clearly outlines the multitude of influences and interrelations. We observe the theoretically expected strong transmissions of investment activity (both public and private) on growth, as well as the strong and
visible effect of the average wage which reflects the importance of labor
market influences. Growth and unemployment are affected by the same
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set of variables which underlines the basis of their fundamental correlation
(Okun’s law). Business climate has only peripheral importance in the system
and is very much influenced by current consumption.
In terms of fiscal policy transmissions, we need to note that government
investment alone has a positive direct effect on both unemployment and
growth. Productive investment expenditure on the part of the public sector
is an important instrument for economic stabilization. This is not found to
be the case with government consumption. It negatively affects the business climate by changing agent expectations and increasing doubts about
fiscal sustainability, and also affects the average wage. There is no direct
link between government consumption and growth; it only affects output
through its labor market effects and investment effect. As for government
revenue, it clearly has a positive effect on public sector investment through
increased resources, but we also clearly see negative effects on economic incentives in terms of the influences on average wage and private investment.

Figure 1: Bayesian Network for Fiscal Policy Transmission in Bulgaria,
1999-2015

Apart from the direction and transmission of fiscal policy, we can also
measure its strength and importance in the Bayesian network. Average
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effects of government spending are presented in Table 1. An increase in
government consumption by 1 Billion BGN is likely to decrease the business climate by 18%, to decrease the average wage by 75 leva, and to be
accompanied by increased public investment of 496 Million BGN. This
strong correlation is very likely due to the nature of public sector budgeting
in Bulgaria which is overwhelmingly incremental and thus an increase in
disposable revenue is automatically reflected both in more consumption
and in capital expenditure.
Table 1: Contribution of Government Spending to Target Variable
Conditional Density
Government
Consumption
(Gov. Cons), Mln. BGN

Government
Investment (Gov.
Inv), Mln. BGN

Business Climate, %

-0.018

0

Average Wage, BGN

-0.075

0

Government
Investment, Mln.

0.496

1

Unemployment, %

0

0.006

Growth, %

0

0.004

The effects of government investment are also very pronounced and large
in size. A one Billion BGN increase in it will lead on average to a decrease
in unemployment of 6% and acceleration of growth of 4%. Government
investment also has the benefit that it is directly affects the growth rate, and
does so with a minimum negative influence on agent behavior. Once the
network is constructed, we can obtain those results either directly through
it or through some other estimation technique such as the linear regression.
In case of the latter, the estimates of the coefficients are exactly equal to the
contributions to the variable conditional density presented here, and also
reach statistical significance. The Bayesian network, however, provides for
a richer and more nuanced understanding of those coefficients.
The Bayesian network we fitted constructs a map of the Bulgarian
economy by choosing the most optimal probabilistic graphical network
that fits empirical data. It shows how different aggregates are connected
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and how impulses in one variable propagate to other ones, which can be
fruitfully utilized to model economic policy transmission.
Data-driven forecasting
Four macroeconomic variables present particular interest for business
and policy analytics. Those are the rate of change of GDP (real growth),
which proxies disposable income and economic development; the rate of
unemployment as an indicator of labor availability and labor costs; interest rates as the cost of capital; and inflation which gives an indication of
price dynamics and proxies economic stability. Their accurate and timely
forecasting can have crucial implications for planning and intervention at
both the firm and the state level. We use those series as examples of how to
construct a meaningful architecture for automated data-driven forecasting.
Data itself are obtained from the Eurostat statistical service, the Bulgarian
Ministry of Finance (MF), and the Bulgarian National Bank (BNB) and span
the period 2001-2015. GDP growth series are at a quarterly frequency,
whereas the unemployment rate, inflation (average HICP of 12 month
period), and interest rates on short term business credits (less than 1 year)
are at a monthly frequency.
In short, we observe wild fluctuations of the time series, a regime switch,
and pockets of volatility in some of them (interest rates). Unsupervised
modelling of such time series presents a particular challenge but also
significant opportunity. We use the framework of ARIMA modelling to address this. Initially, we consider the maximum number of lags that would
be useful for the series. Since GDP data comes at quarterly frequency, and
given its inertia, it would be useful to fit models of up to 8 lags of both the
autoregressive and the moving average component (p = q = 8). In short,
using simulation, we calculate 46,818 alternative forecasting models and
use a statistical criterion to pick the best one. Further detail is to be found
in the original paper (Gerunov, 2016).
The models tend to be rather parsimonious and have between 3-7 lags
of the variable. All of the series are best fitted by models of their first differences, which is likely due to the clear trends they exhibit. In all cases but
growth additional information can be gleaned by taking recourse to the
structure of the error terms.
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Figure 2: Automated One-year Ahead Forecasts of Macroeconomic
Variables

We use the optimal models to automatically generate forecasts for one
year ahead. In the case of GDP growth this means generating the fourperiod-ahead forecast, and for the other variable – the 12-period one.
Those forecasts are presented in Figure 2 where we clearly see the increasing confidence intervals (shaded areas) as the estimate moves away from
observed data, and the typical smoothed form of data. We formally test the
generated forecasts against actual realized values and report the accuracy
metrics in Table 2. The table contains statistics on the mean error (ME), root
mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean percentage
error (MPE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and mean absolute
scaled error (MASE).
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Given the wide fluctuations of data over the period studied, results are
rather encouraging. The average MAE of all time series stands at 0.49 for
the training set, and at 1.06 in the test set. This means that the automated
forecasting procedure produces estimates than are on average off by 1
percentage point from the actual realizations. This varies widely across the
variables with interest rates having the largest mean absolute error, and also
the largest mean absolute percentage error. Unemployment and inflation
are easier to forecast and their MAEs stand at 1.38 and 0.32, respectively.
This deviation is relatively small (especially in the inflation case) and the
estimates can have very large potential practical use.
Table 2: Metrics for Forecast Accuracy of Optimal Models
ME

RMSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

MASE

Growth
Training set

-0.05

1.19

0.64

ND

ND

0.78

Test set

1.01

1.02

1.01

35.91

35.91

1.23

Unemployment
Training set

-0.03

0.25

0.18

-0.17

1.67

0.53

Test set

-1.17

1.70

1.38

-14.72

16.70

4.12

Interest Rates
Training set

-0.19

1.53

1.05

-5.92

14.20

0.80

Test set

-0.94

1.80

1.55

-23.97

31.50

1.18

Inflation
Training set

-0.01

0.13

0.10

-0.14

3.21

0.37

Test set

0.31

0.39

0.32

-25.08

25.66

1.15

Average
Training set

-0.07

0.77

0.49

-2.08

6.36

0.62

Test set

-0.20

1.23

1.06

-6.97

27.44

1.92

are very good. In particular, we should note the large amount of EU funds
invested in the Bulgarian economy as the extension of the 2007-2013 programming period came to an end. The rapid surge of public investment had
a sizeable effect on growth, and other key macro aggregates. It is notable
that automatic forecasting realized such low error values.
This exercise can be taken as indicative of the potential for automating
analytics, and especially forecasting. Accuracy metrics show that such automated models perform well under challenging realistic situations.
Concluding comments
We live in an unprecedented age of big and ubiquitous data, being automatically or semi-automatically generated on a wide range of variables and
behaviors of interest. At this stage the main public sector focus lies largely
on storage, limited access for the purpose of administration, and providing
for reasonable levels of security and data privacy. The trove of potential
knowledge contained in the data remains by and large underutilized. This
potential constitutes a unique opportunity for the public sector to leverage unprecedented amounts of information and incorporate much more
knowledge in the policy discourse and decision-making process.
Such attempts call for the collaboration of large and diverse groups of
experts ranging from IT and data warehousing specialists, data engineers
and scientists, business analysts, domain experts, policy makers, and the
wider public. The process of gleaning insight from data has both technological and cultural challenges and will probably require some time before
it gets fully embedded into public sector operations. A possible approach
is to start with limited analytics and try to leverage data-driven policy for
specific, concrete decisions. Such models were presented in this note –
these can be used to model fiscal policy and aid economic forecasting. As
their performance is measured in real life context and decision-makers are
assured of their tangible benefits, additional data-driven decision support
can be introduced. This gradual expansion of the scope of data-driven
policy holds the promise of revolutionizing the policy-making process and
significantly improving operations, welfare, and lives.

Growth time series are also relatively well fit by the automated model
– the MAE in the training set stands at 0.64, and at 1.01 in the test set. The
analyst would thus expect such automated forecast to be an average of 1
percentage point off the mark. Given the complexity of growth determinants, and the large influence of different exogenous shocks, such results
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The system of global affairs (Global System) is undergoing major transformation processes, which are being triggered by the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, by the new modes of globalization as well as by the significant
role of emerging powers, just to name a few. Indeed, there are already various analyses on the transformation processes and structures regarding for
example global finance, monetary, economy, trade, energy or international
and regional institutions and organizations, whereas their focus is particularly being put either on the international, the regional or the state level,
rather than being systematically captured. Inspired by a system analysis,
however, I seek to extend the current knowledge by offering a system perspective on the Global System transformation.
In the following presentation, I will explain shortly the global context
and my concept of the Global System, followed by a short overview of the
major shifts in the global networks of economy, finance, monetary policy,
trade, and energy. Furthermore, I will explore newly emerging structures
that reflect the transformational processes on a global scale. Based on the
findings, I will present a few possible scenarios for the future of the Global
System considering possible geopolitical constellations of old and new
power centers.
Introduction
Led by the maxim that the only constant in life is change, a transformation
on a global scale must not be necessarily perceived as a negative phenomenon by itself. However, current transformational changes are marked by
unpredictable speed and scope and the sum of all simultaneously happening changes creates complexity of higher order, triggered additionally
by the Fourth Industrial Revolution, by new modes of globalization as well
as by the significant role of emerging powers. This complexity results in a
sense of an imminent danger spreading fast among state and non-state
actors. Added to it, vast changes took place within the political elites of
the Western countries coupled with the rapid or “unexpected” upsurge of
ultra-conservative, Eurosceptical or anti-system political groups. The Brexit
vote in UK and the vote of Donald Trump as a new American president
will certainly remain as two significant events that have been wrongly
foreseen on a large scale. More importantly, such developments led to a
change of foreign and security policy priorities and positions, contributing
to an upheaval phase in the Transatlantic community and increasing the
uncertainty in global affairs.
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What is the Global System?
To paraphrase Jäger’s original definition of the Earth as a complex system from 2007, one could easily solve environmental, economic or social
problems by using the right lever, if on our planet everything were linked
based on a simple cause-and-effect principle.
The Global System is to be considered as a complex system because of
the constant interaction with its Suprasystem (space) as well as with its subsystems (natural and socio-economic). It is also dynamic as it is exposed to
interactions, whereas a change occurring in one of the subsystems induces
changes in the other subsystems. And it is determined by nonlinearity of
the interconnected changes in its components, because it is exposed to
random, complex and chaotic behavior by all main subsystems.
Following Graph 1 below, the Global System is described as the system of
all systems surrounded by the space. The Global System receives a constant
input from the natural subsystems which generate energy from the sun.
Multiple interactions then transmit the information through the energy
system to the socio-economic subsystems and the exchange between
them takes place. The outcome from these transactions results in the form
of constant flows of goods, services, capital, labor and data, which then can
be again improved via feedback which is necessary for the balance of the
Global System. A current equilibrium seems more and more unlikely, as all
socio-economic systems as well as many natural systems reveal a state of
dysfunctionality. The whole concept of sustainability, presented by the UN
through its Global Sustainability Goals, is aimed at gaining a new balance
in order to avoid a possible collapse of one or more global subsystems.
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importance too. Last but not least, the number of conflicts and wars as well
as terrorist acts worldwide is again increasing and should be considered
as a worrying signal of rising volatility and uncertainty in the global affairs.
Global Socio-economic Systems2
In what follows, I will explore the warning signals with regard to major
shifts and transitional changes within some of the most significant subsystems. By doing so, I will analyze indications for transformative moments
in processes and structures that might trigger a comprehensive Global
System transformation if any of its subsystems becomes dysfunctional or
even collapses.
Global Finance and Monetary Policy
Figure 1. The concept of the Global System by Velina Tchakarova

Global Context
There are indeed objective and subjective circumstances that might
trigger or hinder transformational processes and thus need to be considered. Therefore, it appears to be of utmost importance to analyze the
transformation processes within the subsystems of the Global System,
particularly with regard to objective processes such as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution of cyber-physical systems, the new modes of globalization, the
Great Acceleration or global demographic changes unleashing new waves
of migration. Modern globalization must be taken into account because it
is the expansion model that has been introduced by each system power
in the last two centuries while establishing world dominance. This was
the case of Great Britain in the 19th as well as of USA in the 20th century,
particularly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, while they were riding
the wave of the Second Industrial Revolution (1870) respectively the Third
Industrial Revolution (1970). Thus, it remains to be seen how modern globalization will be further shaped by the only system power left – the USA,
and by an emerging second system power – China, as well as a few other
significant regional actors. Additionally, urgent issues of system hierarchy
(who is determining the agenda of international norms, rules and standards
of global affairs, especially when it comes to democracy, human rights and
freedoms, and who is complying with them) as well as of a polarization of the
Global System (bipolarity vs multipolarity) will be gaining more and more
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The global monetary system consists of components, which regulate
the exchange of world currencies and thus are essential for the existence
of the global trade system, as traded products require a payment service.
Furthermore, the global financial system comprises all financial legislation
and institutions – public and private banks as well as international bodies
such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank for International
Settlement, the World Bank, etc. – conducting financial operations worldwide. Both the finance and monetary policy are closely intertwined and do
substantially interact with the socio-economic systems of global economy
and trade.
The most significant changes that the global finance system has been
facing over the years after the 2008 financial crisis are linked to phenomena
such as the systemically important financial institutions, particularly referred
to as TBTF (too big to fail), the finalization of global economy as well as a
network of additional systemic risks resulting from the first two phenomena.
Global monetary policy rests predominantly on the confidence in the
money economy, particularly in the US Dollar as the global leading currency
since World War II. The monetary system has been facing challenges as trust
in the system of national fiat money that has been established globally
started shrinking since the 2008 financial crisis. The signals regarding a
possible transformation of the monetary system are centered around a few
significant issues, which are linked to declining confidence in the US Dollar
as a dominant global currency (although the US Dollar still performs as a
Small excerpts considering the five socio-economic systems are taken from the upcoming publication
“Global System Transformation: What to Expect from System Transition?”, © Waxmann.
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strong currency), the possible shift towards an internationally facilitated
currency (SDR – Special Drawing Rights), as well as the increasing role of
currency alternatives such as Bitcoin, Gold (e.g. Russia, China) or an introduction of Block chain-based technology for global payments (e.g. Japan).
Signals of major shift and system change:
zz Interventionist policy of Central Bank, applying monetary policy
to stimulate the developed economies (Zero interest rate policy)
zz TBTF banks have become even larger after the 2007 financial crisis
zz systemically important banks such as DB & crises of liquidity
zz US Dolar's global position under Trump
zz Further financialization of global economy (manufacturing vs financial
services)
zz The emerging role of alternative currencies – Bitcoin, Gold and SDR
Global Economy
Global economy is the system encompassing the production processes
and the value chains along the transfer of goods, services and data, labor
and capital, through the constant use of energy resources (global energy)
as well as based on progress through new technologies and innovation.
The system of global production of goods and services rests on a capitalist
framework, which has already been adopted by most developed, developing and underdeveloped countries worldwide. Capitalism as the system of
economic organization has been facing existential challenges, which arise
from systemic dysfunctionalities. They are related to three main issues,
namely – global debt, wealth distribution and global inequality. Thus, key
symptoms of change are related to the indebtedness of developed and
developing economies, particularly to the function of generating economic
growth by adding even more debt. For instance, current statistics show that
global debt has already reached $152 Trillion in 2016 compared to only $74
Trillion global GDP.
Profound changes are already happening in the global economy, while
new technological innovations are further shaping it. Next to the phenomenon of the TBTF financial institutions that became even bigger after the
2008 financial crisis – the technological companies are significant non-state
actors with a systemic character which behave like TBTF banks. A new hierar98

chy of the global wealth pyramid emerged, as billionaires and the wealthiest
companies from the technology sector overtook the finance sector. Ahead
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, innovations such as automatization,
robotics, nanotechnologies as well as 3D printing in the manufacturing
process have started shaping the global economy as well.
Signals of major shifts or system change:
zz Disproportionally large global debt compared to the global economic
growth (and the global GDP)
zz The gap between rich and poor (inequality) is widening despite the
reduction of extreme poverty
zz Wealth centralization
zz Middle class in developed economies is shrinking (will be further
growing in Asia)
zz Limited growth and productivity
Global Trade
Considering the observations on global economy and finance, it follows
that they are closely intertwined through a third system: global trade. It
encompasses a global network of exports and imports of goods, services,
capital, labor and data. Ultimately, the flows of all products are being facilitated through the global trade, which is essential for the functionality of the
Global System. Thus, key symptoms of change are linked to tightening the
rules for moving capital, goods, services, labor and data, which can lead to
a disruption of global flows of products.
Trade became globally networked only after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, when the post-communist countries, including Russia, aspired to
join the World Trade Organization (WTO) and thus became part of this
newly established trade institution, being the successor of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) after 1995. With China joining
the WTO at the beginning of the new century, the global trade system
embraced the principle of free trade with a few exceptions (e.g. Iran) and
the WTO became a systemic regulator on a global scale. In comparison to
the financial system, which collapsed after the 2008 financial crisis, the
trade system showed rather robust performance based on its regulatory
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approach with rules being tested in practice. However, the system started
shifting towards a slowdown of global trade and even began showing
signs of de-globalization as in the case of a newly launched protectionism
(e.g. USA). Since the regulatory base proved to be quite robust during the
2008 financial crisis, it can be assumed that this trend is due to the crisis of
global economy, particularly in the developed economies, which could not
generate sustainable growth after 2008 (WTO 2016). Trade growth remained
below 3% in the last five years in a row and its value, despite the increasing
volume, has been shrinking due to shifting exchange rates (global monetary
policy) and falls in commodity prices (global economy).

compared to previous periods, mostly due to an oversupplied market as
well as an increased supply by American shale producers.
Signals for major shifts and system change:
zz Big Oil shift
zz Sinking Oil prices despite OPEC/Non-OPEC collaboration to cut
production
zz Shale revolution in times of oversupplied markets
zz Decarbonization of the world economy by 2100 (decision taken by G7)

Signals for major shifts and system change:

zz Oil demand peak by 2030

zz Trump protectionism and isolationism

zz Paris Agreement to cut CO2 emissions

zz US withdrawal from TPP, NAFTA etc.
zz China’s Silk Roads

Global System Structures

zz Tightening rules for moving capital, goods, services, labor, data

Global system processes come along with a transition in global structures. Such were created after the end of the World War II and in the course
of the Cold War, whereas the international organizations and institutions,
especially the ones established by the Transatlantic Community (US, NATO,
EU countries), still remain dominant in the global affairs. However, a Global
System in transition is currently witnessing parallel global order structures,
which are being established by the rising second system pole China with
the participation of third actors.

zz Disruption of global flows of products
zz De-globalization
Global Energy
Global Energy is the system that links natural and socio-economic components of the Global System. It facilitates a network of energy supply and
demand based on the exploration of natural resources, which makes it an
indispensable component for the global economy and trade. This is also the
system, in which the negative human impact has become too predominant
due to the excessive use of fossil fuels over the last two centuries.
Given the decision by the developed economies on decarbonization of
the global economy by 2100 (G7 Summit 2015), changes have already become visible. However, one of the great unknowns regarding global energy
is whether the oil demand peak would take place before the supply peak. In
this regard, the oil cartel OPEC has taken measures to stabilize the oil prices
and to profit from energy demand for as long as possible. Despite all efforts
by OPEC and key non-OPEC members (e.g. Russia) to abide by a production
cut at least until the middle of 2017, the oil price remains relatively low
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In 2014, a study by Merics concluded that China’s parallel structures are
already challenging the established international order. The big question
that remains open is whether China will be included successfully in the
existent international order with sufficient incentives to coordinate and
cooperate with both rivals and partners or whether Beijing would rather
develop and enhance the scope and functions of the parallel structures
in order to serve Chinese geopolitical and geo-economic interests better.
Clearly, we are still in the so-called transitional phase of global order
from the unipolar period of the US-led system after the end of the Cold War
towards most likely the next bipolarity based on a system rivalry between
US and China coupled with regional multilateralism of alliances, partnerships, and ad hoc commitments. In the meantime, the strategy of the US
and allies will be aimed at preserving what has been already established
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within the subsystem frameworks as well as preventive damage control,
while the approach of China would be to promote system processes that
are aimed at a transformation of the Global System.
Thus, new regional constellations will arise, new security triangles will
form, and new modes of regional alliances are constantly being built.
This is exactly what creates the false impression of evolving multipolarity
which in the end has nothing to do with the two system poles. It rather
reflects the regional level of international relations, which is being shaped
by diverse bilateral and multilateral constellations. On the one side of the
process, there is the US that is trying to reassure and re-energize existent
alliances and partnerships but also to accommodate with new realities by
negotiating with old rivals such as Iran, Vietnam and Cuba for instance. On
the other side, traditional partners of the US are looking for new regional
roles as in the case of Saudi Arabia-Egypt-Turkey-Israel square of complex
relations. Furthermore, Japan is approaching the East Asian countries and
India in order to build reliable partnerships based on a pro-American/antiChinese stance.

surprise that climate change and global warming are part of the significant
problems triggering Global System transformation. Furthermore, the UN
Sustainable Development goals and targets following the Millennium goals
have been introduced with the comprehensive aim of achieving lasting
sustainability in all intertwined fields. As the role of the emissions and their
reduction turned out to be much more urgent than the scarcity of fossils
(we can burn fossils but we do not have a second planet for the emissions
that will be set free), sustainability has become a real issue considering the
decarbonization of Global Economy, limited growth, the transition towards
green energy and the problem of scarcity in a growing population. Climate
Change is the global network that brings all state actors together and the
stakes are already so high that the public pressure for action makes global
and regional actors see themselves obliged to participate and collaborate.
Sustainable global climate is obviously in the interest of all but the efforts
and sacrifices to achieve it will differ from developed to developing to
underdeveloped states in the future.
To sum up:

At the same time, China is activating relations with Central Asian countries, whereas the consolidation of Eurasia is clearly in the interest of both
Beijing and Moscow while preventing other external actors from any
significant role. Although the future of the Dragonbear (China + Russia)
seems to be unclear yet, this particular partnership might be one of the
major triggers for parallel structures which will challenge the global order
in the future, if it develops towards a strategic alliance. For that matter, the
close cooperation in the military and defense field will be decisive, meaning
that Russia-led Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and Chinaled Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) could merge activities and
functions to counterbalance NATO in Asia.

zz Global System Transformation is under way but the end outcome is
not clear yet.

Conclusions

zz Outcome of the Global System Transformation might be a new balance
(sustainability) or collapse (of the socio-economic systems).

With all these major changes in mind, it is not hard to imagine how
difficult it is to have progress in the current atmosphere of international
diplomatic talks, negotiations or arrangements as it is the case with the
Geneva talks on Syria, the Minsk process on Ukraine or any other important
issue in the global affairs. However, one of the greatest successes at Global
Diplomacy level was achieved in the field of climate change with the signing
and the initiated adoption process of the Paris agreement. It comes with no
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zz USA will remain the only global power with global power projection,
however Washington is in decline.
zz China looks like becoming the regional (and global) rival to the USA,
thus a system rivalry is only realistic between the USA and China
from the current point of view.
zz Two possible system scenarios: the Dragonbear (China and Russia)
vs USA (with EU and possibly India) or the USA-Russia bond vs China
(what is Trump trying to achieve currently).
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GLOBALIZATION AND EU INTEGRATION3
Willem Noë
Senior Policy Officer, DG Neighbourhood and
Enlargement Negotiations, European Commission,
Brussels
Following his studies on macroeconomics and international economic relations at the University of Amsterdam,
Willem Noë started in 1987 as a research economist at the
Ministry of Economic Affairs in the Netherlands. In 1991 he
moved to the European Commission where he has been
working ever since in different departments (Directorate-Generals). His main
work areas relate to globalisation issues as well as EU Enlargement.
He is currently senior policy officer in DG NEAR (formerly Enlargement), first in
the Iceland Unit to help prepare possible EU entry of Iceland in the framework
of the economic accession criteria for EU Membership, and presently in the Unit
for Albania and Bosnia-Herzegovina, dealing with Bosnia-Herzegovina. He
previously contributed to the economic assessment of several other Candidate
Country economies in the preparatory process for EU Membership, analysis of
international industrial relations, and economic analysis and policy implications of globalization, at the EU level. He also taught graduate courses in the
US on the economics, history, and political economy of EU Enlargement and
EU integration, and is a regular speaker at various fora and seminars in –and
outside the EU on these themes, as well as on the history and dynamics of
European integration, and the economic, political and historical roots of Europe.

The presentation aimed to provide a brief overview of main economic and political/social costs &
benefits of globalisation, as well as the role of the EU in globalisation. It further discusses a specific
globalisation phenomenon currently much discussed in the EU, population movement and migration.
The text below presents the main points discussed in telegraphic style.
Disclaimer - The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the official policy or position of the European Commission.

What is globalisation? Globalisation as economic phenomenon – A
few remarks
First a straightforward definition on globalisation as primarily an economic phenomenon: Globalisation can be described as dispersion across
borders of all elements of the production process and of production factors
(goods, services, and labour). This would also include dimensions such as
ownership, after-sale service etc.
This fragmentation and international dispersion of production processes
led to the emergence of production systems commonly referred to as ‘global
value chains’ (GVCs). These can be sequential chains or complex networks,
global or regional. Typical for these GVCs is trade in intermediate goods &
services (goods & services as production input for other goods & services).
Global economic production is to large extent characterized by these
GVCs, in turn characterized by trade in intermediate goods; it is estimated
that at least 60% of global trade is trade in intermediate goods & services4.
GVCs are typically coordinated by ‘transnational corporations’ (TNCs)
through cross-border trade of inputs & outputs within networks of affiliates,
contractual partners, and/or arm’s-length suppliers. According to some
estimations, TNC-coordinated GVCs account for about 80% of global trade.
A remarkable phenomenon is that over the last three decades developing/emerging market (DEM) economies have been increasingly participating in GVCs; their share in global trade increased from about 20% in 1990
- 30% in 2000 - over 40% in 2015, with of course China playing a major role
in this development. Similarly, their share in world GDP reached 58% in
2016 and in 2012, for the first time, accounted for more than half of global
foreign direct investment (FDI) flows5.

3
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4
5

See e.g. WTO (2017), Fig 2.1.
See e.g. UNCTAD (2014)
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Chart I - Share of advanced economies and emerging market and
developing economies in the world

Globalisation as economic phenomenon – a few remarks
The financial markets are one of (if not the most) globalised market.
Financial markets expanded through banking deregulation, capital account
liberalization, and financial innovation. Just one indicator to give an idea
of the truly massive size of such markets, dwarfing any other market or
country: The most recent data I could find date from 2013 and (probably
under-) estimate the daily (!) turnover in forex markets at $5.3 trillion ($3.3
tr in 2007; $4.0 tr in 2010). Compare this to the size of annual world exports
in goods and services in 2015, which stood at about $20.3 trillion6.

Historically speaking, globalisation is a long-term and non-linear phenomenon and was often linked to the rise of empires and colonization, and
exploring new trade routes.
In economic terms, globalisation was driven by trade & FDI as both tend
to structurally grow quicker than national GDP (e.g. 1980-2010 average
growth of world trade goods & services was 7.3% or more than twice the
average GDP growth of 3.2%). Since 2011 trade growth has been similar to
GDP growth but seems mainly linked to a – probably temporary – slowdown
in trade; a main post-crisis demand component constituted of government
expenditure and such expenditure has lower import intensity7. As other
demand components, notably investment, start to pick up again it can be
reasonably assumed that international trade growth will move upward
again towards its longer-term growth trend.
The production taking place through GVCs generally was more advanced
in industry (trade in products) than in services (trade in tasks). However, the
share of services in value-added trade is large and increasing; since 1980
the share has increased from below 30% to more than 40%8. Goods and
services tend to be complementary to each other, but in any case, from an
analytical point of view, this essentially 19th-century distinction between
7

6

See WTO (2016)
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WTO Press release of 12/04/2017, Box 1; see https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres17_e/pr791_e.htm
See WTO (2017)
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‘goods ‘ and ‘services’ has become increasingly tenuous as service content
in goods production sectors has been increasing (‘servicification’).
Historically speaking, by some measures such as trade/GDP and FDI/GDP
ratio’s current globalisation levels are in fact comparable to the previous
globalisation heyday of the 19th century Industrial Revolution – with the
notable exception of labour mobility in terms of the massive labour movement from Europe to the Americas and Australia and New Zealand. But the
current globalisation is vastly more complex in scale & scope; in short it is
‘farther, faster, cheaper and deeper’.
Such developments were structurally made possible through two factors - Technological development (both in transport and IT technology,
bringing decreasing costs and increasing scope & access to communication
networks); - Economic government policy carried by a liberalist ideology
(deregulation, market liberalisation and/or harmonization).
Finally, it must still be noted that from a global point of view globalisation is still rather unevenly spread, focused on particular sectors and with
large parts of societies and regions not (yet) participating, notably in the
Middle East and Africa.
Economic benefits of globalisation:
A brief listing of main benefits includes the following:
zz There is solid theoretical as well as empirical evidence showing that
trade & FDI promote economic growth and prosperity by raising living- and other social standards;
zz Increased competition and access to expanding markets brings technology & cost advantages with lower prices, employment, consumer
choice and product quality;
zz Productivity gains for enterprises and economies through competition;
globalisation push firms to improve performance and move upward
in value-added chains;
zz Capital market integration fosters allocation of savings to more
productive and diversified investments, linked to FDI and trade, and
facilitates risk sharing.
Important point: No country ever prospered by closing off to trade; many
grew rapidly by opening to the world economy. Rather than speaking of
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‘North-South’, the classic geographical economic dichotomy should perhaps
be replaced by ‘Closed-Open’. Globalisation with (re-)entry of China, India,
Brazil, NICs, and new EU MS brought significant gains for participants, lifting
poverty on large scale (esp. China). Would Africa and the Middle East be next?
Political/social benefits of globalisation:
Increasing economic interdependencies strengthen incentives for
regional and bilateral/ multilateral cooperation. Here as well the classic
analytical dichotomy of a country’s ‘internal-external’ production sectors
is increasingly difficult to maintain.
Globalisation can be considered an ‘external shock’ to the system. It
undermines vested interests, lowers barriers to entry; creates new elites
and teaches new values, and often necessitates improving/ broadening
national education.
Learning effects through interaction and exchange of ideas (products &
services) in economic area but accompanied also in other areas (cultural,
social, political).
And so globalisation/ economic liberalisation fosters economic development (external shocks, learning effects, new markets) which increases
chances for democratisation (in turn positively correlated to marketoriented reforms, reduced inequalities and polarisation, more stable and
predictable growth rates, and greater resilience to shocks)
Economic costs of globalisation:
zz Financial market globalisation leads to/allows larger imbalances in
financing (good/bad);
zz Financial and economic linkages reinforce transmission of economic
cycles & shocks. Opens door to contagion and cross-border spill-overs,
contributes to volatility and vulnerability of capital flows, exchange
rates, GDP growth, consumption, investment;
zz Instead of reducing/sharing risk, increased opacity and complexity
of financial globalisation for all stakeholders actually contributed to
increasing macroeconomic/financial risks;
zz Esp. for DEMs: increased risks & volatility if opening up without first
putting in place sound macro-economic policies and strong local
financial market and institutional frameworks;
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zz Labour markets: higher unemployment because of delocalisation? →
No evidence that globalisation leads to structurally higher unemployment. No major delocalisation from DC to DEMs; Enterprise/sector
restructuring and technological changes generate much stronger
changes in employment. However, low- skilled labour most vulnerable - increasingly also medium/higher level labour.

The EU and globalisation
zz Globalisation and European integration can be considered as two
separate but interlinked processes;
zz Globalisation takes place whether or not EU integration takes place;
zz European integration is in part a reaction to globalisation:

zz Increases skewed income and wealth distribution? → Globalisation
affects income and wealth generation and to some extent distribution
(see above). However, resulting distribution is above all outcome of political decisions through e.g. taxation systems and social contributions;

ūū Internal Market /1992‘project; Lisbon/ EU2020 Agenda; (some of the
economic arguments for) EU Enlargement

zz Additional burden on environment (correlation between GDP growth
and environmental degradation)?

zz Perceived economic falling behind US, Japan (70/80s) – South Korea
(80s) - China (90s/00), etc. …

Political/social costs of globalisation:
Need for accelerated adjustment to meet competition challenges →
adjustment costs;
Anxieties on perceived globalisation imbalances as political factor;
Higher risk clashes between societies, linked to increased interdependencies, (lack of ) access to scarce resources (incl. water, energy), increased
income/wealth inequality to the extent caused by globalisation;
DC → DEMs: perceived unfair competition through lower standards
(labour markets, environment, social security), environmental degradation
(e.g. deforestation);
DEMs → DC: perceived unfair competition through market power abuse
(‘economic Imperialism’), imposing institutional adjustments unfit for DEMs;
Higher risk clashes within societies, through increased income/wealth
inequality to the extent caused by globalisation; between social strata
(employers - employees, low educated - high educated workers)
Downward pressure on socio-economic standards (labour markets,
environment, social security)? → No evidence that globalisation leads to
structural undermining of standards; opposite more likely (race to the top,
not the bottom)
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In turn connected to:

zz Perceived ‘loss of sovereignty; an attempt to regain a voice at EU –
and thereby at global-level following what was lost at national level
because of globalisation (‘Elephant argument’)
EU itself impacts on globalization as actor in world fora in two ways:
zz Passively through size and internal effect via EMU, Internal Market,
EU Enlargement
zz Actively through policy (trade; investment; development aid;
Neighbourhood policy; CFSP; energy; environmental policy; financial
market regulation; IT standards)
Globalisation: Population movements/ displaced persons/ immigration
UN: Currently 65 mn displaced people world-wide, in a 15-year peak
For simple numerical comparison, some historical data on European
demographic mass movements:
1815 - 1932: About 85 mn people left Europe (to North America 70%;
Latin America 20%, Australia 7%)
1944 - 1950: Some 11.5 mn Germans expelled or moved voluntarily
from Eastern Europe; About 2 mn Soviet citizens were returned to USSR
by Western Allies
1990 - 2012: 20 mn people moved from CEE, Baltics, CIS, to Western
Europe
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Europe turned from population exporter to importer. To give an idea, the
average annual immigration to EU:
1980s: 200.000 / year
1990s: 750.000 / year
2000s: 1.5 million (!) / year (incl. to traditionally emigration countries
Italy, Spain, Ireland)
Migration within – and to the EU – Threat or Resource?
Within EU this simply follows Internal Market logic of freedom of labour
movement and the economic benefits of production factor mobility. At
the same time, population movement within and between EU Member
States has historically been relatively marginal – which is rather bad from
an economic perspective.
At the same time there have been a number of socio-economic and
political concerns on the possible impact of labour movements, whether
from within or from outside the EU:
Economic:
zz Displacement of local labour;
zz Increase (structural) unemployment;
zz Downward pressure on wages;
zz Systematic abuse of local welfare systems;
And for the source country: - deprive source countries of resources
(brain/labour drain)
Political/historic:

zz No evidence of any negative structural effects in host countries on
aggregate displacement of native labour; lower wages; higher unemployment; or welfare dependency/abuse. On the contrary, there has
been generally a positive economic contribution through short-term
demand effects as well as through medium/longer term labour supply
and production contribution.
zz Real concern actually relates not to host country but to source country
confronted with brain- and (young) population drain. However, brain
circulation between EU MS may help solve demographic problems,
improve allocative efficiency, and provide remittances to the source
country (which however is a mixed blessing).
Immigration, EU demographic projections and impacts
To further respond to anxieties concerning the economics of immigration
and immigration numbers, one should also take into account long-term EU
demographic developments. Here, a recent European Commission study
is very enlightening concerning projected demographic developments
in the EU for 2013 – 206010. It shows that the overall population size will
be slightly larger by 2060 (from 507 mn to 523 mn), but much older, with
dependency ratio doubled from 27.8% to 50.1% - from 4 to 2 working-age
persons for every person over 65.
The projections show wide differences in population trend across MS.
Half of MS will have lower populations (BG, DE, EE, EL, ES, HR, LV, LT, HU, PL,
PT, RO, SI and SK). The other half will have higher populations (BE, CZ, DK,
IE, FR, IT, CY, LU, MT, NL, AT, FI, SE and UK).

zz Culture shock/ perceived threat to local culture. This is only to note
the issue itself

Please, note that these projections in fact assume a continuation of net
migration inflows, first increasing to 1.4 mn by 2040, declining to 1.0 mn
by 2060.

– The emphasis in this presentation is more on the economics of
migration.

Total employment (aged 20-64) peaks at 215 million in 2022, then declines
to 202 mn, broken down in three stages:

Also because of the political sensitivities and concerns, there has been
extensive research on the economics and costs & benefits of migration,
also in context of previous EU Enlargement rounds 9. From this came the
following results:

zz 2007-2011: Demographic developments still supportive of growth:
working-age population grows but employment sluggish due to
financial economic crisis;

See e.g. European Commission (2009); European Commission (2015); Constant, A., K. Zimmerman
(eds.) (2015)
9
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zz 2012-2022: Rising employment rates offset decline in working-age
population: Working age population starts to decline. Offset by lower
10 European Commission (2015), The 2015 Ageing report, European Economy 03/2015
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unemployment rates and higher employment rates of women & older
workers;
zz 2023 – 2060: Population ageing effect dominates: Increase in employment rates slows as increases in female employment and impact
of pension reforms less pronounced. Working-age population and
number of persons employed start falling.
These developments can also be taken from the graph below:

As a result, labour input contributes negatively to output growth. Labour
productivity growth, driven by TFP growth, remains as sole source of potential output growth.
In this context, the assumed net annual immigration of 1 – 1.4 mn in fact
only marginally slows down the GDP growth reduction and demographic
shift.
As a striking visual aid to the ageing of the EU15 population, refer to the
three graphs below. Also note that adding the new MS would not change
the picture at all.

Source: European Commission (2015) The 2015 Ageing report, European Economy 03/2015

These EU projected demographic developments 2013 – 2060 will have
considerable economic impact:
zz Population ageing puts net upward pressure on public spending
(higher pensions, health care, long-term care; lower on education,
unemployment benefits)
zz GDP growth rates are projected to remain stable and converge to total
factor productivity (TFP) growth, with average potential GDP growth
rates at 1.4%
zz Sources of GDP growth alter dramatically: Labour makes positive
contribution to growth to 2020s, but negative thereafter;
zz Slight increase in total population and increase in employment rates
make positive contribution to average GDP growth. However, this is
more than offset by decline in % share of working age population; a
negative influence on growth
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I still would like to add on a cautiously positive note on the EU with the
following quote.
"Europe will be forged in crises,
and will be the sum of the solutions adopted for those crises.”
Jean Monnet

Concluding points on globalisation and the EU:
Globalisation is a long-term phenomenon, expanding trade and investment driven by technology & economic policy, currently unprecedented
in scope & scale; set to continue despite the crisis.
zz It is not linear; patchy and uneven in time, participants, sectors – and
DEMs gaining ground;
zz Globalisation brings both economic and political/social costs & benefits, benefits usually outweigh costs (hence continued growth over
time);
zz No evidence of systematic undermining socioeconomic standards,
increasing unemployment or directly leading to increasing income
and wealth divergences;
zz Emigration pressures or concerns in the EU concern more political/
social than economic – No compelling evidence of negative effects
on labour market or economy; rather the opposite for the receiving
economy;
zz Significant demographic shifts in EU over next decades will force economic adjustment over medium- and longer term; negative impact on
labour markets, productivity, size & structure of government spending,
and GDP growth;
zz Immigration can only be (very modest?) part of the answer
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And so, onward to the next crisis! For a first time in modern European history, and after the brink of self-destruction, in response to numerous severe
crises and challenges, the second half of the 20th century saw European
countries consciously pushing toward broad and deep mutual integration. This has proven to be remarkably successful so far, both economically
and politically; as a confidence-building measure and crisis management
mechanism it has contributed to peace and prosperity far beyond original
expectations. There is no compelling reason to assume such dynamics will
change in the future, as long as this is not taken for granted – but therein
lays the rub, of course.
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Currently the European Union is confronted with unprecedented challenges particularly in the field of good governance. Poland and Hungary
increasingly seem to deviate from the official values of the European Union.
A lack of solidarity complicates coordination in coping with refugees. The
financial situation for countries like Greece still seems uncertain and confidence in EU institutions has been shaken.
Better Communication, Simpler Laws
As if this was not enough Brexit looks set to be on the agenda for the
immediate future whether EU officials like it or not. The lack of trust in the
EU which typified the referendum to end over 40 years of membership was
a wake-up call. The EU is aware that something is wrong in the communication mode of its working methods. Communication between member
states and with the voters is wanting as also is communication between
the EU institutions. This was all acknowledged in the Bratislava Summit
Declaration of the 27 member states in 2016:
“We need to improve the communication with each other – among Member
States, with EU institutions, but most importantly with our citizens. We should
inject more clarity into our decisions. Use clear and honest language. Focus on
citizens’ expectations, with strong courage to challenge simplistic solutions
of extreme or populist forces”.
Reforms could look at drawing up legalistic rules in user-friendly language. Even maybe legislating less where it may not be necessary. There
is a different legal culture in the member states with some (such as Austria
and Germany) tending to rule-based law-making and others such as the
UK preferring conventions and pragmatism. Either way, simpler law-making
and less jargon would facilitate the communication with ordinary citizens
seeking engagement and a role in the decision-making process.
Different reform scenarios are postulated for more EU or less EU and so
on but little guidance from the top has emerged as to the way forward.
Consensus is hard to reach between the still 28 and in future 27 members
not to mention the European Parliament which has increased in self-confidence over the years. Election results in France and the Netherlands would
appear to give the EU a breathing space for the time being. It can point to
victory for pro-Europeans and an audible sigh of relief wafted through the
echelons of the EU with hope that other member states might not after all
embark along an exit route.
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Multi-dimensional Negotiations
But this flatters to deceive and does not mean that the European voters suddenly become wildly optimistic fans of the EU. If Brexit has shown
anything it is that leaving the EU is just as complicated as joining. Often
compared to membership of a tennis or golf club it is now clear that the EU
means much more and comparisons with marriage and divorce are more
common. How to get out of a perceived failed relationship, who pays whom
for what and who gets the common projects for the future. All the messy
detail which often can be accompanied by acrimony, Schadenfreude and
the thirst for a kind of revenge can flare up to sour the negotiations.
This very human dimension is an important factor in an otherwise dry and
legalistic exercise. The negotiations present a challenge. Of course, no deal
would be more detrimental to the UK than the EU but failure to reach an
agreement with an exiting member state would be embarrassing for both.
If such a problem cannot be solved what hope is there for the resolution
mechanisms of the EU in other spheres. No deal would be harmful to the
careers of leading diplomats in the negotiations whose profession it is to
find that common denominator.
The chief negotiators Michel Barnier for the EU and David Davis for the
UK know each other well. Both were Ministers for European Affairs in their
respective countries over twenty years ago. They share mutual respect
which can foster trust which will be necessary in the coming months and
years. Neither men come from the traditional elite schools of the crème de la
crème. Barnier is not a product of the École nationale d’administration and
Davis went neither to Eton nor Oxbridge. Asked what he thought of Barnier,
Davis once replied with tongue in cheek, “well, he’s very French”. Barnier
incorporates the best of French diplomacy: dedicated to detail and correct
in manner, a style as elegant as his appearance. And Davis, for all his Brexit
bravado, exudes a certain joie de vivre which a Frenchman can relate to.
Despite this there are huge differences in how to approach the negotiations. The EU is famed (or notorious) for producing stacks of paper. So, at
initial meetings, the EU side under Barnier appeared fully equipped with
dossiers, position papers and other documents only to be confronted with
the British side brandishing a mere ballpoint pen. Davis is in a difficult position. At home he has to deal with a divided cabinet, a divided Conservative
party, a divided parliament and a divided country. To gain support for
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his Brexit negotiations from parliament, Scotland, Northern Ireland and
Conservatives will not be an easy task. Barnier, for his part, has his hands
tied. He has to report back and consider the input from 27 member states
some of whom such as the Republic of Ireland have a special vested interest in the negotiations. He cannot afford either to ignore the European
Parliament. The negotiations are multi-dimensional and in all probability the
two years allocated will not be enough. Real negotiations will be conducted
for only eighteen months to allow a package to go through the national
parliaments where also opposition can be expected. The future is marked
with a series of open questions and uncertainty which has unsettled many
millions who have chosen to be mobile and move to other EU countries.
What will happen to them and how can they plan for the future. Whatever is
decided there will be a flood of court cases. And so the next question arises
of which court will have the final say, the Court of Justice of the European
Union or the Supreme Court of the UK or another body.
The Surprise Exit and Article 50
A curious omission in all this is that to date the EU has been unable to
secure acquired rights across the board for its citizens. After all, with freedom
of movement prized so highly by the EU, this would seem to be a logical
concomitant. Hopefully in the future this can be achieved not because other
states might leave but because it would be good governance.
Then there is the strange case of Article 50 which although short and
to the point leaves scope for interpretation and by all accounts was never
meant to be applied. That a country would leave the EU let alone one of
its strongest members was not foreseen. As it stands, a state that has been
a member for over 40 years has the same two year period to leave as for
example a state that would have been a member for four years. This makes
little sense in the work involved in untangling legal rules and obligations.
Changes to the treaty and Article 50 though which might shed more
clarity and logic for the future are not likely to be forthcoming any time
soon since the EU shies away from such debates for fear of exposing the
rifts amongst the member states and with voters that may have a say in any
referenda. Whilst some national elections such as those in France and the
presidential election in Austria give the EU cause for optimism, popular votes
on the EU itself are more problematic. These can also become intertwined
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with loss of confidence in national governments which can end in protest
voting detrimental to the overall interests of the EU.
The EU and the Elites
The EU has to avoid becoming a top-down project concentrated in a few
power centres or closed bubbles. Enhanced means for real participation
would help offset the feeling of remoteness with the “elites”. And although
it was youth that was particularly disappointed with the Brexit result, it was
above all those with university degrees benefiting from educational mobility
and not those with few skills and even fewer job outlooks. Member states
can help foster a participation culture from schools through workplaces,
from small communities in rural areas to the large conurbations. For this,
voters will need the tools to participate including educational skill, IT knowhow, training in presentation and dealing with legal documents and the
necessary confidence to question the authorities.
Freedom of information and freedom of fear from consequences to voice
dissent are essential. EU citizens in some member states find it difficult to
become policy initiators rather than passive consumers because of different political cultures and history. An additional complexity is that EU
institutions are geographically concentrated, at least the more powerful
ones. In practice, a big role in decision-making is made in Berlin. It will be
difficult to shift this locus of power. Also, recent debates have illustrated
how complicated it is to bring about a cost-efficient physical move of the
European Parliament to one place because of opposition from the French.
So the dilemma remains: on the one hand, a geographical as well as political
concentration of power produces the closed bubble but a diffusion of power
centres leads to higher costs and complicated coordination procedures.
Which Way for the EU
The EU will have to look at reforms but what these are remains elusive. We
can be sure that moves to change the way the budget or agricultural subsidies work will prove too hard to consider. So much will be skated around
and position papers and working groups set up. The interests of the member
states also diverge and are reflected in different priorities. Austria is looking
at a problem that concerned the UK, namely benefits paid to children of EU
migrant workers. These benefits are in countries like Austria, Germany and
the UK relatively high and exceed those paid in countries like, for example,
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Romania or Bulgaria. The EU migrants receive benefits for children who do
not live in the country where they are working. Many in Austria propose a
change to this which approximates the deal worked out between the then
UK Prime Minister David Cameron and the EU in February 2016. This deal,
however, never came into operation because of the referendum result to
leave the EU. Why, it might be asked, did the British vote to leave despite
being offered all these concessions in addition to the umpteen opt-outs and
special rebates? One problem with the deal was that there was no timeframe
developed or agreed upon for implementation. It was even questioned by
the European Parliament raising the fear that the so-called deal could be
blocked even after a ‘Yes’ vote to stay in the EU. Then it would be too late
and the referendum won by the pro-Europeans. One thing this shows is the
lack of trust in the EU to implement anything particularly fast once they feel
the pressure is off. The Cameron – EU deal was difficult enough to negotiate and only came about because the EU knew there was a referendum
pending in the UK and it was possible the country could vote to leave. Most
thought that this probably would not happen but it was on the cards and
thus the EU had to offer something to Cameron so he could go back and
sell a deal. Without the referendum prospect the EU probably would have
spent all night discussing the refugee problem and the real concerns the
UK had would have been shelved for another meeting.
There were, therefore, many signs along the road that the UK believed
that in a number of essential areas the EU was going in the wrong direction.
These included the question of migrant workers, how money was spent
and border controls. The UK also was being forced on the defensive by the
imminence of the Eurozone moving closer together with a potential to
damage British interests. None of the main political parties in the UK want
the Euro and so this was not an option. The only thing the UK government
could do was to ensure that the Eurozone plans would as far as possible
be less damaging.
The Brexit Canary in the Coalmine
In the future the EU should be more responsive to the concerns of member states to avoid popular votes ending up in a vote of no confidence.
Sometimes, as in the case of the UK, the feeling of remoteness from the EU
will simmer for years. But it then comes as more of a shock as latent protest
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surfaces. The EU has yet to pass a convincing agreed upon reform plan addressing the widespread disaffection across many countries. The UK result
was the canary in the coalmine, a warning that something is not working
properly. It will not disappear simply because the UK Pound is falling or the
economy struggles and Brexit looks a bad idea. This negative side may deter
others from going down the same road but it does not repair what is broken.
A research paper produced by Chatham House (the Future of Europe),
concluded:
“There is a lack of consensus among the elite on important questions about
the EU’s direction. While the elite overwhelmingly feel they have benefited
from the EU, they are far from united on their attitudes to further integration.
Contrary to assumptions that the elite are pro integration, 28% support the
status quo, 37% think the EU should get more powers and 31% think the
EU should return powers to member states. More oppose than support the
eventual creation of a “United States of Europe” although there is support
for deeper Eurozone integration”.
The departure of the UK from the EU means the loss of a country with
centuries of parliamentary experience and governance. It means a shift in
the balance of the EU institutions with the exit of a country more inclined
to free market economy and little state regulation. As before membership
of the European Community it can be expected and hoped that the contacts between the UK and 27 will continue either in bilateral agreements
and/or in a new partnership with the EU. Brexit does not mean the end of
relations between the UK and EU just as joining the Common Market did
not mark the beginning.
Conclusion
A number of lessons and possible changes for the future can be drawn
from Brexit:
zz Better all round communication (with citizens but also between EU
institutions)
zz Simpler law-making, less laws
zz A reform of Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty based on the Brexit
experience
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zz An agreement throughout the EU to secure acquired rights for EU
citizens
zz A facilitation of real participation for citizens in EU decision-making
processes in advance of the decisions being made.
zz Freedom of information acts, improved educational possibilities for
youth without jobs and unskilled workers left behind so far
zz Decentralisation of decision-making centres
zz Reform of the budget and agricultural subsidies
zz Reform of social security benefits, freedom of movement which
however should be maintained as a principle but critically assessed
in practice
zz A quicker response by EU institutions to problems in member states
which should include an understanding of the local situation instead
of a heavy stick.
These points are controversial and not all can be accepted by the EU27
so even without the so-called brake of the recalcitrant UK, progress in the
future for the European Union will be arduous. But if Brexit is to bring anything positive it should help to achieve greater good governance in the
EU for the future.
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The nature of warfare has changed fundamentally over the last decades.
What was previously known as theatre of operation where combatants and
civilians were clearly distinguished and defined is now an obscure mixture
of combatants, paramilitary proxies and civilians engaged in warfare with
no clear distinction. Neither are the boundaries of the battlefield as neatly
set as before. So, we have a permeating warfare in zones of conflicts where
combat units could not be separated from civilians, something which makes
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the military people feel very uncomfortable because they should interact
with both friendly and unfriendly civilian population. So, instead of focusing
military efforts solely on combat adversary, military people have to concentrate also on working with the civilians on the ground where operations are
conducted. This type of engagement with civilians is known as “the battle
for hearts and minds”.
It is of no surprise that the battle for hearts and minds is originally a
military concept related to the British experience during the Malayan
Emergency (1948-1960) when British/ Malayan administration had to conduct a counterinsurgency during Communist guerrilla warfare. Later, the
term entered the political lexicon of many US Presidents, most notably John
F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson during the Vietnam War. The term was
not limited however only to its Cold War usage.
During the first decade of the 21st century, the US military experienced a
resurgence of the term hearts and minds. The U.S. launched two major campaigns and seemingly attained quick victories in both Operation Enduring
Freedom-Afghanistan (2001) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (2003) only to
realize that the victories were not final. America was drawn into unfamiliar
and protracted conflicts. Although the US military defeated all organized
resistance by the Iraqi Army and the Taliban, resistance evolved into an
insurgency. These precarious situations revived the interest in counterinsurgency and strategic communications.
Strategic communications are of vital importance at a time of rising
transnational activity and they have an impact on policy-making as they
are forward-looking and future-oriented. Successful policies need efficient
and effective communications. Any policy endeavour is realized in public;
therefore raising public awareness and providing public support are essential for gaining legitimacy for government efforts. This means that the
support of the populace, on which the legitimacy of governing institutions
rests, is required.
The primary goal of strategic communications is to influence the population in order to obtain its tacit and active support and gain its allegiance.
Winning the people’s hearts and minds is the key to success. Unlike the
conventional warfare model that is primarily oriented on the destruction of
the enemy or controlling key terrains, in strategic communications controlling the population is the focus.
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Thus, strategic communications are focused processes and efforts to
understand and engage with key audiences to create, strengthen or preserve conditions favourable to advance interests and objectives through
the use of coordinated information, themes, plans, programs and actions
synchronized with other elements of power. Public communications operations may include information operations, psychological operations, public
affairs and public diplomacy, intelligence capabilities.
This paper features two specific models of strategic communications
– Psychological Operations (Psy-Ops), applied largely by the military, and
Public Diplomacy, which is entirely in the civilian domain.
Psychological Operations (PsyOps)
Psychological Operations are planned operations to convey selected
information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behaviour of foreign governments, organisations, groups and individuals. The purpose of
psychological operations is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and
behaviour favourable to the originator’s objectives.
NATO defines PsyOps as ‘planned psychological activities in peace and war
directed at enemy, friendly and neutral audiences in order to influence attitudes
and behaviour affecting the achievement of political and military objectives’.
There are three types of Psychological Operations – Psychological
Consolidation Activities, Battlefield Psychological Activities and Strategic
Psychological Activities.
Psychological Consolidation Activities (PCA)
Psychological Consolidation Activities refer to planned psychological activities in peace and war directed at the civilian population located in areas under
friendly control in order to achieve a desired behaviour which supports the
military objectives and the operational freedom of the supported commanders.
Battlefield Psychological Activities (BPA)
Battlefield Psychological Activities denote planned psychological activities conducted as an integral part of combat operations and designed to
bring psychological pressure to bear on enemy forces and civilians under
enemy control in the battle area, to assist the achievement of tactical
objectives.
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Strategic Psychological Activities (SPA)
Strategic Psychological Activities include planned psychological activities
in peace and war which normally pursue objectives to gain the support and
co-operation of friendly and neutral countries and to reduce the will and
the capacity of hostile or potentially hostile countries to wage war.
Public Diplomacy Revival or New Thinking about Public Diplomacy
Besides Psychological Operations, another prominent example of
Strategic Communications is Public Diplomacy. Public Diplomacy is quite
often perceived as Cold War artefact and sometimes mistaken for propaganda or psychological operations (psy-ops). In fact, it has outgrown genuine
propaganda, the one we have known by the end of 20th century. The sheer
difference is that propaganda is never concerned about feedback, while
public diplomacy considers feedback as a critical element of effective twoway communication with a target audience. Psychological operations also
differ from public diplomacy in that it seeks bearing influence and moulding rather than engaging with indigenous publics. It is exactly the level
of engagement with the local publics and the need for effective two-way
communication that brought many branding and marketing techniques
into public diplomacy, thus turning it into something better labelled as
International Public Relations/ Communications.

Diplomacy in a traditionalist view is depicted as a game where the
roles and responsibilities of actors in international relations are clearly
delineated. In the world of postmodern transnational relations most actors are not nearly as much in control as they would like to be. Moreover,
postmodernism now goes along with post-truth (a new word, the Oxford
Dictionary announced the word of 2016). Post-truth relates to or denotes
circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public
opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief. Having stated that, it
means that irrationality and manipulation are likely to be norms of the game,
which clearly reminds of the present hybrid warfare. As Prof. Dominique
Moisi implied in his book ‘Geopolitics of Emotion’, governance and politics
will be increasingly vulnerable to and impacted on by people’s mobilized
emotions. Therefore, policy-makers should be attentive to and concerned
about not only weapons of mass destruction, but also weapons of mass
attraction and mass manipulation.

Usually the actors of Public Diplomacy are governments but they are
increasingly in search for public-private partnerships with NGOs, media and
business organizations, which is also an indication for seeking a wider impact.

Public diplomacy is distinct from traditional diplomacy in that it reaches
people directly, without going through the filter of their governments. It
involves a wide range of activities, such as promoting cultural and scientific
exchanges, identifying potential leaders among the youth of other countries
and awarding scholarships. It is becoming crucially important how you deal
with foreign public opinion. This is to discourage cynics who charge that
“public diplomacy” is a euphemism for “propaganda”. Practitioners hotly
dispute this. They point out that in the long run public diplomacy is about
credibility-engineering and keeping perceptions in a proper perspective.

Soft Power and Public Diplomacy

What is Public Diplomacy?

It is now a cliché to state that soft power – the postmodern variant of
power over opinion – is increasingly important in the information age, and
that in an environment with multiple international linkages the loss of soft
power can be costly for hard power. Prof. Joseph S. Nye’s definition of ‘soft
power’: “The ability to get what you want by attracting and persuading others
to adopt your goals.” As Nye argues, countries that are likely to be more attractive in postmodern international relations are those that help to frame
issues, whose culture and ideas are closer to prevailing international norms,
and whose credibility abroad is reinforced by their values and policies.

Unlike traditional diplomacy, which seeks to persuade foreign governments to advance an advocate country’s strategic interests and concerns
over specific issues, Public Diplomacy seeks to promote “ideals”, “values”, and
“objectives” of an advocate country through engagement with society and
non-governmental structures and agencies in another country.

Public diplomacy is one of soft power’s key instruments, and this was
recognized in diplomatic practice long before the contemporary debate
on public diplomacy.
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From a practitioner’s view, Public Diplomacy is “the strategic planning
and execution of informational, cultural and educational programming by an
advocate country to create a public opinion environment in a target country
or countries that will enable target country political leaders to make decisions
that are supportive of the advocate country’s foreign policy objectives”. So,
Public Diplomacy seeks to create a supportive foreign environment for a
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country’s foreign policy by understanding, informing and influencing an
external audience.
Public Diplomacy Targets
As we have revealed so far, foreign public opinion matters a lot. The society of a foreign country could be approached through various interlocutors.
Some of the primary targets, later turned into channels, include the media
and opinion-makers, youth groups, business leaders, and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs).

straightforward and easy-going process. Practitioners usually experience
problems with management and coordination of such campaigns. They
may also find it challenging to define the target audience and to master
the message to specific groups. Ultimately, the overall impact assessment
of a public diplomacy initiative is an essential evaluation tool and reference
for further guidance.
Public Diplomacy: Best Practices
zz USA – Work and Travel US Program for college and university students
from abroad; various US State Department visiting programs; US
think-tanks;
zz United Kingdom – The Royal Family, British Council, promoting English
language;
zz Germany – Goethe Institut, promoting German language and culture;
German political parties’ foundations, disseminating party build-up
know-how;
zz France – Institute Francaise, promoting French language and culture;
zz Russia – Russian World/ Pax (Русский мир), promoting Russian language and culture; Russian Eastern Orthodox Church, supervising
relations with fellow Orthodox churches in Eastern Europe;
zz China - Confucius Institute, promoting Chinese language and culture;

Public Diplomacy Activities
zz Information activities: news dissemination and management as well
as strategic communication of messages and images.
zz Research and analysis activities: Public Diplomacy requires excellent
knowledge of the attitudes of the target audience, based on research
and analysis of foreign perceptions and those of specific groups.
zz Cultural and educational activities: Cultural and educational engagement seeks to build a relationship between two societies to achieve
greater familiarity, better mutual understanding and more positive
perceptions.
Public Diplomacy Management
Implementing public diplomacy initiatives and campaigns is rarely a
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zz Spain – Instituto Cervantes, promoting Spanish language and IberoAmerican culture;
zz Japan & South Korea – scholarships and educational exchange programs for international students for attending University education
in Japan and South Korea;
zz Turkey – TIKA (Turkish Government Agency for International
Development Assistance); DIANET (Turkish Government Directorate
for Religious Affairs taking care of Muslim communities abroad).
In summary, contemporary ‘hearts and minds’ approach based on strategic communications, modernization and legitimacy is not without challenges, foremost of which stems from a disconnect between its Westerncentric foundation for legitimacy and development and its implementation
in foreign cultures. As for winning the hearts through modernization, the
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conventional approach advocates to address the needs and the legitimate
grievances of the local population in order to win credibility. This is possible
only through meaningful engagement, efficient and effective communications with indigenous publics.
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1. Introduction
The referendum for the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the EU
in June 2016 (known as Brexit) and the official application for such a withdrawal in late March 2017 provoked the debate for the future of the EU-27,
i.e. the European Union of 28 Member States without the United Kingdom
which is the second largest economy in the current format of the EU. The
start of the negotiations for Brexit is not the only reason for relaunching
the debate about the future of the EU. The effects from the recent global
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economic and financial crisis, the consequences of the sovereign debt crises,
the debates for the future of the euro area and the Economic and Monetary
Union, the migrant crisis and the terrorist attacks in Europe, the rise of the
influence of the populist and Eurosceptic parties and the decrease of the
popular support and trust in EU institutions and policies, as well as many
other events and crises, they also stimulated the debate for the future of
Europe and the European Union.
This debate was relaunched by the publication in the beginning of March
2017 of the White Paper of the European Commission for the future of
Europe. Afterwards other reflection papers were published by the European
Commission. The debate for the future of Europe was held also during a
meeting of the Heads of States and Governments in the framework of the
celebration of the 60th anniversary of signing the Treaties of Rome. These
discussions and reflection papers provoked debates in all Member States
and in different parts of the society.
The debate for the future of Europe is concentrated on many EU policies
and initiatives. However, the EU Enlargement and Neighbourhood policies
are currently almost missing from these debates. There shall be more focus on these EU policies in the future discussions as they have significant
importance for the development of the European continent. This paper
first analyses the debate about the future of Europe, next it presents the
two policies and at the end it comments on the current state of the debate
about these two policies and provides some conclusions.
2. The Debate for the future of Europe
The debate for the future of the European Union was relaunched in the
beginning of March 2017 with the publication of the European Commission
White Paper on the Future of Europe11. The White Paper aims to stimulate
reflections and provides scenarios for the EU27 by 2025. The subtitle of the
White Paper is a clear sign that the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from
the current EU-28 is one of the main factors that stimulate this debate. As
pointed out by the European Commission, other challenges such as globalisation, the impact of new technologies on society and jobs, the security
concerns and the rise of populism, also provoked that debate.
The debate for the future of the European Union is not a new one. Such
kinds of debates are regularly emerging during different periods of the

11
European Commission (2017), “White Paper on the Future of Europe. Reflections and scenarios
for the EU27 by 2025”, Brussels, 1 March 2017.
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European integration process. However, this time the debate is much
more organised and structured. The European Commission proposed five
scenarios in order to streamline the debate. According to the White Paper
these scenarios are:
Scenario 1: “Carrying on”. Under such a scenario, according to the
Commission, the EU27 sticks to its course, it focuses on implementing
and upgrading its current reform agenda; priorities are regularly updated,
problems are tackled as they arise and new legislation is rolled out accordingly. As a result, the 27 Member States and the EU Institutions pursue a
joint agenda for action. Under that scenario, the EU legislation shall be
checked regularly to see whether it is fit for purpose and outdated legislation is withdrawn. Some analysts call this scenario – “scenario 0”, meaning
no substantial change from the current development of the EU.
Scenario 2: “Nothing but the single market”. The European Commission
considers such a scenario as a scenario where the EU27 cannot agree to do
more in many policy areas and it increasingly focuses on deepening certain
key aspects of the single market. As a result, the EU27 does not step up its
work in most policy domains and cooperation on new issues of common
concern is often managed bilaterally. This is the less-desired scenario for
many pro-European politicians and organisations but this is the mostdesired scenario (from the Commission’s 5 scenarios) by the Eurosceptic
politicians and organisations. If such a scenario is realised, it will be a stepback in the EU integration process.
Scenario 3: “Those who what more do more”. According to the European
Commission, this is a scenario where the EU27 proceeds as today but where
certain Member States want to do more in common and where one or
several “coalitions of the willing” emerge to work together in specific policy
areas. These may cover policies such as defence, internal security, taxation
or social matters. As a result, new groups of Member States may agree on
specific legal and budgetary arrangements to deepen their cooperation
in chosen domains. As pointed out by the Commission, this was done for
the Schengen area or the euro and this can be built on the shared EU27
framework. An important clarification is that the status of other Member
States (not participating in such initiative from the outset) is preserved and
they retain the possibility to join those doing more over time. This is perhaps the most controversial scenario for some Member States. Although,
this scenario and the White Paper do not speak about multi-speed Europe,
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core and periphery, some EU Member States see this scenario as a threat to
divide the EU into more and less rich EU Member States.
Scenario 4: “Doing less more efficiently”. In accordance with the
Commission statement, this is a scenario where there is a consensus on the
need to better tackle certain priorities together, the EU27 decides to focus
its attention and limited resources are allocated on a reduced number of
areas. As a result, the EU27 is able to act much quicker and more decisively
in its chosen priority areas. For these policies, stronger tools will be given
to the EU27 to directly implement and enforce collective decisions, as it
does today in competition policy or for banking supervision. Elsewhere,
the EU27 stops acting or does less. This is one of the scenarios that do not
attract significant support. For the pro-European politicians, it is not so
ambitious and, for the Eurosceptics it is too ambitious.
Scenario 5: “Doing much more together”. According to the European
Commission, this is a scenario where there is consensus that neither the
EU27 as it is, nor European countries on their own, are well-equipped
enough to face the challenges of the day, Member States decide to share
more power, resources and decision-making across the board. According
to that scenario, cooperation between all Member States goes further than
ever before in all domains. Similarly, the euro area is strengthened with the
clear understanding that whatever is beneficial for countries sharing the
common currency is also beneficial for all. Last but not least, decisions are
agreed faster at European level and are rapidly enforced. This is the most
preferred scenario by the pro-European politicians and organisations as
well as by some Member States. However, other politicians and analysts
are sceptical that the EU may move that way – where all Member States
do much more together.
As pointed out by the European Commission in the introductory statement, before presenting the five scenarios, these scenarios are illustrative
in nature to provoke thinking and they are not detailed blueprints or policy
prescriptions. The final outcome will undoubtedly look different to the way
the scenarios are presented in the White Paper. The EU27 shall decide together which combination of features from the five scenarios they believe
will best help advance the EU project. After a large-scale debate across
Europe, it is expected for the President of the European Commission to give
his personal views on the future of Europe in his State of the Union speech
in September 2017. The European Council shall also draw its conclusions
by the end of 2017.
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The White Paper from March 2017 is accompanied by 5 Reflection papers
that further develop the ideas for the future of Europe in 5 specific areas.
These are the following:
zz Reflection paper on the social dimension of Europe - it raises questions
on how to sustain the standards of living in the EU, create more and
better jobs, equip people with the right skills and create more unity
within the society12.
zz Reflection paper on harnessing globalisation – it opens up a debate on
how the EU can best harness globalisation and responds to its opportunities and challenges13.
zz Reflection paper on deepening the Economic and Monetary Union – it
intends to help build a broad consensus on how to take on the challenges for the completion of the EMU, including for building further
on Financial Union, Economic and Fiscal Union14.
zz Reflection paper on the future of European defence - it sets out three
possible scenarios for the future of European defence15.
zz Reflection paper on the future of EU finances - it sets out the basic features
of the EU budget and charts the principal trends and developments
in key policy areas like cohesion or agriculture. It also addresses issues
like the added value of EU funding or the articulation between EU
funding and structural reforms in Member States16.
The European Union leaders also met in Rome at the end of March 2017.
The EU heads of state or government met in the Italian capital on 25 March
2017, for the 60th anniversary of the signing of the Rome Treaties. This was
European Commission (2017), “Reflection paper on the social dimension of Europe”, Brussels, 26
April 2017.
13
European Commission (2017), “Reflection paper on harnessing globalisation”, Brussels, 10 May 2017.
14
European Commission (2017), “Reflection paper on deepening the Economic and Monetary Union”,
Brussels, 31 May 2017. Previous documents related to the debate for the completion of the EMU include:
European Commission (2015), “Five Presidents’ Report sets out plan for strengthening Europe’s Economic
and Monetary Union as of 1 July 2015”, Press Release, 22 June 2015; European Commission (2015),
“Completing Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union”, a report by Jean-Claude Junker in collaboration
with Donald Tusk, Jeroen Dijsselbloem, Mario Draghi and Martin Schulz, June 2015; European Commission
(2012), “A Blueprint for a Deep and Genuine Economic and Monetary Union. Launching the European
Debate”, Communication of the European Commission, COM(2012), 777/2, Brussels, 30.11.2012 and
President of the European Council (2012), “Towards Genuine Economic and Monetary Union”, A Report
of the President of the European Council in collaboration with the President of the European Commission,
the President of the Eurogroup and the President of the European Central Bank, 5 December 2012.
15
European Commission (2017), “Reflection paper on the future of European defence”, Brussels, 7 June
2017.
16
European Commission (2017), “Reflection paper on the future of EU finances”, Brussels, 28 June 2017
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another occasion to reflect on the state of the European Union and look
at the future of the European integration process. The meeting in Rome
ended with a declaration where the EU leaders shared their initial position
about the future of Europe17.
3. EU Enlargement Policy – state of play
The Enlargement Policy of the European Union often is referred to as one
of the most effective policies or the most successful foreign policy initiative
of the EU. In fact, the European Communities were founded in the 1950’s by
only six Member States (France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg) and now (before Brexit) it counts already 28 Member States.
The conditions for accession of new members to the EU are laid down in
the Treaty on the European Union. They state that any European country
may apply for membership if it respects the democratic values of the EU
and is committed to promoting them. As pointed out by the European
Commission, one of the most important steps in the enlargement process
is for the country to meet the key criteria for accession. These criteria were
mainly defined at the European Council in Copenhagen in 1993 and are
referred to as ‘Copenhagen criteria’. Countries wishing to join the EU need
to have:
zz stable institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human
rights and respect for and protection of minorities;
zz a functioning market economy and the capacity to cope with competition and market forces in the EU;
zz the ability to take on and implement effectively the obligations of
membership, including adherence to the aims of political, economic
and monetary union.
The EU also needs to be able to integrate new members. In the case of
the countries of the Western Balkans, additional conditions for membership were set out in the so-called ‘Stabilisation and Association process’,
mostly relating to regional cooperation and good neighbourly relations18.
The Western Balkan countries that aim for EU accession are currently six,
i.e. Montenegro, Serbia, Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
17
European Council (2017), “Declaration of the leaders of 27 member states and of the European Council,
the European Parliament and the European Commission”, 25.03.2017.
18
For information about the EU Enlargement Policy and the accession criteria, please consult the
website of the European Commission: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/
conditions-membership_en.
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Kosovo. Croatia was also considered as part of that region and it is the first
country from the Western Balkans that joined the EU on 1 July 2013, which
is in fact the last enlargement of the EU19.
The current stage of EU accession preparations is very different for the
Western Balkan countries. Apart from Croatia, the other countries from the
region are far away from recent accession to the European Union.
Currently, Montenegro is the most advanced country from the region in
its accession preparations. By June 2017 it has already closed 3 chapters
and has opened for negotiations 25 more chapters. Montenegro is the
country that has advanced substantially in its process of transposition and
implementation of the EU law. One of the most difficult issues during the
accession talks is expected to be on chapter Economic and Monetary Union
as Montenegro has adopted unilaterally the euro (unilateral euroisation)
and this currency is the only legal tender in that country.
Serbia is another country from the Western Balkans regions that has
already started EU accession talks. By June 2017 it has provisionally closed
2 chapters and it has opened for negotiations another 6 chapters. One of
the most difficult issues for the EU integration process are the relations
with Kosovo that is not recognised by Serbia and that is considered by the
Constitution of this country Serbian territory.
Macedonia is another country from the region that has already gained
the status of candidate country. However, although Macedonia receives
recommendations by the European Commission to start EU accession talks
since 2009, the start of such negotiations is not possible due to the veto of
Greece and the dispute over the constitutional name of Macedonia.
Albania is also a country from the Western Balkans that has received the
status of a candidate country. This was done in mid-2014. It is expected that
Albania will start soon European Union accession talks.
Bosnia and Herzegovina is one of the two countries from the Western
Balkans that currently has only the status of potential candidate country. This
is due to many reasons, including the slow development of the EU integration process and the political and administrative structure of the state where
each important decision shall be supported by the three communities.
19
Western Balkans are in practice all the countries that emerged from ex-Yugoslavia plus Albania, minus
Slovenia that joined the EU on 1 May 2004 together with Cyprus and Malta and seven other countries
from Central and Eastern Europe.
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Sources: European Commission, “European Neighbourhood Policy аnd Enlargement Negotiations”; Müftüler-Baç, M. Luetgert, B. 2016, The European Union’s
Alternative Models for Maximizing its Integration Strategy for Candidates and Neighbour States. A Process of External Differentiation, MAXCAP, No. 35, November
2016 and Republic of Croatia, Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs: www.mvep.hr/en. This table is developed for the book: “Perspectives of the Western Balkans
for the adoption of the euro”, authors: Kaloyan Simeonov, Anna Pecheva, Lilian Nikiforova and Slaveya Bijeva (upcoming publication).

Montenegro

Macedonia has received a recommendation by the European Commission to open EU accession talks for the first time in the autumn of 2009.
The negotiating chapters for the Western Balkan countries are 35. This means that Montenegro still did not open 7 chapters and Serbia did not opened
27 of the negotiating chapters.
2
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Sources: European Commission, “European Neighbourhood Policy аnd Enlargement Negotiations”;
Müftüler-Baç, M. Luetgert, B. 2016, The European Union’s Alternative Models for Maximizing its Integration
Strategy for Candidates and Neighbour States. A Process of External Differentiation, MAXCAP, No. 35,
November 2016 and Republic of Croatia, Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs: www.mvep.hr/en.
This table is developed for the book: “Perspectives of the Western Balkans for the adoption of the euro”,
authors: Kaloyan Simeonov, Anna Pecheva, Lilian Nikiforova and Slaveya Bijeva (upcoming publication).
21
As pointed out by the European Commission, the designation of Palestine in its website shall not be
construed as recognition of a State of Palestine and is without prejudice to the individual positions of
the Member States on this issue.

Status

The European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) is another important policy
of the EU. It governs the EU’s relations with 16 of the EU’s closest Eastern
and Southern Neighbours. To the South these are: Algeria, Egypt, Israel,
Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestine21, Syria and Tunisia and to
the East: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine.
Russia is also a neighbour of the European Union but it is not part of the
European Neighbourhood Policy. That country has special relations with
the EU, it takes part in Cross-Border Cooperation activities under the ENP

Country

4. EU Neighbourhood Policy – current developments

Stabilisation and Association
Agreement

Turkey is the other country, apart from the Western Balkan countries, that
currently has started EU accession talks. Turkey applied to join in 1987 the
European Economic Community and since 1995 it has a Customs Union with
that Community. The EU accession negotiations started in 2005. However,
the EU accession process is hampered by several factors and events. Many
of the negotiating chapters are also frozen because of the problems with
the northern part of Cyprus.

Table: European integration process of the Western Balkan countries

The development of the European integration process for each of the
Western Balkan countries is presented in the table20. It lists the dates of signature and entry into force of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement,
the date of EU membership application, the date for receiving the status
of a candidate country, the starting date for EU accession talks (for those
that already started such accession negotiations) as well as the number of
opened and temporarily closed negotiating chapters.

Closed
(temporarily)
negotiation
chapters

Kosovo is the other country from the region with the status of a potential
candidate country. This was the last country from the region that has signed
Stabilisation and Association Agreement. The most significant obstacle for
the starting of the accession talks is that 5 Member States from the EU-28
still do not recognise Kosovo as an independent country. These are Spain,
Greece, Cyprus, Romania and Slovakia. Kosovo also applies the regime of
unilateral euroisation. 20
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but currently between the EU and Russia there are sanctions because of
the Crimea crises.

partner countries. It builds on the achievements of the previous European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument.24

The European Neighbourhood Policy has been launched in 2003 and
developed with the objective of avoiding the emergence of new dividing
lines between the enlarged EU and its neighbours.22 The idea of that policy
is to strengthen the prosperity, stability and security in these countries and
to boost their relations with the EU. It is based on the values of democracy,
rule of law and respect for human rights.

Although it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the European
Neighbourhood Policy, it is an important instrument for the managing of the
relations of the EU with its neighbours. It is essential that there is a dialogue
between the EU and these 16 partner countries. This dialogue may be the
base for deepening of the relations that shall bring further prosperity in
the regions under the European Neighbourhood Policy as well as in the EU.

As pointed out by the European Commission, the European Neighbourhood
Policy was reviewed in 2011, following the ‘Arab Spring’ uprisings. However,
the countries that are part of the ENP are very different one from the other
and it became clear that it is necessary to undertake a further review of the
ENP. This was done by a Joint Communication setting out the main lines of
the review of the European Neighbourhood Policy that has been published
on 18 November 2015.23 The publication of that Joint Communication was
done following a public consultation, involving partner countries, international organisations, social partners, civil society and academia.

5. The EU Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policies – their place in the
debate for the future of Europe

Under the revised European Neighbourhood Policy, stabilisation of the
region, in political, economic, and security related terms, will be at the
heart of the new policy. The revised European Neighbourhood Policy puts
a strong emphasis on two principles: 1) the implementation of a differentiated approach to EU Neighbours, the respect of the different aspirations
of these partners and the provision of better answer to EU interests and
the interests of these partners; and 2) an increased ownership by partner
countries and Member States.
The European Neighbourhood Policy is currently financed by the new
European Neighbourhood Instrument where €15.4 billion are dedicated
for the period 2014-2020. This is the main financial instrument for implementing the European Neighbourhood Policy. Another instrument is the
TAIEX programme of the European Commission for the approximation of
national legislations with EU law. The European Neighbourhood Instrument
provides the bulk of EU funding to the 16 European Neighbourhood Policy
22
In the year 2003, it already became clear that the then 15 Member States of the European Communities
will be enlarged to 25 Member States in 2004. Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU later – on 1 January
2007.
23
For further information, see: Joint Communication to the European Parliament, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, “Review of the European
Neighbourhood Policy”, JOIN(2011) 50 final, Brussels, 18.11.2015.
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The debate for the future of Europe is focused on issues such as the single
market and trade, Economic and Monetary Union, Schengen, migration and
security, Foreign policy and defence, EU budget and finances, etc. The issues
such as the future enlargement of the European Union and the European
Neighbourhood Policy are almost missing from the current debate.
The lack of focus in relation to the EU enlargement process is perhaps
even stronger than in relation to the European Neighbourhood Policy.
When Jean-Claude Juncker took office, during his first speech he outlined
that during his mandate, i.e. until mid-2019, there will be no enlargement
of the European Union. The White Paper of the European Commission
from March 2017 gives much more negative signals to the candidate and
potential candidate countries. The subtitle of the White Paper on the future
of Europe speaks for itself: “Reflections and scenarios for the EU27 by 2025”.
If we shall “translate” this subtitle for the EU enlargement policy that means
that it is not expected to have an enlargement of the EU until 2025. For the
Eurosceptics in the EU this may seem logical but for the people, societies
and politicians, especially in the Western Balkans, this is too long a period.
Some even may question the EU perspective of the Western Balkan countries which will be a completely wrong message and it may damage the
peace and reconciliation process in that part of the European continent,
leading also to less competitiveness, prosperity, investments and economic
growth in the region.
The Withe Paper is also almost silent about the EU enlargement policy.
The only paragraph where EU enlargement and European Neighbourhood
For more information in relation to the European Neighbourhood Policy, see the website of
the European Commission: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/neighbourhood/
overview_en.
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Policy are discussed more directly is the following one, which is part of the
section explaining the role of the EU in an evolving world:
Europe is attractive to many of its partners. While no further accession
to the EU is expected in the short term, the prospect itself is a powerful tool
to project stability and security along our borders. The EU works actively
with its neighbourhood whether it be in the east or in the south. From our
strengthened partnership with Ukraine to the wide-ranging cooperation
with our African partners, Europe’s role as a positive global force is more
important than ever.
The European Union recognises its transformative power for the countries
that aspire for EU accession but at the same time does not give any expectations that the enlargement process may happen in the short term. We shall
not forget that the speed of EU enlargement shall not be detrimental to the
quality of that process. Anyway, currently there are few positive signs for
the Western Balkan countries that the EU perspective may be substantially
enhanced in the coming years.
The EU enlargement process and relations with Turkey also do not receive
special attention in the current debate for the future of Europe. Turkey is mentioned only once in the March 2017 White Paper of the European Commission.
This is done in the graph where the membership in different organisations
is presented and where Turkey is listed as one of the NATO Member States.
However, the Rome declaration is a little bit more precise in relation to EU
enlargement but again without any concrete commitment and roadmap.
The EU leaders pointed out in that declaration from 25 March 2017 that:
We want a Union which remains open to those European countries that
respect our values and are committed to promoting them.
The signal is clear - the commitment shall come first from the candidate
and potential candidate countries.
The European neighbours are a subject that is explored in more occasions
in the European Commission White Paper from March 2017. In addition to
the paragraph cited above, where the EU commits itself to work actively
with its neighbourhood, this issue is discussed in the following occasions
in the Commission White Paper:
In the introduction to the White paper, in the paragraph explaining the
global challenges in front of the EU, the following sentence appears: “Parts
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of our neighbourhood are destabilised, resulting in the largest refugee crisis
since the Second World War.” The situation in the EU neighbourhood is seen
as a challenge by the EU and not as an opportunity. This is also a clear sign
that the current European Neighbourhood Policy may not be a symbol of
prosperity and development in the years to come.
The other part of the White Paper where neighbouring issues are mentioned is the one listing the illustrative snapshots for the second scenario
- “Nothing but the single market”:
zz Citizens in a country subject to airspace violations or large-scale cyberattacks by a foreign power struggle to understand why sanctions are
not agreed by the EU27 or even neighbouring countries.
zz The renationalisation of development aid makes it harder to build
comprehensive partnerships with African countries, limiting economic
opportunities in a growing market and failing to tackle the root causes
of migration.
These illustrative snapshots do not bring much to the debate for the
future of the European Neighbourhood Policy. They simply say that if the
second scenario is chosen, there will be no developed policy of the EU
towards the neighbouring countries. Taking into account that logic, in
the explanations for the fifth scenario – “Doing much more together”, the
European Commission points out that in such a scenario:
Closer partnerships and increased investment in Europe’s neighbourhood
and beyond help to create economic opportunities; manage regular migration and tackle irregular channels.
Even the Reflection paper on harnessing globalisation is not concrete
about the European Neighbourhood Policy. It quotes one speech of the
President of the European Commission:
“Being European also means being open and trading with our neighbours, instead of going to war with them”.
The other mentioning of the EU neighbourhood in the Reflection paper
on harnessing globalisation is in the following sentence:
A youth population surge in Africa, instability in our neighbourhood and
elsewhere and growing pressure from climate change will continue to push
individuals and families to search for safer and better lives abroad, unless
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investments are made in promoting peaceful and prosperous futures in their
country of origin.
The quote of the President of the European Commission and the other
sentence in the Reflection paper on harnessing globalisation also do
not contain visionary actions and measures that shall bring forward the
European Neighbourhood Policy.
The Rome declaration, although quite shorter a document than the
European Commission White Paper and the accompanying Reflection
papers, again is much more precise about the European Neighbourhood
Policy. The leaders of the EU commit themselves to work for:
A stronger Europe on the global scene: a Union further developing existing
partnerships, building new ones and promoting stability and prosperity in
its immediate neighbourhood to the east and south, but also in the Middle
East and across Africa and globally …
In the Rome declaration the leaders of the European Union commit themselves to work towards developing the partnership with the neighbouring
countries. However, we shall see in the future how this commitment will be
made in terms of more concrete and precise actions and measures. Last but
not least, the neighbouring countries of the EU shall be also committed to
work towards future development of the relations with the EU in order for
the European Neighbourhood Policy to become successful.
6. Conclusions
The debate for the future of Europe that was launched in March 2017
provides different scenarios for the future of the European Union and its
common policies. However, the White Paper of the European Commission
and its Reflection papers do not provide any concrete visionary thinking about the future of the EU Enlargement Policy and the European
Neighbourhood Policy.

Member States have other problems to debate about their future. To include
the debate for the EU enlargement at this stage may be even damaging
for the enlargement process itself as there is no popular support for that
process in the EU.
There is another issue that is important for the Western Balkan countries
that already started EU accession talks or plan to do it in the near future.
These countries are very likely one day or another to join the EU. It will be
rather later than sooner. But the important thing is that they will join a
European Union that is much more different from the EU today. The debate
for the future of Europe, the current and the upcoming challenges that the
EU faces and will face, will definitely change the European Union that we
know today.
The White Paper and the Reflection papers of the European Commission
are also not very precise about the future of the European Neighbourhood
Policy. The EU neighbourhood is mentioned several times in these papers
but without clear vision what will be the measures and actions in that EU
policy in the future.
The Rome declaration of the EU leaders for the celebration of the 60
years of the signature of the Rome Treaties mentions much more precisely
the need to work towards EU enlargement and European Neighbourhood
Policy. However, it also does not provide any options or ideas how these
two policies would advance forward.
The debate for the future of Europe shall include in the future much more
precisely the discussion about the future of the EU Enlargement Policy and
the European Neighbourhood Policy. The Western Balkan countries shall also
start to participate in the debate for the future of Europe. As it is expected
that these countries will join the EU one day or another, they shall be also
much more engaged in that debate as they shall also have a say what kind
of European Union they want to join.

The EU Enlargement Policy is even missing in the White Paper of the
European Commission. The subtitle “Reflections and scenarios for the EU27
by 2025” speaks on its own about that fact, leading to the conclusion that
future enlargement of the EU is not expected until 2025. This is discouraging
for the reforms in the Western Balkan countries and for their EU perspective.
The missing topic about the EU enlargement is done on purpose in the
European Commission White Paper as currently the societies in the EU
148
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First: In the last two decades, and particularly after the global financial
and economic crisis, we have been witnessing a manifest shift in global
power relations. The previously predominant share of GDP concentrated
on the traditional rich countries (North America and Europe) has been
diminishing. At present, about 50 per cent of the global output at market
prices and almost 60 per cent based on purchasing power parity is represented by „non-developed” countries fuelled by rapidly growing emerging
economies. In this ranking, China occupies a leading position both due to
its sustained and unprecedented three-decades dynamism of growth and
to its export-oriented strategy initiated in 1979. China is the only country
with (potentially) big domestic market that did not focus its economic policy
on domestic demand but on foreign markets. As a result, consideration of
international (economic and financial) developments as well as factors of
international competition/competitiveness became the leading factors
instead of focusing on the (artificial) broadening of domestic markets with
high level of tariff and non-tariff protection.
Second: According to several comparative statistics, Asia has been the
main winner of the shift of global economic power relations. However, the
Asian picture itself is very diversified. China, following the export-oriented
growth strategy of Japan and, particularly, the four small tigers (Hong Kong,
Taiwan, South Korea and Singapore) is increasingly determining the growth
map of Asia. In contrast, several other densely populated Asian countries,
including India, Pakistan and Indonesia do not belong to the group of
countries based on export-led growth (India being a partial example in
some service sectors). Asian growth is clearly reflected in shifting shares of
global trade (being China the leading export country ahead of Germany
and the USA if the EU-28 is not taken into account as a trading group). In
addition, after two decades of being one of the most important recipients
of foreign direct investment, in the last decade, China has emerged as one
of the important capital exporters not only towards developing countries
in Asia and Africa, but to Europe in general, and to Germany, in particular,
as well. In consequence, China’s investment strategy has become a really
two-way street, in which today Chinese capital exports balance out or even
outstrip capital imports by China (not considering capital flows through
Hong Kong). At the same time, there is a growing gap between Asia’s global economic role and the share of Asia’s population in global population.
Although, Asia is still the most populated continent (and will remain so for
the next decades), population growth is much higher in Africa. Not less
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importantly, in several Asian countries, including China, the demographic
map is changing as more and more people will become part of the middle
or elder generation – not without important economic and social consequences for the next 20 to 30 years.
Third: While Asia’s (and particularly China’s) growing importance in global
developments and in shaping international economic (as well as political
and institutional) relations has become an evident factor, there are several
questions about the sustainability of the „growth model”. Political, social,
regional, environmental and economic challenges have to be answered
successfully by most governments in the next period, not least in China,
and with respect to some adverse global developments, mainly announced
(even if not yet initiated) by the Trump administration. No question that any
serious restriction of international trade, let alone outright protectionism
by the USA might seriously hurt not only the future of economic growth
but the sustainability of the decades-long and successful export-oriented
growth pattern as well (with very serious and partly unpredictable consequences for global developments, for Asia, but also for the USA themselves).
Fourth: China’s spectacular growth about 10 per cent annually has been
reduced to 6 to 7 per cent in the last years. Of course, this is partly due to
the much higher level of already achieved growth but also to the difficulties encountered in changing the export-oriented strategy towards a more
domestic market-oriented pattern. Even if the latter were fully successful,
growing regional differences and unavoidable income polarisation would
raise fundamental political and socio-economic challenges the Chinese
government has to face. However, this change of strategy is by far not easy,
despite the pressures coming from rising protectionism, stagnating export
markets and problems of sustainable competitiveness of Chinese (and
foreign-owned) companies working in China. It may have been surprising
but it is absolutely logical that Xi Jinping, the Chinese president, reaffirmed
China’s outstanding interest in a protection-free global trade at the annual
World Economic Forum meeting in Davos in January 2017. Widespread US
protectionism (announced but not yet implemented) would seriously hurt
China’s trade interests. Therefore, China has been looking for new markets. In
this context, the European Union is the leading partner for several reasons.
First, the EU is the most important importer of Chinese goods, with very
high (although somewhat decreasing) trade surplus. Second, and not less
importantly, the EU represents an irreplacable partner in the multipolar
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strategy of China. In order to lessen the impact of the almost „Siamesetwin-partnership” between China and the USA, China definitely needs a
strong and reliable EU as an equal partner for its global strategy. Third, as
a member of the WTO since 2001, but still without the market economy
status to be acknowledged by the EU, China’s basic interest lies in phasingout the „non-market-economy-status” and becoming full-fledged member
of the international trade community (in fact, some WTO members with
market economy status are much less market economies than China, e.g.
Russia, Ukraine, etc.). Finally, China’s accession to the global environmental
agreement (Paris, December 2015) can be considered as an important step
towards „European priorities and values”. In the last years, China made enormous progress in environmental protection, including the development
of new technologies, partly with European cooperation, partly on own
initiatives that seem to successfully compete or even outpace the level of
environmental technology standards in the EU.
Fifth: A special and strategic approach of China towards Europe are
the infrastructural development plans represented by the New Silk Road
project, or its extended version of the One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative. The project includes both a continental and a maritime route from
China through Asia to Europe. At the moment, most of Chinese deliveries
to Europe arrive by sea, mainly to Rotterdam but also to other European
ports, including Pireus in Greece. Deliveries on the continental route use
the Trans-Siberian railway and have their final destination in Duisburg (since
2011, from Chongqing, five times a week), Lodz, Poland (since 2013, from
Chengdu, once a week), Pardubice, Czech Republic (since 2014, from Wuhan,
once a week) and Hamburg (since 2014, from Zhengzhou, twice a week).
The implementation of this really strategic and future-oriented project
firmly includes the Central and Southeastern European countries not only
for geopolitical but also for political, economic and cultural reasons as well
(see more in paragraph 6). Of course, it is difficult for the European mentality to evaluate and accept Chinese plans spanning across the next two or
three generations and stemming from an approach based on 5000 years
of Chinese history. Still, the obstacles and uncertainties the project may be
facing cannot be denied. The continental route includes many countries
in Asia with unique geographic landscape. Let alone the financial needs of
the construction of the infrastructure and, not less importantly, the political instability and the socio-economic fragility of the countries involved in
the project (Central Asia but also the Middle East and Turkey). No question
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that the success requires a long-term political and financial cooperation
between the European Union and China (plus in most cases Russia as well).
Sixth: In the last years, China has devoted special interest in the Central
and Southeastern European countries. As the key institutional framework
of such a cooperation, the 16+1 initiative was created. It holds annual
meetings on the highest level (the next one to be hosted by Hungary in
November 2017) and develops several cooperation projects in the medium- and longer term. Interestingly, the 16 European countries are partly
members of the EU, partly provided with EU membership perspective. Also,
their level of economic development, socio-political stability, international
competitiveness and geopolitical orientation are – at least partly – different.
How under such conditions successful and group-level cooperation may
arise, remains an unanswered question but a common challenge for the
future. However, there are some common features of the region that have
raised the interest of China. First, all countries are increasingly importing
goods from China. All of them have serious trade deficit, with the Central
European EU members being the most exposed to this deficit (4 to 5 bn
Euro per year for Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland, respectively).
While most countries of the region only deliver 1 to 2 per cent of their total
exports to China (as compared to about 80 percent to the EU) and most of
the exports consist of goods produced by (European) transnational companies located in Central Europe, they purchase more than 5 per cent of
their total imports from China.
Evidently, such imports contain three different kind of purchases. One
part is serving the domestic consumer market (so-called „cheap goods”).
Another represents industrial inputs essential for mostly export-oriented
production by domestic and mainly transnational companies producing
mainly in the new member countries of the region. The third segment consists of re-exports to other, mainly EU member countries, both within Central
and Southeastern Europe but also towards other EU member countries. As
a result, one or more regional „hubs” may be arising in the region, similar to
the key distribution centres of Chinese goods in Europe, such as Rotterdam,
Hamburg, Duisburg or, to a lesser extent, Pireus in Greece. There is a „silent
competition” among Central and Southeastern European countries, which
of them could become the key regional „hub” for Chinese goods (and
partly capital as well). Concerning Chinese investments in the 16 countries,
there are a lot of promises and interesting initiatives. Nevertheless, really
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important Chinese investments are still lacking, with the exception of the
purchase of the large Hungarian petrochemical company, Borsodchem, a
few years ago.
The real breakthrough may be coming by huge Chinese (and EU) investments in regional infrastructure linked to the OBOR (Silk Road) project. For
its geographic location, the CEE+SEE region is not only a key part of the
implementation of the „Eurasian project” but also one of the biggest potential beneficiaries. Looking at the infrastructure network of Europe, it is
obvious that the new member countries (plus the „Western Balkans”) lack
the North-South corridor (both of highways and railways). While there are
two important North-South corridors connecting countries and regions
of the EU-15 (one from the United Kingdom through France and Spain to
Gibraltar and another from Scandinavia through Germany/Switzerland/
Austria to the Italian Mediterranean), the enlargement of the EU in 2004 and
2007 did not result in building of the third North-South corridor from the
Baltics through Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Serbia, Macedonia to the Greek
port of Pireus. Enlargement helped implement several further West-East
sections (mainly highways) and a lot of EU money was made available for
infrastructural developments. In addition, the EU has launched its new TENplan, unfortunately without paying attention to the third North-South corridor but mainly financing infrastructural developments within the territory
of the EU-15. It has to be added that the new member countries in general
and the Visegrad-4 in particular, did not come up with any joint proposal –
despite the apparently strong cooperation among the V-4 countries (mainly
in words, not in deeds). The purchase of the Pireus port by China and the
announcement of the modernization of the Belgrade-Budapest railway
can be considered as part of an overarching project covering the third
North-South corridor across the territory of the Central and Southeastern
European countries (with several links to the main corridor from all countries of the larger geographic region). However, without a comprehensive
plan, the Belgrade-Budapest railway modernization plan remains at least
questionable in efficiency terms. The speed increase from 60 to 80 km per
hour does not fit into the high-speed railway network of the EU. In addition,
its utilisation is problematic, both looking at the number of passengers and
the tons of goods to be transported. Therefore, in the current framework,
the deal between the Hungarian and the Chinese government seems to
be economically irrational, in financial terms unfavourable for Hungary
(Chinese credit at an interest rate much higher than money available on
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the international market, plus exchange rate risks), and, last but not least,
legally questionable by the European Union because it does not fulfil the
public procurement criteria of the EU.
Seventh: In sum, there are many possibilities for developing economic
relations between China and the CEE+SEE region. Several projects, if well
prepared, would definitely serve both Chinese and CEE+SEE interests and
would turn out as a win-win business. At the same time, if adequately
embedded into larger European developments and EU-financed projects,
Chinese cooperation could strengthen the position of the region within
the European Union and, potentially, improve the accession chances of
the Western Balkan countries not yet members of the EU. However, one
key point must not be disregarded. China is and will remain fundamentally
interested in a strong and deepening European integration, as an indispensable and vital factor of its multipolar world view for the next decades
in the 21st century. Enhanced cooperation with the CEE+SEE region will
not be considered as a substitute for strategic cooperation with Brussels
and the key member states. Even less, and maybe in contrast to some
other external powers, will China undertake any move that would try to
undermine the solidity and integrity of the European Union (Greece had
to experience this Chinese priority immediately before the outbreak of its
financial crisis in 2010).
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Sanctions and Countersanctions
The Ukraine crisis strained the economic ties between Russia and the
EU. The occupation of Crimea forced the EU to impose trade and economic
sanctions on Russia. At the beginning, Brussels restricted certain Russian
and Ukrainian officials “responsible for actions threatening Ukraine’s territorial integrity”25 to travel within the EU as well as it froze their assets in
EU banks. Moreover, after the downing of MH 17 flight of Malaysia Airlines
where more than 200 European citizens lost their lives26, the EU undertook
more decisive measures and it broadened the scope of its sanctions. Brussels
restricted Russia’s main financial institutions to borrow money from the EU
capital markets, it imposed bans on export and import on trade in arms, on
export for dual-use goods for military use and it curtailed Russian access to
certain technologies and services that can be used for oil production and
exploration27. The Kremlin, on its part responded with counter-sanctions
aiming mainly at EU’s food and agricultural sectors. Moscow banned the
“Timeline - EU Restrictive Measures in Response to the Crisis in Ukraine.” Council of the European
Union. http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/sanctions/ukraine-crisis/history-ukraine-crisis/.
26
“MH17 Malaysia Plane Crash: What We Know.” BBC, Europe, October 14, 2015. http://www.bbc.com/
news/world-europe-28357880.
27
“EU Restrictive Measures in Response to the Crisis in Ukraine.”Council of the European Union. http://
www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/sanctions/ukraine-crisis/
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import of fruits, vegetables, meat, milk, dairy products and fish, originating
from the EU and third countries supporting EU’s sanctions against Russia28.
So far the EU has extended the sanctions several times and at least at
present there is no clear horizon when they might be lifted. However, a few
questions remain – did the EU sanctions have a substantial effect on the
Russian economy, how they affect the EU and whether they could achieve
Brussels’ main goal - to force a shift in Moscow’s policy in Ukraine and comply
with the Minsk II Agreement29.
The answer to the first question cannot be unanimous. The factors that
affect the performance of the economy could be numerous. For instance,
the Russian economy entered recession in 2013 which has only deepened
since30. The falling prices of oil and gas have reduced the fossil fuels revenues comprising half of the Russian federal budget which on its part has
led to devaluation of the ruble31. Furthermore, in 2014 the FDI depleted to
$22 billion in stark contrast to the volumes of $70 billion, a year earlier32.
The capital flight has been substantial too. In 2014, $154 billion left the
Russian economy while the forecast has been for $131 billion in 201533, or
10% of the country’s GDP34. Against this backdrop, the EU’s ban on Russian
banks to borrow money from the European financial markets as well as the
prohibition of export of technologies for extracting oil have exacerbated
Russia’s economic problems further. Hence, although the EU sanctions have
not been the main cause for the economic troubles of Moscow they have
played their role for the deterioration of the Russian economy.
Another aspect of the debate in relation to the EU economic sanctions
against Russia is their cost for the EU. There have been some concerns that
the EU sanctions could lead to deterioration in the trade with Russia, thus
Rankin, Jennifer. “Russia Responds to Sanctions by Banning Western Food Imports.” The Guardian,
August 7, 2014. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/07/russia-retaliates-western-sanctionsban-food-imports.
29
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30
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curtailing the turnover, decrease the profits, force some companies out of
the market and increase the unemployment. Among the biggest critics of
the sanctions has been the German business sector which is responsible
for roughly one third of the whole EU exports to Russia where some 6200
German companies are present35. Despite these concerns it is difficult to
estimate the direct linkage between the sanctions and the worsened trade
with Russia. As one study suggests, the drop in Russian demand for EU goods
is much more a result of the weak Russian economy rather than an effect of
the sanctions36. For instance, in 2014 the German export to Russia declined
with 16% in comparison to 2013. However, for the same period the exports
from Turkey (a country that has not backed the EU sanctions against Russia
and was hoping to boost its trade with it) have dropped with 13%37.
In addition, the main field of restrictions in trade is in the military sector,
where the turnover is not particularly high. For example, in 2012 the EU
countries have sold to Russia weapons for €193 million and despite France’s
€1.2 billion contract to supply Russia with two Mistral class helicopter carriers there are no other major military shipments38.
Nonetheless, the Russian ban on imports of agricultural products from the
EU, as a reaction to the sanctions, had a significant impact on those member
states which were exporting large amounts of their fruits, vegetables and
dairy products to Russia – Poland, Lithuania but also the Netherlands, Spain,
Greece, Belgium, Finland and Germany. As the second most important agricultural export market for the EU (after the USA) worth some €11.8 billion
(as of 2013) or 10% of all EU agricultural exports, the sanctions imposed
by Moscow have affected trade for €5.1 billion39. In order to mitigate the
negative effects, the European Commission (EC) allocated some €500 million as an emergency assistance to the EU farmers. That sum, however was
not enough to cover the losses incurred40. At the same time, after the initial
trade distortion, the EU farmers have managed to find new markets for their
goods, either within the EU or abroad, thus compensating for the losses of
Bond, Ian, Odendahl, Christian and Rankin, Jennifer. “Frozen: The Politics and Economics of Sanctions
against Russia.” Centre for European Reform, March 2015. p. 12.
36
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the Russian market41. In addition, Russia is EU’s third most important trade
partner while for Russia the EU is its biggest trade partner42. The EU’s export
to Russia in 2014 has amounted to €103 billion43 which is less than 1% of
EU’s annual GDP44 and where the agricultural export has been around €9
billion45 or 8.7% of the total EU exports to Russia46. In comparison, the EU
was responsible for 25% of the fruits and 34% of the vegetables imports to
Russia in 201347. Furthermore, the Russian countersanctions led to higher
food prices and decline in supply, which combined with the devaluation of
the ruble decreased consumption. The plans of the Russian government to
replace the imports by domestic production would be a time consuming
and expensive endeavour48. The other option – to find alternative food suppliers – has to a great extent failed mainly due to the weak purchase power
of the Russian economy as it was the case with Turkey49. All this leads to
the conclusion, that at least at present the Russian countersanctions hurt
much more the Russian consumers than the EU producers50.
EU-Russia Energy Interdependency
The energy sector, on the other hand, is the field where Russia could exert
its leverage on the EU much more effectively. The latter imports 32% of its oil
and 31% of its gas from Russia51 as some EU members, such as the three Baltic
States, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary and Slovakia are highly
“Russian Import Embargo: EU Agri-food Export Development until June2015.” European Commission.
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dependent on Russian gas52. Hence, a possible disruption in the supplies
could cause significant economic losses and if it happens during the winter
months it could pose a real danger to the health and lives of the European
citizens. At the same time the EU accounts for 70% of Russia’s energy exports53
which makes it Russia’s biggest and most valuable customer. This fact, along
with the substantial share that the oil and gas revenues have in the Russian
budget as well as the current low prices, give the Kremlin little reason to cut
its energy supplies to the EU. However, the dependence on the EU market
has been acknowledged by the Russian government which started to look
for alternative clients elsewhere and especially in Asia. Moscow’s efforts to
diversify its energy exports resulted in the signing of the 30-year gas supply
contract with China, worth some $400 billion54. With this deal Russia wanted
to demonstrate to the EU that if the latter does not want to buy Russia’s
gas, then the Kremlin would redirect its resources to “other regions of the
world.” 55 The Russian president Vladimir Putin praised the deal as a sign for
the strong Sino-Russian partnership56. According to the contract, the gas
pipeline, named The Power of Siberia, should start transporting gas to China
by 201857. However, some hindrances have already stalled the project. The
financial troubles of Russia along with Chinese slowing economic growth
and lack of agreement on the final gas price are among the main issues that
might postpone the launch of the pipeline until 202158. In addition, Russia’s
gas exports diversification would be further complicated by the lack of infrastructure. The majority of Russia’s gas facilities are built and oriented towards
the EU. Hence, the construction of new pipelines that will deliver Russian gas
to e.g. China and possibly other Asian countries will take time and substantial
financial resources that Russia is currently lacking. In this respect, at least for
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a foreseeable future, the EU will remain the main customer of Russia’s energy
exports. Even so, the EU’s growing diversification efforts as well as its declining gas demand59 (for instance in 2009 the EU was importing 40% of its gas
from Russia in comparison to less than one third in 201460) will put a strain
on Russia’s energy sector and its (resource-based) economy.
EU’s economic sanctions had contributed to the troubles of the Russian
economy while the costs for the EU have not been particularly high. Russia’s
countersanctions affected the EU farmers, who after the initial shock
managed to find new markets and customers. For the ordinary Russians,
however, the Kremlin’s actions resulted in higher food prices and supply
shortages. In the field of energy, the interdependence is rather skewed
in EU’s favour while Russia is unable to secure new markets for its energy
exports any time soon. In sum, EU is better prepared to meet the economic
challenges deriving from the antagonism with Moscow. Despite this, it is
questionable whether the EU sanctions could really force the Kremlin to
change its policy and comply with the Minsk II Agreement. The economic
sanctions are usually seen as an alternative to “military force - a lower-cost,
lower-risk, middle course of action between diplomacy and war.”61 Sanctions
could have various objectives but as a whole they aim to achieve three main
goals: to send a political signal of disapproval, to deter further examples
of negative behaviour and to force a state to change its actions62. So far
the EU has been successful in sending a clear signal of disapproval but it
has failed to prevent further escalation of the conflict and to force Moscow
to implement the conditions of the Minsk II Agreement such as allowing
humanitarian access, restoring control of the state border to Ukraine,
withdrawing of all foreign troops, equipment and mercenaries63. The lack
of (tangible) results has raised the question whether the sanctions are the
best approach of finding a solution to the Ukraine crisis. This concern has
been expressed by several EU member states who suggested an ease of
the sanction regime64. However, despite some hesitation, the EU-28 leaders
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eventually extended the economic sanctions further and it seems that they
are going to stay until a fully peace deal is implemented65.
Conclusion
In the economic field, EU’s sanctions, despite that they are not the main
reason for Russia’s economic troubles and it is hard to estimate to which
extent they have affected country’s economy, have added to Russia’s
economic problems. On the other hand, the economic sanctions did not
change Moscow’s policy in Ukraine neither they prevented further Russian
military provocations. Furthermore, a deteriorating Russian economy is not
in Europe’s long term interest. A possible economic destabilisation of Russia
could have negative effects on Europe – significant losses for the European
companies operating on the Russian market as a result of the worsened
business environment, increased (illegal) immigration as well as related
problems with organised crime groups etc. Hence, the longer the sanctions
are kept in place and the conflict in Ukraine remains unsettled, the more
arguments the proponents of lifting the sanctions will have to return to
business as usual. Nonetheless, if the EU resigns from the sanctions it will
deprive itself from its (probably) most powerful tool to exert pressure on
Russia. In short, at least for now, the EU should keep the sanctions. If they do
not bring the desired outcomes, however, the EU should review its strategy
and think of alternative measures.
In the sphere of energy, the EU can achieve a lot if it manages to establish
the long awaited common energy market. By doing so the EU would finally
be in position to negotiate with Russia on energy issues as a block. In this
way, Russia will be prevented of using its energy export as a blackmail tool
to those EU members who are highly dependent on Russia’s energy imports.
In addition, the EU should continue its efforts to diversify its energy mix
which will decrease further its dependency on Russian fossil fuels.
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